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About HeartMath Institute

HeartMath Institute (HMI) is an innovative nonprofit research and education organization that provides simple, user-friendly mental and emotion self-regulation tools and techniques that people of all ages and cultures can use in the moment to relieve stress and break through to greater levels of personal balance, stability, creativity, intuitive insight and fulfillment.

HMI research has formed the foundation for training programs conducted around the world in many different types of populations, including major corporations, government and social-service agencies, all branches of the Armed Forces, schools and universities, hospitals and a wide range of health-care professionals. The tools and technologies developed at HMI offer hope for new, effective solutions to the many daunting problems that society currently faces, beginning with restoring balance and maximizing the potential within each of us.

HeartMath Institute’s Mission (HMI)

The mission of HeartMath Institute is to help people bring their physical, mental and emotional systems into balanced alignment with their heart’s intuitive guidance. This unfolds the path for becoming heart-empowered individuals who choose the way of love, which they demonstrate through compassionate care for the well-being of themselves, others and Planet Earth.
Introduction

New research shows the human heart is much more than an efficient pump that sustains life. Our research suggests the heart also is an access point to a source of wisdom and intelligence that we can call upon to live our lives with more balance, greater creativity and enhanced intuitive capacities. All of these are important for increasing personal effectiveness, improving health and relationships and achieving greater fulfillment.

This overview will explore intriguing aspects of the science of the heart, much of which is still relatively not well known outside the fields of psychophysiology and neurocardiology. We will highlight research that bridges the science of the heart and the highly practical, research-based skill set known as the HeartMath System.

The heart has been considered the source of emotion, courage and wisdom for centuries. For more than 25 years, the HeartMath Institute Research Center has explored the physiological mechanisms by which the heart and brain communicate and how the activity of the heart influences our perceptions, emotions, intuition and health. Early on in our research we asked, among other questions, why people experience the feeling or sensation of love and other regenerative emotions as well as heartache in the physical area of the heart. In the early 1990s, we were among the first to conduct research that not only looked at how stressful emotions affect the activity in the autonomic nervous system (ANS) and the hormonal and immune systems, but also at the effects of emotions such as appreciation, compassion and care. Over the years, we have conducted many studies that have utilized many different physiological measures such as EEG (brain waves), SCL (skin conductance), ECG (heart), BP (blood pressure) and hormone levels, etc. Consistently, however, it was heart rate variability, or heart rhythms that stood out as the most dynamic and reflective indicator of one's emotional states and, therefore, current stress and cognitive processes. It became clear that stressful or depleting emotions such as frustration and overwhelm lead to increased disorder in the higher-level brain centers and autonomic nervous system and which are reflected in the heart rhythms and adversely affects the functioning of virtually all bodily systems. This eventually led to a much deeper understanding of the neural and other communication pathways between the heart and brain. We also observed that the heart acted as though it had a mind of its own and could significantly influence the way we perceive and respond in our daily interactions. In essence, it appeared that the heart could affect our awareness, perceptions and intelligence. Numerous studies have since shown that heart coherence is an optimal physiological state associated with increased cognitive function, self-regulatory capacity, emotional stability and resilience.

We now have a much deeper scientific understanding of many of our original questions that explains how and why heart activity affects mental clarity, creativity, emotional balance, intuition and personal effectiveness. Our and others’ research indicates the heart is far more than a simple pump. The heart is, in fact, a highly complex...
information-processing center with its own functional brain, commonly called the *heart brain*, that communicates with and influences the cranial brain via the nervous system, hormonal system and other pathways. These influences affect brain function and most of the body’s major organs and play an important role in mental and emotional experience and the quality of our lives.

In recent years, we have conducted a number of research studies that have explored topics such as the electrophysiology of intuition and the degree to which the heart’s magnetic field, which radiates outside the body, carries information that affects other people and even our pets, and links people together in surprising ways. We also launched the Global Coherence Initiative (GCI), which explores the interconnectivity of humanity with Earth's magnetic fields.

This overview discusses the main findings of our research and the fascinating and important role the heart plays in our personal coherence and the positive changes that occur in health, mental functions, perception, happiness and energy levels as people practice the HeartMath techniques. Practicing the techniques increases heart coherence and one’s ability to self-regulate emotions from a more intuitive, intelligent and balanced inner reference. This also explains how coherence is reflected in our physiology and can be objectively measured.

The discussion then expands from physiological coherence to coherence in the context of families, workplaces and communities. *Science of the Heart* concludes with the perspective that being responsible for and increasing our personal coherence not only improves personal health and happiness, but also feeds into and influences a global field environment. It is postulated that as increasing numbers of people add coherent energy to the global field, it helps strengthen and stabilize mutually beneficial feedback loops between human beings and Earth’s magnetic fields.
Traditionally, the study of communication pathways between the head and heart has been approached from a rather one-sided perspective, with scientists focusing primarily on the heart’s responses to the brain’s commands. We have learned, however, that communication between the heart and brain actually is a dynamic, ongoing, two-way dialogue, with each organ continuously influencing the other’s function. Research has shown that the heart communicates to the brain in four major ways: neurologically (through the transmission of nerve impulses), biochemically (via hormones and neurotransmitters), biophysically (through pressure waves) and energetically (through electromagnetic field interactions). Communication along all these conduits significantly affects the brain’s activity. Moreover, our research shows that messages the heart sends to the brain also can affect performance.

Some of the first researchers in the field of psychophysiology to examine the interactions between the heart and brain were John and Beatrice Lacey. During 20 years of research throughout the 1960s and ’70s, they observed that the heart communicates with the brain in ways that significantly affect how we perceive and react to the world.

In physiologist and researcher Walter Bradford Cannon’s view, when we are aroused, the mobilizing part of the nervous system (sympathetic) energizes us for fight or flight, which is indicated by an increase in heart rate, and in more quiescent moments, the calming part of the nervous system (parasympathetic) calms us down and slows the heart rate. Cannon believed the autonomic nervous system and all of the related physiological responses moved in concert with the brain’s response to any given stimulus or challenge. Presumably, all of our inner systems are activated together when we are aroused and calm down together when we are at rest and the brain is in control of the entire process. Cannon also introduced the concept of homeostasis. Since then, the study of physiology has been based on the principle that all cells, tissues and organs strive to maintain a static or constant steady-state condition. However, with the introduction of signal-processing technologies that can acquire continuous data over time from physiological processes such as heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP) and nerve activity, it has become abundantly apparent that biological processes vary in complex and nonlinear ways, even during so-called steady-state conditions. These observations have led to the understanding that healthy, optimal function is a result of continuous, dynamic, bidirectional interactions among multiple neural, hormonal and mechanical control systems at both local and central levels. In concert, these dynamic and interconnected physiological and psychological regulatory systems are never truly at rest and are certainly never static.
For example, we now know that the normal resting rhythm of the heart is highly variable rather than monotonously regular, which was the widespread notion for many years. This will be discussed further in the section on heart rate variability (HRV).

The Laceys noticed that the model proposed by Cannon only partially matched actual physiological behavior. As their research evolved, they found that the heart in particular seemed to have its own logic that frequently diverged from the direction of autonomic nervous system activity. The heart was behaving as though it had a mind of its own. Furthermore, the heart appeared to be sending meaningful messages to the brain that the brain not only understood, but also obeyed. Even more intriguing was that it looked as though these messages could affect a person’s perceptions, behavior and performance. The Laceys identified a neural pathway and mechanism whereby input from the heart to the brain could inhibit or facilitate the brain’s electrical activity. Then in 1974, French researchers stimulated the vagus nerve (which carries many of the signals from the heart to the brain) in cats and found that the brain’s electrical response was reduced to about half its normal rate. This suggested that the heart and nervous system were not simply following the brain’s directions, as Cannon had thought. Rather, the autonomic nervous system and the communication between the heart and brain were much more complex, and the heart seemed to have its own type of logic and acted independently of the signals sent from the brain.

While the Laceys research focused on activity occurring within a single cardiac cycle, they also were able to confirm that cardiovascular activity influences perception and cognitive performance, but there were still some inconsistencies in the results. These inconsistencies were resolved in Germany by Velden and Wölk, who later demonstrated that cognitive performance fluctuated at a rhythm around 10 hertz throughout the cardiac cycle. They showed that the modulation of cortical function resulted from ascending cardiovascular inputs on neurons in the thalamus, which globally synchronizes cortical activity. An important aspect of their work was the finding that
it is the pattern and stability of the heart’s rhythm of the afferent (ascending) inputs, rather than the number of neural bursts within the cardiac cycle, that are important in modulating thalamic activity, which in turn has global effects on brain function. There has since been a growing body of research indicating that afferent information processed by the intrinsic cardiac nervous system (heart-brain) can influence activity in the frontocortical areas and motor cortex, affecting psychological factors such as attention level, motivation, perceptual sensitivity and emotional processing.

**Neurocardiology: The Brain On the Heart**

While the Laceys were conducting their research in psychophysiology, a small group of cardiologists joined forces with a group of neurophysiologists and neuroanatomists to explore areas of mutual interest. This represented the beginning of the new discipline now called neurocardiology. One of their early findings is that the heart has a complex neural network that is sufficiently extensive to be characterized as a brain on the heart (Figure 1.2). The heart-brain, as it is commonly called, or intrinsic cardiac nervous system, is an intricate network of complex ganglia, neurotransmitters, proteins and support cells, the same as those of the brain in the head. The heart-brain’s neural circuitry enables it to act independently of the cranial brain to learn, remember, make decisions and even feel and sense. Descending activity from the brain in the head via the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the ANS is integrated into the heart’s intrinsic nervous system along with signals arising from sensory neurons in the heart that detect pressure, heart rate, heart rhythm and hormones.

The anatomy and functions of the intrinsic cardiac nervous system and its connections with the brain have been explored extensively by neurocardiologists. In terms of heart-brain communication, it is generally well-known that the efferent (descending) pathways in the autonomic nervous system are involved in the regulation of the heart. However, it is less appreciated that the majority of fibers in the vagus nerves are afferent (ascending) in nature. Furthermore, more of these ascending neural pathways are related to the heart (and cardiovascular system) than to any other organ. This means the heart sends more information to the brain than the brain sends to the heart. More recent research shows that the neural interactions between the heart and brain are more complex than previously thought. In addition, the intrinsic cardiac nervous system has both short-term and long-term memory functions and can operate independently of central neuronal command.

**Figure 1.2.** Microscopic image of interconnected intrinsic cardiac ganglia in the human heart. The thin, light-blue structures are multiple axons that connect the ganglia. Courtesy of Dr. J. Andrew Armour.

Once information has been processed by the heart’s intrinsic nervous system, the appropriate signals are sent to the heart’s sinoatrial node and to other tissues in the heart. Thus, under normal physiological conditions, the heart’s intrinsic nervous system plays an important role in much of the routine control of cardiac function, independent of the central nervous system. The heart’s intrinsic nervous system is vital for the maintenance of cardiovascular stability and efficiency and without it, the heart cannot function properly. The neural output, or messages from the intrinsic cardiac nervous system travels to the brain via ascending pathways in the both the spinal column and vagus nerves, where it travels to the medulla, hypothalamus, thalamus and amygdala and then to the cerebral cortex. The nervous-system pathways between the heart and brain are shown in Figure 1.3 and the primary afferent pathways in the brain are shown in Figure 1.4.
Had the existence of the intrinsic cardiac nervous system and the complexity of the neural communication between the heart and brain been known while the Laceys were conducting their paradigm-shifting research, their theories and data likely would have been accepted far sooner. Their insight, rigorous experimentation and courage to follow where the data led them, even though it did not fit the well-entrenched beliefs of the scientific community of their day, were pivotal in the understanding of the heart-brain connection. Their research played an important role in elucidating the basic physiological and psychological processes that connect the heart and brain and the mind and body. In 1977, Dr. Francis Waldropin, director of the National Institute of Mental Health, stated in a review article of the Laceys' work, “Their intricate and careful procedures, combined with their daring theories, have produced work that has stirred controversy as well as promise. In the long run, their research may tell us much about what makes each of us a whole person and may suggest techniques that can restore a distressed person to health.”

Figure 1.3. The neural communication pathways interacting between the heart and brain are responsible for the generation of HRV. The intrinsic cardiac nervous system integrates information from the extrinsic nervous system and the sensory neurites within the heart. The extrinsic cardiac ganglia located in the thoracic cavity have connections to the lungs and esophagus and are indirectly connected via the spinal cord to many other organs, including the skin and arteries. The vagus nerve (parasympathetic) primarily consists of afferent (flowing to the brain) fibers that connect to the medulla. The sympathetic afferent nerves first connect to the extrinsic cardiac ganglia (also a processing center), then to the dorsal root ganglion and the spinal cord. Once afferent signals reach the medulla, they travel to the subcortical areas (thalamus, amygdala, etc.) and then the higher cortical areas.
Figure 1.4. Diagram of the currently known afferent pathways by which information from the heart and cardiovascular system modulates brain activity. Note the direct connections from the NTS to the amygdala, hypothalamus and thalamus. Although not shown, there also is evidence emerging that there is a pathway from the dorsal vagal complex that travels directly to the frontal cortex.

The Heart as a Hormonal Gland

In addition to its extensive neurological interactions, the heart also communicates with the brain and body biochemically by way of the hormones it produces. Although not typically thought of as an endocrine gland, the heart actually manufactures and secretes a number of hormones and neurotransmitters that have a wide-ranging impact on the body as a whole.

The heart was reclassified as part of the hormonal system in 1983, when a new hormone produced and secreted by the atria of the heart was discovered. This hormone has been called by several different names – atrial natriuretic factor (ANF), atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) and atrial peptide. Nicknamed the balance hormone, it plays an important role in fluid and electrolyte balance and helps regulate the blood vessels, kidneys, adrenal glands and many regulatory centers in the brain. Increased atrial peptide inhibits the release of stress hormones and reduces sympathetic outflow and appears to interact with the immune system. Even more intriguing, experiments suggest atrial peptide can influence motivation and behavior.

It was later discovered the heart contains cells that synthesize and release catecholamines (norepinephrine, epinephrine and dopamine), which are neurotransmitters once thought to be produced only by neurons in the brain and ganglia. More recently, it was discovered the heart also manufactures and secretes oxytocin, which can act as a neurotransmitter and commonly is referred to as the love or social-bonding hormone. Beyond its well-known functions in childbirth and lactation, oxytocin also has been shown to be involved in cognition, tolerance, trust and friendship and the establishment of enduring pair-bonds. Remarkably, concentrations of oxytocin produced in the heart are in the same range as those produced in the brain.
CHAPTER 2

Resilience, Stress and Emotions

As far back as the middle of the last century, it was recognized that the heart, overtaxed by constant emotional influences or excessive physical effort and thus deprived of its appropriate rest, suffers disorders of function and becomes vulnerable to disease. [25]

An early editorial on the relationships between stress and the heart accepted the proposition that in about half of patients, strong emotional upsets precipitated KHDUWIDLOXUH8QVSHFLͤHGQHJDWLYHHPRWLRQDODURXVDO often described as stress, distress or upset, has been associated with a variety of pathological conditions, including hypertension, [26, 27] silent myocardial ischemia, [28] sudden cardiac death, [29] coronary disease, [30-32] cardiac arrhythmia, [33] sleep disorders, [34] metabolic syndrome, [35] diabetes, [36, 37] neurodegenerative diseases, [38] fatigue, [39, 40] and many other disorders. [41] Stress and negative emotions have been shown to increase disease severity and worsen prognosis for individuals suffering from a number of different pathologies. [42, 43]

On the other hand, positive emotions and effective emotion self-regulation skills have been shown to prolong health and significantly reduce premature mortality. [44-49] From a psychophysiological perspective, emotions are central to the experience of stress. It is the feelings of anxiety, irritation, frustration, lack of control, and hopelessness that are actually what we experience when we describe ourselves as stressed. Whether it’s a minor inconvenience or a major life change, situations are experienced as stressful to the extent that they trigger emotions such as annoyance, irritation, anxiety and overwhelm. [50]

In essence, stress is emotional unease, the experience of which ranges from low-grade feelings of emotional unrest to intense inner turmoil. Stressful emotions clearly can arise in response to external challenges or events, and also from ongoing internal dialogs and attitudes. Recurring feelings of worry, anxiety, anger, judgment, resentment, impatience, overwhelm and self-doubt often consume a large part of our energy and dull our day-to-day life experiences.

Additionally, emotions, much more so than thoughts alone, activate the physiological changes comprising the stress response. Our research shows a purely mental activity such as cognitively recalling a past situation that provoked anger does not produce nearly as profound an effect on physiological processes as actually engaging the emotion associated with that memory. In other words, reexperiencing the feeling of anger provoked by the memory has a greater effect than thinking about it. [51, 52]

Resilience and Emotion Self-Regulation

Our emotions infuse life with a rich texture and transform our conscious experience into a meaningful living experience. Emotions determine what we care about and what motivates us. They connect us to others and give us the courage to do what needs to be done, to appreciate our successes, to protect and support the people we love and have compassion and kindness for those who are in need of our help. Emotions are also what allow us to experience the pain and grief of loss. Without emotions, life would lack meaning and purpose.

Emotions and resilience are closely related because emotions are the primary drivers of many key physiological processes involved in energy regulation. We define resilience as the capacity to prepare for, recover from and adapt in the face of stress, adversity, trauma or challenge. [53] Therefore, it follows that a key to sustaining good health, optimal function and resilience is the ability to manage one’s emotions.

It has been suggested that resilience should be considered as a state rather than a trait and that a person’s resilience can vary over time as demands,
circumstances and level of maturity change. In our resilience training programs, we suggest that the ability to build and sustain resilience is related to self-management and efficient utilization of energy resources across four domains: physical, emotional, mental and spiritual (Figure 2.1). Physical resilience is basically reflected in physical flexibility, endurance and strength, while emotional resilience is reflected in the ability to self-regulate, degree of emotional flexibility, positive outlook and supportive relationships. Mental resilience is reflected in the ability to sustain focus and attention, mental flexibility and the capacity for integrating multiple points of view. Spiritual resilience is typically associated with commitment to core values, intuition and tolerance of others’ values and beliefs.

Figure 2.1. Domains of Resilience.

By learning self-regulation techniques that allow us to shift our physiology into a more coherent state, the increased physiological efficiency and alignment of the mental and emotional systems accumulates resilience (energy) across all four energetic domains. Having a high level of resilience is important not only for bouncing back from challenging situations, but also for preventing unnecessary stress reactions (frustration, impatience, anxiety), which often lead to further energy and time waste and deplete our physical and psychological resources.

Most people would agree it is the ability to adjust and self-regulate one’s responses and behavior that is most important in building and maintaining supportive, loving relationships and effectively meeting life’s demands with composure, consistency and integrity. The ability to adjust and self-regulate also is central to resilience, good health and effective decision-making. It is a key for success in living life with greater kindness and compassion in all relationships. If people’s capacity for intelligent, self-directed regulation is strong enough, then regardless of inclinations, past experiences or personality traits, they usually can do the adaptive or right thing in most situations.

We are coming to understand health not as the absence of disease, but rather as the process by which individuals maintain their sense of coherence (i.e. sense that life is comprehensible, manageable, and meaningful) and ability to function in the face of changes in themselves and their relationships with their environment.

It has been shown that our efforts to self-regulate emotions can produce broad improvements in increasing or strengthening self-regulatory capacity, similar to the process of strengthening a muscle, making us less vulnerable to depletion of our internal reserves. When internal energy reserves are depleted, normal capacity to maintain self-control is weakened, which can lead to increased stress, inappropriate behaviors, lost opportunities, poor communication and damaged relationships. Despite the importance of self-directed control, many people’s ability to self-regulate is far less than ideal. In fact, failures in self-regulation, especially of emotions and attitudes, arguably are central to the vast majority of personal and social problems that plague modern societies. For some, the lack of self-regulatory capacity can be attributed to immaturity or failure to acquire skills while for others it can be the result of trauma or impairment in the neural systems that underlie one’s ability to self-regulate. Therefore, we submit the most important skill the majority of people need to learn is how to increase their capacity to self-regulate emotions, attitudes and behaviors. Self-regulation enables people to mature and meet the challenges and stresses of everyday life with resilience so they can make more intelligent decisions by aligning with their innate higher-order wisdom and
expression of care and compassion, elements we often associate with living a more conscientious life.

Our research suggests a new inner baseline reference can be established by using the HeartMath (HM) self-regulation techniques that help people replace depleting emotional undercurrents with more positive, regenerative attitudes, feelings and perceptions.

A growing body of compelling scientific evidence is demonstrating a link between mental and emotional attitudes, physiological health and long-term well-being:

- 60% to 80% of primary care doctor visits are related to stress, yet only 3% of patients receive stress management help.[60-62]

- In a study of 5,716 middle-aged people, those with the highest self-regulation abilities were over 50 times more likely to be alive and without chronic disease 15 years later than those with the lowest self-regulation scores.[63]

- Positive emotions are a reliable predictor of better health, even for those without food or shelter while negative emotions are a reliable predictor of worse health even when basic needs like food, shelter and safety are met.[64]

- A Harvard Medical School Study of 1,623 heart attack survivors found that when subjects became angry during emotional conflicts, their risk of subsequent heart attacks was more than double that of those who remained calm.[65]

- A review of 225 studies concluded that positive emotions promote and foster sociability and activity, altruism, strong bodies and immune systems, effective conflict resolution skills, success and thriving.[66]

- A study of elderly nuns found that those who expressed the most positive emotions in early adulthood lived an average of 10 years longer.[67]

- Men who complain of high anxiety are up to six times more likely than calmer men to suffer sudden cardiac death.[68]

- In a groundbreaking study of 1,200 people at high risk of poor health, those who learned to alter unhealthy mental and emotional attitudes through self-regulation training were over four times more likely to be alive 13 years later than an equal-sized control group.[69]

- A 20-year study of over 1,700 older men conducted by the Harvard School of Public Health found that worry about social conditions, health and personal finances all significantly increased the risk of coronary heart disease.[70]

- Over one-half of heart disease cases are not explained by the standard risk factors such as high cholesterol, smoking or sedentary lifestyle.[71]

- An international study of 2,829 people ages 55 to 85 found that individuals who reported the highest levels of personal mastery – feelings of control over life events – had a nearly 60% lower risk of than those who felt relatively helpless in the face of life’s challenges.[72]

- According to a Mayo Clinic study of individuals with heart disease, psychological stress was the strongest predictor of future cardiac events such as cardiac death, cardiac arrest and heart attacks.[73]

- Three 10-year studies concluded that emotional stress was more predictive of death from cancer and cardiovascular disease than from smoking; people who were unable to effectively manage their stress had a 40% higher death rate than nonstressed individuals.[74]

- A study of heart attack survivors showed that patients’ emotional states and relationships in the period after myocardial infarction were as important as the disease severity in determining their prognosis.[75]

- Separate studies showed that the risk of developing heart disease is significantly increased for people who impulsively vent their anger as well as for those who tend to repress angry feelings.[76, 77]

This new baseline, which will be summarized in a later section, can be thought of as a type of implicit memory that organizes perception, feelings and behavior.[5, 59] The process of establishing a new baseline takes place at the physiological level, which is imperative for sustained and lasting change to occur.
Cognitive and Emotional System Integration

Dating back to the ancient Greeks, human thinking and feeling, intellect and emotion have been considered separate functions. These contrasting aspects of the soul, as the Greeks called them, often have been portrayed as being engaged in a constant battle for control of the human psyche. In Plato’s view, emotions were like wild horses that had to be reined in by the intellect and willpower.

Research in neuroscience confirms that emotion and cognition can best be thought of as separate but interacting functions and systems that communicate via bidirectional neural connections between the neocortex, the body and emotional centers such as the amygdala and body. These connections allow emotion-related input to modulate cortical activity while cognitive input from the cortex modulates emotional processing. However, the neural connections that transmit information from the emotional centers to the cognitive centers in the brain are stronger and more numerous than those that convey information from the cognitive to the emotional centers. This fundamental asymmetry accounts for the powerful influence of input from the emotional system on cognitive functions such as attention, perception and memory as well as higher-order thought processes. Conversely, the comparatively limited influence of input from the cognitive system on emotional processing helps explain why it is generally difficult to willfully modulate emotions through thought alone.

There can be differences from one individual to the next in these reciprocal connections and interactions between the cognitive and emotional systems that affect the way we perceive, experience and eventually remember our emotional experiences, and how we respond to emotionally challenging situations. Unbalanced interactions between the emotional and cognitive systems can lead to devastating effects such as those observed in mood and anxiety disorders.

Although there has been a historical bias favoring the viewpoint that emotions interfere with and can be at odds with rational thinking, which of course can occur in some cases, emotions have their own type of rationality and have been shown to be critical in decision-making. For example, Damasio points out, patients with damage in areas of the brain that integrate the emotional and cognitive systems can no longer effectively function in the day-to-day world, even though their mental abilities are perfectly normal. In the mid-1990s, the concept of emotional intelligence was introduced, precipitating persuasive arguments that the viewpoint of human intelligence being essentially mind intellect was far too narrow. This was because it ignored a range of human capacities that bear equal if not greater weight in determining our successes in life. Qualities such as self-awareness, motivation, altruism and compassion, but especially one’s ability to self-regulate and control impulses and self-direct emotions were found to be as important or more important than a high IQ. Those qualities, more so than IQ, enable people to excel in the face of life’s challenges.

It is our experience that the degree of alignment between the mind and emotions can vary considerably. When they are out of sync, it can result in radical behavior changes that cause us to feel like there are two different people inside the same body. It can also result in confusion, difficulty in making decisions, anxiety and a lack of alignment with our deeper core values. Conversely, when the mind and emotions are in sync, we are more self-secure and aligned with our deeper core values and respond to stressful situations with increased resilience and inner balance.

Our research indicates that the key to the successful integration of the mind and emotions lies in increasing one’s emotional self-awareness and the coherence of, or harmonious function and interaction among, the neural systems that underlie cognitive and emotional experience.

As will be discussed in more detail in a later section, we use the terms cardiac coherence, physiological coherence and heart coherence interchangeably to describe the measurement of the order, stability and harmony in the oscillatory outputs of the body’s regulatory systems during any period of time.
An important aspect of understanding how to increase self-regulatory capacity and the balance between the cognitive and emotional systems is the inclusion of the heart’s ascending neuronal inputs on subcortical (emotional) and cortical (cognitive) structures which, as discussed above, can have significant influences on cognitive resources and emotions. Information is conveyed in the patterns of the heart’s rhythms (HRV), that reflects current emotional states. The patterns of afferent neural input (coherence and incoherence) to the brain affect emotional experience and modulate cortical function and self-regulatory capacity. We have found that intentional activation of positive emotions plays an important role in increasing cardiac coherence and thus self-regulatory capacity.[8] These findings expand on a large body of research into the ways positive emotional states can benefit physical, mental and emotional health.[44-49]

Because emotions exert such a powerful influence on cognitive activity, intervening at the emotional level is often the most efficient way to initiate change in mental patterns and processes. Our research demonstrates that the application of emotion self-regulation techniques along with the use of facilitative technology (emWave®, Inner Balance™) can help people bring the heart, mind and emotions into greater alignment. Greater alignment is associated with improved decision-making, creativity, listening ability, reaction times and coordination and mental clarity.[81]
CHAPTER 3

Heart Rate Variability: An Indicator of Self-Regulatory Capacity, Autonomic Function and Health

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) (Figure 1.1) is the part of the nervous system that controls the body’s internal functions, including heart rate, gastrointestinal tract and secretions of many glands. The ANS also controls many other vital activities such as respiration, and it interacts with immune and hormonal system functions. It is well known that mental and emotional states directly affect activity in the ANS.

The autonomic nervous system must be considered as a complex system in which both efferent (descending) and afferent (ascending) vagal (parasympathetic) neurons regulate adaptive responses. Considerable evidence suggests evolution of the ANS, specifically the vagus nerves, was central to development of emotional experience, the ability to self-regulate emotional processes and social behavior and that it underlies the social engagement system. As human beings, we are not limited to fight, flight, or freeze responses. We can self-regulate and initiate pro-social behaviors when we encounter challenges, disagreements and stressors. The healthy function of the social engagement system depends upon the proper functioning of the vagus nerves, which act as a vagal brake. This system underlies one’s ability to self-regulate and calm oneself by inhibiting sympathetic outflow to targets like the heart and adrenal glands. This implies that measurements of vagal activity could serve as a marker for one’s ability to self-regulate. This also suggests that the evolution and healthy function of the ANS determines the boundaries for the range of one’s emotional expression, quality of communication and the ability to self-regulate emotions and behaviors.\(^{[82]}\)

Many of HMI’s research studies have examined the influence of emotions on the ANS utilizing analysis of heart rate variability/heart rhythms, which reflects heart-brain interactions and autonomic nervous system dynamics.\(^{[5, 83]}\)

The investigation of the heart’s complex rhythms, or HRV began with the emergence of modern signal processing in the 1960s and 1970s and has rapidly expanded in more recent times.\(^{[84]}\) The irregular behavior of the heartbeat is readily apparent when heart rate is examined on a beat-to-beat basis, but is overlooked when a mean value over time is calculated. These fluctuations in heart rate result from complex, nonlinear interactions among a number of different physiological systems (Figure 3.1).

An optimal level of HRV within an organism reflects healthy function and an inherent self-regulatory capacity, adaptability, and resilience.\(^{[5, 58, 59, 85-88]}\) While too much instability, such as arrhythmias or nervous system chaos, is detrimental to efficient physiological functioning and energy utilization, too little variation indicates age-related system depletion, chronic stress, pathology or inadequate functioning in various levels of self-regulatory control systems.\(^{[84, 89, 90]}\)
The importance of HRV as an index of the functional status of physiological control systems was noted as far back as 1965, when it was found that fetal distress was preceded by reductions in HRV before any changes occurred in heart rate.\[91\] In the 1970s, reduced HRV was shown to predict autonomic neuropathy in diabetic patients before the onset of symptoms.\[92-94\] Reduced HRV also was found to be a higher risk factor of death post-myocardial infarction than other known risk factors.\[95\] It has been shown that HRV declines with age and that age-adjusted values should be used in the context of risk prediction.\[96\] Age-adjusted HRV that is lower has been confirmed as a strong, independent predictor of future health problems in both healthy people and in patients with known coronary artery disease and correlates with all-cause mortality.\[97, 98\]

Based on indirect evidence, reduced HRV may correlate with disease and mortality because it reflects reduced regulatory capacity and ability to adapt/respond to physiological challenges such as exercise. For example, in the Chicago Health, Aging and Social Relations Study, separate metrics for the assessment of autonomic balance and overall cardiac autonomic regulation were developed and tested in a sample of 229 participants. In this study, overall regulatory capacity was a significant predictor of overall health status, but autonomic balance was not. In addition, cardiac regulatory capacity was negatively associated with the prior incidence of myocardial infarctions. The authors suggest that cardiac regulatory capacity reflects a physiological state that is more relevant to health than the independent sympathetic or parasympathetic controls, or the autonomic balance between these controls as indexed by different measures of HRV.\[99\]

Heart rate variability also indicates psychological resiliency and behavioral flexibility, reflecting an individual’s capacity to self-regulate and effectively adapt to changing social or environmental demands.\[99, 100\] A growing number of studies have specifically linked vagally mediated HRV to self-regulatory capacity\[87, 88, 101\], emotional regulation\[102, 103\], social interactions, one’s sense of coherence\[105\], and the personality character traits of self-directedness\[106\] and coping styles.\[107\]

More recently, several studies have shown an association between higher levels of resting HRV and performance on cognitive performance tasks requiring the use of executive functions.\[89\] HRV coherence (described later) can be increased in order to improve cognitive function\[5, 108-110\] as well as a wide range of clinical outcomes, including reduced health-care costs.\[96, 111-116\]

Self-Regulation: Cortical Systems

Considerable evidence from clinical, physiological and anatomical research has identified cortical, subcortical and medulla oblongata structures involved in cardiac regulation. Oppenheimer and Hopkins mapped a detailed hierarchy of cardiac control structures among the cortex, amygdala and other subcortical structures, all of which can modify cardiovascular-related neurons in the lower levels of the neuraxis (Figure 3.2).\[117\]

![Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram showing the relationship of the principal descending neural pathways from the insular and prefrontal cortex to subcortical structures and the medulla oblongata as outlined by Oppenheimer and Hopkins.](117)

The insular and prefrontal cortices are key sites involved in modulating the heart’s rhythm, particularly during emotionally charged circumstances. These structures along with other centers such as the orbitofrontal cortex and cingulate gyrus can inhibit or enhance emotional responses. The amygdala is involved with refined integration of emotional content in higher centers to produce cardiovascular responses that are appropriate for the emotional aspects of current circumstances. Imbalances between the neurons in the insula, amygdala and hypothalamus may initiate cardiac rhythm disturbances and arrhythmias. The structures in the medulla represent an interface between incoming afferent information from the heart, lungs and other bodily systems and outgoing efferent neuronal activity.\[117\]
They suggest that the amygdala is involved with refined integration of emotional content in higher centers to produce cardiovascular responses that are appropriate for the emotional aspects of the current circumstances. The insular cortex and other centers such as the orbitofrontal cortex and cingulate gyrus can overcome (self-regulate) emotionally entrained responses by inhibiting or enhancing them. They also point out that imbalances between the neurons in the insula, amygdala and hypothalamus may initiate cardiac rhythm disturbances and arrhythmias. The data suggests that the insular and medial prefrontal cortexes are key sites involved in modulating the heart’s rhythm, particularly during emotionally charged circumstances.

Thayer and Lane also have described the same set of neural structures outlined by Oppenheimer and Hopkins, which they call the central autonomic network (CAN). The CAN is involved in cognitive, emotional and autonomic regulation, which they linked directly to HRV and cognitive performance. In their model, the CAN links the nucleus of tractus solitarius in the medulla with the insula, prefrontal cortex, amygdala and hypothalamus through a series of feedback and feed-forward loops. They also propose that this network is an integrated system for internal self-regulation by which the brain controls the heart and other internal organs, neuroendocrine and behavioral responses that are critical for goal-directed behavior, adaptability and sustained health. They suggest that these dynamic connections explain why parasympathetically (vagal) mediated HRV is linked to higher-level executive functions and reflects the functional capacity of the brain structures that support working memory and emotional and physiological self-regulation. They have shown that higher levels of vagally mediated HRV are correlated with prefrontal cortical performance and the ability to inhibit unwanted memories and intrusive thoughts. The prefrontal cortex can be taken offline when individuals perceive that they are threatened, and prolonged periods of prefrontal cortical inactivity can lead to hypervigilance, defensiveness and social isolation. During these decreases in prefrontal cortical activation, heart rate (HR) increases and HRV decreases.\[89\]

The nucleus of tractus in the medulla oblongata integrates afferent sensory information from proprioceptors (body position), chemoreceptors (blood chemistry) and mechanoreceptors, also called baroreceptors, (pressure or distortion) from the heart, lungs and face. The nucleus of tractus connects to the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve and the nucleus ambiguus. Neurocardiology research indicates that the descending vagal fibers that innervate the heart are primarily A-fibers, which are the largest and fastest conducting axons that originate from nerve cells located primarily in the nucleus ambiguus. The nucleus ambiguus also receives and integrates information from the cortical and subcortical systems described above.\[118\] Thus, the vagal regulatory centers respond to peripheral sensory (afferent) inputs and higher brain-center inputs to adjust neuronal outflows, which results in the vagally mediated beat-to-beat changes in HR.

Increased efferent activity in the vagal nerves (also called the 10th cranial nerve) slows HR and increases bronchial tone. The vagus nerves are the primary nerves for the parasympathetic system and they innervate the intrinsic cardiac nervous system. A few of these connections synapse on motor neurons in the intrinsic cardiac nervous system and these neurons project directly to the SA node (and other tissues in the heart), where they trigger acetylcholine release to slow HR.\[11\] However, the majority of the efferent preganglionic vagal neurons (~80%) connect to local circuitry neurons in the intrinsic cardiac nervous system, where motor information is integrated with

- Thoughts and even subtle emotions influence the activity in the autonomic nervous system.
- The ANS interacts with our digestive, cardiovascular, immune, hormonal and many other bodily systems.
- Negative emotions/feelings create disorder in the brain’s regulatory systems and ANS.
- Feelings such as appreciation create increased order in the brain’s regulatory systems and ANS, resulting in improved hormonal- and immune-system function and enhanced cognitive function.
inputs from mechanosensory and chemosensory neurons in the heart.\[^{119}\] Thus, efferent sympathetic and parasympathetic activity is integrated in and with the activity occurring in the heart’s intrinsic nervous system, including the input signals from the mechanosensory and chemosensory neurons within the heart, all of which ultimately contribute to beat-to-beat cardiac functional changes.\[^{117}\]

In summary, the cardiorespiratory control system is complex and information from many inputs is integrated at multiple levels of the system, all of which are important for the generation of normal beat-to-beat variability in HR and BP. The medulla oblongata is the major structure integrating incoming afferent information from the heart, lungs and face with inputs from cortical and subcortical structures and is the source of the respiratory modulation of the activity patterns in sympathetic and parasympathetic outflow. The intrinsic cardiac nervous system integrates mechansosensitive and chemosensitive neuron inputs with efferent information from both the sympathetic and parasympathetic inputs from the brain, and as a complete system affects HRV, vasoconstriction and cardiac contractility in order to regulate HR and blood pressure.\[^{120}\]

**HRV and Analysis Methods**

The normal variability in heart rate results from the descending (efferent) and the ascending (afferent) activity occurring in the two branches of the ANS, which act in concert, along with mechanical, hormonal and other physiological mechanisms to maintain cardiovascular parameters in their optimal ranges and to permit appropriate adjustments to changing external and internal conditions and challenges (Figure 1.3).

At rest, both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves are tonically active, with the vagal effects predominant. Therefore, heart rate best reflects the relative balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems. When speaking of autonomic balance, it should be kept in mind that a healthy system is constantly and dynamically changing. Therefore, an important indicator of the health status of the regulatory systems is that they have the capacity to respond to and adjust the relative autonomic balance, as reflected in heart rate, to the appropriate state for whatever a person is engaged in at any given moment. In other words, does the HR dynamically respond and is it higher in the daytime or when dealing with challenging tasks and lower when at rest or during sleep? Inability of the physiological self-regulatory systems to adapt to the current context and situation is associated with numerous clinical conditions.\[^{121}\] Also, distinct, altered circadian patterns in 24-hour heart rates are associated with different and specific psychiatric disorders, particularly during sleep.\[^{122, 123}\]

Heart rate estimated at any given time represents the net effect of the neural output of the parasympathetic (vagus) nerves, which slows HR and the sympathetic nerves, which accelerate it. In a denervated human heart in which there are no connections from the ANS to the heart following its transplantation, the intrinsic rate generated by a pacemaker (SA node) is about 100 BPM.\[^{124}\] Parasympathetic activity predominates when HR is below this intrinsic rate during normal daily activities and when at rest or sleep. When HR is above ~100 BPM, the relative balance shifts and sympathetic activity predominates. The average 24-hour HR in healthy people is ~73 BPM. Higher HRs are independent markers of mortality in a wide spectrum of conditions.\[^{121}\]

It is important to note the natural relationship between HR and amount of HRV. As HR increases there is less time between heartbeats for variability to occur, so HRV decreases, while at lower HRs there is more time between heartbeats, so variability naturally increases. This is called cycle length dependence, and it persists in the healthy elderly to a variable degree, even at very advanced ages. However, elderly patients with ischemic heart disease or other pathologies increasingly have less variability as HRs decrease, ultimately losing the relationship between HR and variability – to the point that variability does not increase at all with reductions in HR.\[^{125}\] Even in healthy subjects, the effects of cycle length dependence should be taken into account when assessing HRV, and HR values should always be reported, especially when HRs are increased because of factors such as stress reactions, medications and physical activity.
An increase in sympathetic activity is the principal method used to increase HR above the intrinsic level generated by the SA node. Activation of this branch of the ANS, in concert with the activation of the endocrine system, facilitates the ability to respond to challenges, stressors or threats by increasing the mobilization of energy resources.

Following the onset of sympathetic stimulation, there is a delay of up to 5 seconds before the stimulation induces a progressive increase in HR, which reaches a steady level in 20 to 30 seconds if the stimulus is continuous. The relatively slow response to sympathetic stimulation is in direct contrast to vagal stimulation, which is almost instantaneous. However, the effect of sympathetic stimulation on HR is longer-lasting and even a brief stimulus can affect HR for 5 to 10 seconds. Efferent (descending) sympathetic nerves target the SA node via the intrinsic cardiac nervous system and the bulk of the myocardium (heart muscle). Action potentials conducted by these motor neurons trigger norepinephrine and epinephrine release, which increases HR and strengthens the contractility of the atria and ventricles.

HRV can be assessed with various analytical approaches, although the most commonly used are frequency domain (power spectral density) analysis and time domain analysis. In both methods, the time intervals between each successive normal QRS complex are first determined. All abnormal beats not generated by the sinus node are eliminated from the record. The interactions between autonomic neural activity, BP, respiratory and higher-level control systems produce both short- and long-term rhythms in HRV measurements. The most common form for observing these changes is the heart-rate tachogram, a plot of the sequence of time intervals between heartbeats (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3. An example of the heart-rate tachogram, a plot of the sequence of time intervals between heartbeats over an 8-hour period in ambulatory recording taken from a 36-year-old male. Each of the traces is one hour long, with the starting time of the hour on the left-hand side of the figure. The time between each vertical line is 5 minutes. The vertical axis within each of the hourly tracings is the time between heartbeats (interbeat intervals) ranging from 400 tp 1,200 milliseconds (label shown on second row). A 15-minute period of HRV coherence can be seen in the latter part of the hour, starting at 19:30 when this man practiced HeartMath’s Heart Lock-In® Technique. The latter part of the hour, starting at 23:30, is typical of restful sleep.
Power spectral analysis is used to separate the complex HRV waveform into its component rhythms (Figure 3.4). Spectral analysis provides information about how power is distributed (the variance and amplitude of a given rhythm) as a function of frequency (the time period of a given rhythm). The main advantages of spectral analysis over the time domain measures are that it supplies both frequency and amplitude information on the specific rhythms that exist in the HRV waveform, providing a means to quantify these oscillations over any given period. The values are expressed as the power spectral density, which is the area under the curve (peak) in a given bandwidth of the spectrum. The power or height of the peak at any given frequency indicates the amplitude and stability of the rhythm. The frequency reflects the period of time over which the rhythm occurs. For example, a 0.1 hertz frequency has a period of 10 seconds. In order to understand how power spectral analysis distinguishes the various underlying physiological mechanisms reflected in the heart’s rhythm, a brief discussion of the underlying physiological mechanisms is helpful.

The power spectrum is divided into three main frequency ranges.

**High-Frequency Band**

The high-frequency (HF) spectrum is the power in the range from 0.15 to 0.4 hertz, which equates to rhythms with periods that occur between 2.5 and 7 seconds. This band reflects parasympathetic or vagal activity and is frequently called the respiratory band because it corresponds to the HR variations related to the respiratory cycle known as respiratory sinus arrhythmia. The mechanisms linking the variability of HR to respiration are complex and involve both central and reflex interactions. During inhalation, the cardiorespiratory center inhibits vagal outflow, resulting in speeding up HR. Conversely, during exhalation, vagal outflow is restored, resulting in slowing HR. The magnitude of the oscillation is variable, but in healthy people, it can be increased by slow, deep breathing.

---

**Figure 3.4.** This figure shows a typical HRV recording over a 15-minute period during resting conditions in a healthy individual. The top trace shows the original HRV waveform. Filtering techniques were used to separate the original waveform into VLF, LF, and HF bands as shown in the lower traces. The bottom of the figure shows the power spectra (left) and the percentage of power (right) in each band.
Reduced parasympathetic (HF) activity has been found in a number of cardiac pathologies as discussed earlier. In terms of psychological regulation, reduced vagally mediated HRV has been linked to reduced self-regulatory capacity and cognitive functions that involve the executive centers of the prefrontal cortex. This is consistent with the finding that lower HF power is associated with stress, panic and anxiety/worry. Lower parasympathetic activity, rather than reduced sympathetic functioning, appears to account for a higher ratio of the reduced HRV in aging. \[95\]

**Low-Frequency Band**

The low-frequency (LF) band ranges between 0.04 and 0.15 hertz, which equates to rhythms or modulations with periods that occur between 7 and 25 seconds. This region was previously called the baroreceptor range or midfrequency band by many researchers because it primarily reflects baroreceptor activity while at rest. \[129\] As discussed previously, the vagus nerves are a major conduit through which afferent neurological signals from the heart are relayed to the brain, including baroreflex signals. Baroreceptors are stretch-sensitive mechanoreceptors located in the chambers of the heart and vena cavae, carotid sinuses (which contain the most sensitive mechanoreceptors) and the aortic arch. Baroreflex gain is commonly calculated as the beat-to-beat change in HR per unit of change in BP. Decreased baroreflex gain is related to aging and impaired regulatory capacity.

The existence of a cardiovascular system resonance frequency, which is caused by the delay in the feedback loops in the baroreflex system, has long been established. When the cardiovascular system oscillates at this frequency, there is a distinctive high-amplitude peak in the HRV power spectrum around 0.1 hertz. Most mathematical models show that the resonance frequency of the human cardiovascular system is determined by the feedback loops between the heart and brain. \[130, 131\] In humans and many other mammals, the resonance frequency of the system is approximately 0.1 hertz, equivalent to a 10-second rhythm, which is also characteristic of the coherent state described earlier. The sympathetic nervous system does not appear to have much influence in rhythms above 0.1 hertz, while the parasympathetic system can be observed to affect heart rhythms down to 0.05 hertz (20-second rhythm). Therefore, during periods of slow respiration rates, vagal activity can easily generate oscillations in the heart rhythms that cross over into the LF band. \[111, 132, 133\] Thus, respiratory-related efferent vagally mediated influences are particularly present in the LF band when respiration rates are below 8.5 breaths per minute/7-second periods or when an individual sighs or takes a deep breath. \[133, 134\]

In ambulatory 24-hour HRV recordings, it has been suggested that the LF band reflects sympathetic activity and the LF/HF ratio has been used, controversially so, to assess the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. \[135-137\] A number of researchers have challenged this perspective and have persuasively argued that in resting conditions, the LF band reflects baroreflex activity and not cardiac sympathetic innervation. \[40, 71, 96, 105-107\]

The perspective that the LF band reflects sympathetic activity comes from observations of 24-hour ambulatory recordings in which there are frequent sympathetic activations primarily resulting from physical activity, but also emotional reactions, which can create oscillations in the heart rhythms that cross over from the VLF band into the lower region of the LF band. In long-term ambulatory recordings, the LF band fairly approximates sympathetic activity when increased sympathetic activity occurs. \[138\] Unfortunately, some authors have assumed that this interpretation also is true of short-term resting recordings and have confused slower breathing-related increases in LF power with sympathetic activity, when in reality it is almost entirely vagally mediated.

**Very-Low-Frequency Band**

The very-low-frequency band (VLF) is the power in the HRV power spectrum range between 0.0033 and 0.04 hertz which equates to rhythms or modulations with periods that occur between 25 and 300 seconds. Although all 24-hour clinical measures of HRV reflecting low HRV are linked with increased risk of adverse
outcomes, the VLF band has stronger associations with all-cause mortality than LF and HF bands.\cite{98, 139-141}

Low VLF power has been shown to be associated with arrhythmic death\cite{142} and PTSD.\cite{143} Additionally, low power in this band has been associated with high inflammation\cite{144, 145} in a number of studies and has been correlated with low levels of testosterone, while other biochemical markers, such as those mediated by the HPA axis (e.g., cortisol), have not.\cite{146} Longer time periods using 24-hour HRV recordings should be obtained to provide comprehensive assessment of VLF and ULF fluctuations.\cite{147}

Historically, the physiological explanation and mechanisms involved in the generation of the VLF component have not been as well defined as the LF and HF components. This region has been largely ignored even though it is the most predictive of adverse outcomes. Long-term regulation mechanisms and ANS activity related to thermoregulation, the renin-angiotensin system and other hormonal factors appear to contribute to this band.\cite{148, 149} Recent work by Dr. J. Andrew Armour has shed new light on the mechanisms underlying the VLF rhythm and suggests that we have to reconsider both the mechanisms and importance of this band.

This line of research began after some surprising results from a study looking at HRV in autotransplanted hearts in dogs. In autotransplants, the heart is removed and placed back in the same animal, so there is no need for anti-rejection medications. The primary purpose of the study was to determine if the autonomic nerves reinnervated the heart post-transplant. Monthly 24-hour HRV recordings were done over a one-year period on all of the dogs with autotransplanted hearts as well as control dogs. It turned out that the nerves did reinnervate, but in a way that was not accurately reflected in HRV. It was shown that the intrinsic cardiac nervous system had neuroplasticity and restructured its neural connections. The truly surprising result was that these de-innervated hearts had higher levels of HRV than the control dogs immediately post-transplant and these levels were sustained over a one-year period, including HRV, which typically is associated with respiration (Figure 3.5).\cite{150} This was unexpected because in human transplant recipients, there is very little HRV.\cite{151}

![Figure 3.5. Heart Rhythms Generated by a Transplanted Heart](image)

*Figure 3.5. Heart Rhythms Generated by a Transplanted Heart:* At top left is the heart-rate tachogram of a dog after undergoing cardiac autotransplantation, with the accompanying top-right graph showing the HRV power spectrum. For comparison, the bottom graphs show the heart-rate tachogram and HRV power spectrum of a normal dog. Note the similarity between the two.
Following up on these results, Armour and colleagues developed methods for obtaining long-term single-neuron recordings from a beating heart and, simultaneously, from extrinsic cardiac neurons. This work, combined with later findings by Kember and Armour, implies that the VLF rhythm is generated by the stimulation of afferent sensory neurons in the heart, which in turn activates various levels of the feedback and feed-forward loops in the heart’s intrinsic cardiac nervous system, as well as between the heart and neurons in the extrinsic cardiac ganglia and spinal column. Thus, the VLF rhythm appears to be produced by the heart itself and is an intrinsic rhythm that appears to be fundamental to health and well-being. Armour has observed that when the amplitude of the VLF rhythm at the neural level is diminished in an animal research subject, the animal is in danger and will expire shortly if the research procedures proceed. This cardiac origin of the VLF rhythm also is supported by studies showing that sympathetic blockade does not affect VLF power and VLF activity remains in tetraplegics, whose sympathetic innervation of the heart and lungs is disrupted.

Circadian rhythms, core body temperature, metabolism, hormones and intrinsic rhythms generated by the heart all contribute to lower-frequency rhythms (e.g., very-low-frequency and ultra-low-frequency rhythms) that extend below 0.04 hertz. In healthy individuals, there is an increase in VLF power that occurs during the night and peaks before waking. This increase in autonomic activity appears to correlate with the morning cortisol peak.

To summarize, experimental evidence suggests the VLF rhythm is intrinsically generated by the heart and the amplitude and frequency of these oscillations are modulated by efferent sympathetic activity. Normal VLF power appears to indicate healthy function, and increases in resting VLF power and/or shifting of frequency can reflect efferent sympathetic activity. The modulation of the frequency of this rhythm resulting from physical activity stress responses and other factors that increase efferent sympathetic activation can cause it to cross over into the lower region of the LF band during ambulatory monitoring or during short-term recordings when there is a significant emotional stressor.

**Time Domain Measurements of HRV**

Time domain indices quantify the amount of variance in the interbeat interval (IBI) using statistical measures. Time domain measures are the simplest to calculate. Time domain measures do not provide a means to adequately quantify autonomic dynamics or determine the rhythmic or oscillatory activity generated by the different physiological control systems. However, since they are always calculated the same way, data collected by different researchers are comparable, but only if the recordings are exactly the same length of time and the data are collected under the same conditions. The three most important and commonly reported time domain measures are the SDNN, the SDNN index, and the RMSSD.

**SDNN**

The SDNN is the standard deviation of the normal-to-normal (NN) sinus-initiated interbeat-intervals measured in milliseconds. This measure reflects the ebb and flow of all the factors that contribute to HRV. In 24-hour recordings, the SDNN is highly correlated with ULF and total power. In short-term resting recordings, the primary source of the variation is parasympathetically mediated, especially with slow, deep-breathing protocols. However, in ambulatory and longer-term recordings the SDNN values are highly correlated with lower-frequency rhythms. Thus, low age-adjusted values predict morbidity and mortality. For example, patients with moderate SDNN values (50-100 milliseconds) have a 400% lower risk of mortality than those with low values (0-50 milliseconds) in 24-hour recordings.

**SDNN Index**

The SDNN index is the mean of the standard deviations of all the NN intervals for each 5-minute segment. Therefore, this measurement only estimates variability due to the factors affecting HRV within a 5-minute period. In 24-hour HRV recordings, it is calculated by first dividing the 24-hour record into 288 five-minute segments and then calculating the
standard deviation of all NN intervals contained within each segment. The SDNN Index is the average of these 288 values.[90] The SDNN index is believed to primarily measure autonomic influence on HRV. This measure tends to correlate with VLF power over a 24-hour period.[83]

**RMSSD**

The RMSSD is the root mean square of successive differences between normal heartbeats. This value is obtained by first calculating each successive time difference between heartbeats in milliseconds. Each of the values is then squared and the result is averaged before the square root of the total is obtained. The RMSSD reflects the beat-to-beat variance in heart rate and is the primary time domain measure used to estimate the vagally mediated changes reflected in HRV.[90] The RMSSD is correlated with HF power and therefore also reflects self-regulatory capacity, as discussed earlier.[83]

**HRV Assessment Services**

The *Autonomic Assessment Report*, (AAR), developed by the HeartMath Research Center, provides physicians, researchers and mental health-care professionals with a diagnostic tool to detect abnormalities and imbalances in the autonomic nervous system and predict those at increased risk of developing various pathologies often before symptoms become manifest. The HeartMath Research Center provides this analysis service to physicians and medical institutions throughout the U.S. and abroad.

The Autonomic Assessment Report is a powerful tool for quantifying autonomic function. The AAR provides health-care professionals and researchers with a non-invasive test that quantifies autonomic function and relative balance and risk stratification, and assesses the effects of interventions on autonomic function. The AAR is derived from 24-hour ambulatory ECG recordings, typically obtained with an “HRV” recorder, which is inexpensive, lightweight and comfortable to wear. The AAR is based on analysis of heart rate variability, which provides a unique window into the interactions of sympathetic and parasympathetic control of the heart. The report includes time domain, frequency domain and circadian rhythm analysis, which together constitute a comprehensive analysis of autonomic activity, relative balance and rhythms. Time domain measures include the mean normal-to-normal (NN) intervals during a 24-hour recording and statistical measures of the variance between NN intervals. Power spectral density analysis is used to assess how power is distributed as a function of frequency, providing a means to quantify autonomic balance at any given point in the 24-hour period, as well as to chart the circadian rhythms of activity in the two branches of the autonomic nervous system. HMI has established and maintains an extensive HRV database of healthy individuals that greatly increases the AAR’s value as a diagnostic and risk-assessment tool. Additionally, the age and gender normative values are provided for each time and frequency domain HRV value.

HRV is useful for monitoring autonomic function and assessing ANS involvement in a number of clinical conditions. Importantly, low HRV has been found to be predictive of increased risk of heart disease, sudden cardiac death as well as all-cause mortality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autonomic Function Imbalances Are Associated With:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypoglycemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Panic Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sleep Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nausea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Autonomic imbalances have been implicated in a wide variety of pathologies, including depression, fatigue, premenstrual syndrome, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, ischemic heart disease, coronary heart disease and environmental sensitivity. Stress and emotional states have been shown to dramatically affect autonomic function. Self-regulation techniques, which enable individuals to gain greater control of their mental and emotional stress and improve their autonomic
functioning, can significantly affect a wide variety of disorders in which autonomic imbalance plays a role. The AAR analysis is highly useful for the quantitative demonstration of the effects of HeartMath interventions in restoring healthy autonomic function in many patients who have been able to significantly improve their symptomatology and psychological well-being through practice of these techniques.

The Autonomic Assessment Report Interpretation Guide and Instructions booklet, available from HMI, provides clinicians with understandable descriptions of HRV measures used in the report and how to interpret them in clinical applications. It includes a number of case histories and clinical examples.

Figure 3.6. Sample pages from the HeartMath Autonomic Assessment Report. Shown from top left to right are: (1) Summary page with normative reference ranges. (2) 24-Hour Heart Rate Profile and Heart Rate Variability Index plot. (3) Autonomic Balance Profile and frequency domain analysis summary. (4) Circadian Rhythm Analysis page and bottom graph. (5) One page of the three heart-rate tachogram pages showing HRV from the full 24-hours.
Coherence

Definitions of Coherence

Clarity of thought, speech and emotional composure

*The quality of being orderly, consistent and intelligible (e.g. a coherent sentence).*

Synchronization or entrainment between multiple waveforms

*A constructive waveform produced by two or more waves that are phase- or frequency-locked.*

Order within a singular oscillatory waveform

*An ordered or constructive distribution of power content within a single waveform; autocoherence (e.g. sine wave).*

Many contemporary scientists believe it is the underlying state of our physiological processes that determines the quality and stability of the feelings and emotions we experience. The feelings we label as positive actually reflect body states that are coherent, meaning “the regulation of life processes becomes efficient, or even optimal, free-flowing and easy,” and the feelings we label as “negative,” such as anger, anxiety and frustration are examples of incoherent states. It is important to note, however, these associations are not merely metaphorical. For the brain and nervous system to function optimally, the neural activity, which encodes and distributes information, must be stable and function in a coordinated and balanced manner. The various centers within the brain also must be able to dynamically synchronize their activity in order for information to be smoothly processed and perceived. Thus, the concept of coherence is vitally important for understanding optimal function.

The various concepts and measurements embraced under the term coherence have become central to fields as diverse as quantum physics, cosmology, physiology and brain and consciousness research. Coherence has several related definitions, all of which are applicable to the study of human physiology, social interactions and global affairs. The most common dictionary definition is the quality of being logically integrated, consistent and intelligible, as in a coherent statement. A related meaning is the logical, orderly and aesthetically consistent relationship among parts. Coherence always implies correlations, connectedness, consistency and efficient energy utilization. Thus, coherence refers to wholeness and global order, where the whole is greater than the sum of its individual parts.

In physics, coherence also is used to describe the coupling and degree of synchronization between different oscillating systems. In some cases, when two or more oscillatory systems operate at the same basic frequency, they can become either phase- or frequency-locked, as occurs between the photons in a laser. This type of coherence is called *cross-coherence* and is the type of coherence that most scientists think of when they use the term. In physiology, cross-coherence occurs when two or more of the body’s oscillatory systems, such as respiration and heart rhythms, become entrained and operate at the same frequency.

Another aspect of coherence relates to the dynamic rhythms produced by a single oscillatory system. The term *autocoherence* describes coherent activity within a single system. An ideal example is a system that exhibits sine-wave like oscillations; the more stable the frequency, amplitude and shape, the higher the degree of coherence. When coherence is increased in a system that is coupled to other systems, it can pull the other systems into increased synchronization and more efficient function.
For example, frequency pulling and entrainment can easily be seen between the heart, respiratory and blood-pressure rhythms as well as between very-low-frequency brain rhythms, craniosacral rhythms and electrical potentials measured across the skin.\textsuperscript{[142, 143]}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{chart.png}
\caption{The top graphs show an individual's heart rate variability, pulse transit time and respiration patterns for 10 minutes. At the 300-second mark, the individual did HeartMath's Freeze Frame Technique and all three systems came into entrainment, meaning the patterns were harmonious instead of scattered and out of sync. The bottom graphs show the spectrum analysis view of the same data. The left-hand side is the spectral analysis before Freeze-Framing. Notice how each pattern looks quite different from the others. The graphs on the right show how all three systems are entrained at the same frequency after Freeze-Framing.}
\end{figure}

**Global Coherence**

For any system to produce a meaningful function, it must have the property of global coherence. In humans, this includes our physical, mental, emotional and social systems. However, the energy efficiency and degree of coordinated action of any given system can vary widely and does not necessarily result in a coherent output or flow of behavior. Global coherence does not mean everyone or all parts of a system are doing the same thing simultaneously. In complex globally coherent systems, such as human beings, there is a vast amount of activity at every level of magnification or scale that spans more than two-thirds of the 73 known octaves of the electromagnetic spectrum.\textsuperscript{[165]}

It can appear at one level of scale that a given system is operating autonomously, yet it is perfectly coordinated within the whole. In living systems, there are microlevel systems, molecular machines, protons and electrons, organs and glands, each functioning autonomously, doing very different things at different rates, yet all working together in a complex harmoniously coordinated and synchronized manner. If this were not happening, it would be a free-for-all among
the body’s independent systems, rather than a coordinated federation of interdependent systems and functions. Biologist Mae-Won Ho has suggested that coherence is the defining quality of living systems and accounts for their most characteristic properties, such as long-range order and coordination, rapid and efficient energy transfer and extreme sensitivity to specific signals.\[163\]

We introduced the term **physiological coherence** to describe the degree of order, harmony and stability in the various rhythmic activities within living systems over any given time period.\[163\] This harmonious order signifies a coherent system, whose efficient or optimal function is directly related to the ease and flow in life processes. In contrast, an erratic, discordant pattern of activity denotes an incoherent system whose function reflects stress and inefficient utilization of energy in life processes. Specifically, heart coherence (also referred to as cardiac coherence or resonance) can be measured by HRV analysis wherein a person’s heart-rhythm pattern becomes more ordered and sine wave-like at a frequency of around 0.1 hertz (10 seconds).

When a person is in a more coherent state there is a shift in the relative autonomic balance toward increased parasympathetic activity (vagal tone), increased heart-brain synchronization and entrainment between diverse physiological systems. In this mode, the body’s systems function with a high degree of efficiency and harmony and natural regenerative processes are facilitated. Although physiological coherence is a natural human state that can occur spontaneously, sustained episodes generally are rare. While some rhythmic-breathing methods may induce coherence for brief periods, our research indicates that people can achieve extended periods of physiological coherence by actively self-generating positive emotions.

When functioning in a coherent mode, the heart pulls other biological oscillators into synchronization with its rhythms, thus leading to entrainment of these systems (Figure 4.1). Entrainment is an example of a physiological state in which there is increased coherence between multiple oscillating systems and also within each system. Thus, our findings essentially underscore what people have intuitively known for some time: Positive emotions not only “feel better”, they actually tend to increase synchronization of the body’s systems, thereby enhancing energy and enabling us to function with greater efficiency and effectiveness.

The coherence model takes a dynamic systems approach that focuses on increasing people’s self-regulatory capacity through self-management techniques that induce a physiological shift, which is reflected in the heart’s rhythms. We also suggest that rhythmic activity in living systems reflects the regulation of interconnected biological, social and environmental networks and that important biologically relevant information is encoded in the dynamic patterns of physiological activity. For example, information is encoded in the time interval between action potentials in the nervous system and patterns in the pulsatile release of hormones. Our research also suggests that the time intervals between heartbeats (HRV) also encode information, which is communicated across multiple systems and helps synchronize the system as whole. The afferent pathways from the heart and blood vessels are given more relevance in this model because of the significant degree of afferent cardiovascular input to the brain and the consistent generation of dynamic patterns generated by the heart. Our perspective is that positive emotions in general, including self-induced positive emotions, shift the entire system into a more globally coherent and harmonious physiological mode, one that is associated with improved system performance, ability to self-regulate and overall well-being. The coherence model predicts that different emotions are reflected in state-specific patterns in the heart’s rhythms independent of the amount of HRV/HR (Figure 4.2). Recent independent work has verified this by demonstrating a 75% accuracy rate in detection of discrete emotional states from the HRV signal using a neural network approach for pattern recognition.\[164\] In a study of the effects of playing violent and nonviolent video games, it was found that when playing violent video games, the players had lower cardiac coherence levels and higher aggression levels than did nonviolent game
players and that higher levels of coherence were negatively related to aggression.\[165\]

The coherent state has been correlated with a general sense of well-being and improvements in cognitive, social and physical performance. We have observed this association between emotions and heart-rhythm patterns in studies conducted in both laboratory and natural settings and for both spontaneous and intentionally generated emotions.\[163, 168\]

Several studies in healthy subjects, which helped inform the model, show that during the experience of positive emotions, a sine-wavelike pattern naturally emerges in the heart’s rhythms without any conscious changes in breathing.\[51, 133\] This is likely because of more organized outputs of the subcortical structures involved in processing emotional information, as described by Pribram,\[169\] Porges,\[82\] Oppenheimer and Hopkins\[117\] and Thayer,\[89\] in which the subcortical structures influence the oscillatory output of the cardiorespiratory control system in the medulla oblongata.

A brief summary of the psychophysiological coherence model is provided below. A detailed discussion on the nature of coherence can be found in two seminal articles.\[5, 59\]

The Coherence Model Postulates:

1. The functional status of the underlying psychophysiological system determines the range of one’s ability to adapt to challenges, self-regulate and engage in harmonious social relationships. Healthy physiological variability, feedback systems and inhibition are key elements of the complex system for maintaining stability and capacity to appropriately respond to and adapt to changing environments and social demands.

2. The oscillatory activity in the heart’s rhythms reflects the status of a network of flexible relationships among dynamic interconnected neural structures in the central and autonomic nervous systems.

3. State-specific emotions are reflected in the patterns of the heart’s rhythms independent of changes in the amount of heart rate variability.

4. Subcortical structures constantly compare information from internal and external sensory systems via a match/mismatch process that evaluates current inputs against past experience to appraise the environment for risk or comfort and safety.

5. Physiological or cardiac coherence is reflected in a more ordered sine-wavelike heart-rhythm pattern associated with increased vagally mediated HRV, entrainment between respiration, blood pressure and heart rhythms and increased synchronization between various rhythms in the EEG and cardiac cycle.

6. Vagally mediated efferent HRV provides an index of the cognitive and emotional resources needed for efficient functioning in challenging environments in which delayed responding and behavioral inhibition are critical.

7. Information is encoded in the time between intervals (action potentials, pulsatile release of hormones, etc.). The information contained in the interbeat intervals in the heart’s activity is communicated across multiple systems and helps synchronize the system as a whole.

8. Patterns in the activity of cardiovascular afferent neuronal traffic can significantly influence cognitive performance, emotional experience and self-regulatory capacity via inputs to the thalamus, amygdala and other subcortical structures.
9. Increased “rate of change” in cardiac sensory neurons (transducing BP, rhythm, etc.) during coherent states increases vagal afferent neuronal traffic, which inhibits thalamic pain pathways at the level of the spinal cord.

10. Self-induced positive emotions can shift psychophysiological systems into more globally coherent and harmonious orders that are associated with improved performance and overall well-being.

The coherence model includes specific approaches for quantifying the various types of physiological coherence measures, such as cross-coherence (frequency entrainment between respiration, BP and heart rhythms), or synchronization among systems (e.g., synchronization between various EEG rhythms and the cardiac cycle), autocoherece (stability of a single waveform such as respiration or HRV patterns) and system resonance. A coherent heart rhythm is defined as a relatively harmonic, sine-wavelike signal with a very narrow, high-amplitude peak in the low-frequency (LF) region of the HRV power spectrum with no major peaks in the very-low-frequency (VLF) or high-frequency (HF) regions. Physiological coherence is assessed by identifying the maximum peak in the 0.04 to 0.26 hertz range of the HRV power spectrum, calculating the integral in a window 0.030 hertzwide, centered on the highest peak in that region and then calculating the total power of the entire spectrum. The coherence ratio is formulated as (peak power/total power – peak power).

**Physiological Coherence**

A state characterized by:

- High heart-rhythm coherence (sine-wavelike rhythmic pattern).
- Increased parasympathetic activity.
- Increased entrainment and synchronization between physiological systems.
- Efficient and harmonious functioning of the cardiovascular, nervous, hormonal and immune systems.

**Social Coherence**

Social coherence relates to pairs, family units, groups or larger organizations in which a network of relationships exists among individuals who share common interests and objectives. Social coherence is reflected as a stable, harmonious alignment of relationships that allow for the efficient flow and utilization of energy and communication required for optimal collective cohesion and action. There are, of course, cycles and variations in the quality of family, team or group coherence, similar to variations in an individual’s coherence level. Coherence requires that group members are attuned and emotionally aligned and that the group’s energy is globally organized and regulated by the group as a whole. Group coherence involves the same principles of global coherence described earlier, but in this context it refers to the synchronized and harmonious order in the relationships between and among the individuals rather than the systems within the body. The principles, however, remain the same: In a coherent team, there is freedom for the individual members to do their part and thrive while maintaining cohesion and resonance within the group’s intent and goals. Anyone who has watched a championship sports team or experienced an exceptional concert knows that something special can happen in groups that transcends their normal performance. It seems as though the players are in sync and communicating on an unseen energetic level. A growing body of evidence suggests that an energetic field is formed between individuals in groups through which communication among all the group members occurs simultaneously. In other words, there is a literal group “field” that connects all the members. Sociologist Raymond Bradley, in collaboration with eminent brain researcher, neurosurgeon and neuroscientist Dr. Karl Pribram, developed a general theory of social communication to explain the patterns of social organization common to most groups and independent of size, culture, degree of formal organization, length of existence or member characteristics. They found that most groups have a global organization and coherent network of emotional energetic relations interconnecting virtually all members into a single multilevel hierarchy.
At the HMI Research Center, we have found that the heart plays a central role in the generation of emotional experience and therefore, in the establishment of psychophysiological coherence. From a systems perspective, the human organism is truly a vast, multidimensional information network of communicating subsystems in which mental processes, emotions and physiological systems are inextricably intertwined. Whereas our perceptions and emotions were once believed to be dictated entirely by the brain’s responses to stimuli arising from our external environment, the emerging perspectives in neuroscience more accurately describe perceptual and emotional experience as the composite of stimuli the brain receives from the external environment and the internal sensations or feedback transmitted to the brain from the bodily organs and systems. Thus, the heart, brain, nervous, hormonal and immune systems must all be considered fundamental components of the dynamic, interactive information network that determines our ongoing emotional experience.

Extensive work by Pribram has helped advance the understanding of the emotional system. In Pribram’s model, past experience builds within us a set of familiar patterns that are established and maintained in the neural networks. Inputs to the brain from both the external and internal environments contribute to the maintenance of these patterns.

Research has shown that the heart’s afferent neurological signals directly affect activity in the amygdala and associated nuclei, an important emotional processing center in the brain. The amygdala is the key brain center that coordinates behavioral, immunological and neuroendocrine responses to environmental threats. It also serves as the processing center for emotional memory within the brain. In assessing the external environment, the amygdala scans the inputs (visual, auditory, smell) for emotional content and signals and compares them with stored emotional memories. In this way, the amygdala makes instantaneous decisions about the familiarity of incoming sensory information and because of its extensive connections to the hypothalamus and other autonomic nervous system centers is able to “hijack” the neural pathways activating the autonomic nervous system and emotional response before the higher brain centers receive the sensory information.

One of the functions of the amygdala is to organize which patterns become “familiar” to the brain. If the rhythm patterns generated by the heart are disordered and incoherent, especially in early life, the amygdala learns to expect disharmony as the familiar baseline and thus we feel “at home” with incoherence, which can affect learning, creativity and emotional balance. In other words we feel “comfortable” with internal incoherence, which in this case actually is discomfort. On the basis of what has become familiar to the amygdala, the frontal cortex mediates decisions as to what constitutes appropriate behavior in any given situation. Thus, subconscious emotional memories and associated physiological patterns underlie and affect our perceptions, emotional reactions, thought processes and behavior.

“Since emotional processes can work faster than the mind, it takes a power stronger than the mind to bend perception, override emotional circuitry, and provide us with intuitive feeling instead. It takes the power of the heart.”
– Doc Childre, HeartMath Institute founder

From our current understanding of the elaborate feedback networks between the brain, heart and mental and emotional systems, it becomes clear that the
age-old struggle between intellect and emotion will not be resolved by the mind gaining dominance over the emotions, but rather by increasing the harmonious balance between the mental and emotional systems – a synthesis that provides greater access to our full range of intelligence.

Within the body, many processes and interactions occurring at different functional levels provide constant rhythmic inputs with which the brain becomes familiar. These inputs range from the rhythmic activity of the heart and our facial expressions, to digestive, respiratory and reproductive rhythms, to the constant interplay of messenger molecules produced by the cells of our body.

These inputs to the brain, translated into neural and hormonal patterns, are continuously monitored by the brain and help organize our perception, feelings and behavior. Familiar input patterns from the external environment and from within the body ultimately are written into neural circuitry and form a stable backdrop, or reference pattern, against which current and new information or experiences are compared. According to this model, when an external or internal experience pattern, this “mismatch” or departure from the familiar underlies the generation of emotions.

The background physiological patterns with which the brain and body grow familiar are created and reinforced through life experiences and the way we perceive the world. It’s important to note that the established patterns may not necessarily be positive or healthy for a person. For example, someone living in an environment that continually triggers anger or feelings of fear is likely to become familiar with these feelings and their neural and hormonal correlates. In contrast, an individual whose experience is dominated by feelings of security, love and care likely will become familiar with the physiological patterns associated with these feelings.

In order to maintain stability and feelings of safety and comfort, we must be able to maintain a match between our current experience or “reality” and one of our previously established neural programs. When we encounter a new experience or challenge, there can be a mismatch between the input patterns of the new experience and the lack of a familiar reference. Depending on the degree of mismatch, it requires either an internal adjustment (self-regulation) or an outward behavioral action to reestablish a match and feeling of comfort. When a mismatch is detected from either external or internal sensory systems, a change in activity in the central and autonomic nervous systems is produced. If the response is short-lived (one to three seconds), it is called arousal or an orienting reflex. If, however, the stimulus or event is recurrent, the brain eventually adapts and we habituate by updating the memories that serve as the reference. For example, people who live in a noisy city adapt to the ambient noise and eventually tune it out. Subsequent to this adaptation, it is only when they take a trip to the quiet countryside that the actual lack of noise seems strange and is quite noticeable. The mismatch between the familiar noisy background and the quiet setting leads to an arousal reaction that gets our attention. It is this departure from the familiar that gives rise to a signaling function that creates the experience of an emotion, alerting us to the current state of the mismatch.

In addition to the monitoring and control processes for regulation “in the here-and-now,” there are also appraisal processes that determine the degree of consistency or inconsistency between a current situation and the projected future. Appraisals of future outcomes can be broadly divided into optimistic and pessimistic.[173] Appraisals that project an inability to successfully deal with a situation may result in feelings of fear and anxiety. In keeping with the recent research on attentional bias,[172] this appraisal might not be accurate because it could be the result of hypersensitivity to cues that resemble past traumatic experiences in the current situation. Alternately, an inaccurate appraisal can be caused by an instability in the neural systems, or a lack of experience or insight of how to effectively deal with the projected future situation.[173] Despite the lack of accuracy of the appraisal, the familiarity of the input can be sufficient to elicit a pessimistic response. This means we can easily get “stuck” in unhealthy emotional and behav-
ioral patterns and lasting improvements in emotional experience or behaviors cannot be sustained in the absence of establishing a new set point for the baseline. If behavior change or improved affective states are desired, it is therefore critical to focus on strategies that help to establish a new internal reference. As we successfully navigate new situations or challenges, the positive experience updates our internal reference. In essence, we mature through this process as we learn to more effectively self-regulate our emotions and deal with new situations and challenges. It is through this process that we are able to develop a new, healthier internal baseline reference against which we match inputs so that our assessments of benign inputs are more accurate and result in feelings of safety and comfort rather than threat and anxiety.

In a study of high school students who practiced self-regulation techniques over a four-month period, their resting HRV was significantly increased and the pattern of the HRV was significantly more coherent (Figure 5.1). These improvements in resting HRV coherence were significantly correlated with higher test scores and improved behaviors, suggesting that the practice of the self-regulation skills induces a more coherent heart rhythm, reinforcing the association in the sub-subcortical regulatory systems involved in a match/mismatch process between more coherent and stable rhythms in cardiovascular afferent neuronal traffic and feelings we perceive as positive. By reinforcing this natural coupling in the sub-subcortical regulatory systems, the self-activation of a positive feeling can automatically initiate an increase in cardiac coherence, while at the same time, a physiological shift resulting from heart-focused breathing can help facilitate the experience of a positive emotion.

![Figure 5.1 Typical resting state heart rate variability patterns in students.](image)

HRV recordings from the TestEdge National Demonstration Study showing examples of two students’ resting-state heart-rhythm patterns, both before and approximately four months after the TestEdge intervention. Pre- and post-intervention test anxiety level (TAI-Global Scale score) and the CST–English Language Arts test score for each student are also shown. For the two students in the intervention school, the recordings show a shift from an erratic, irregular heart-rhythm pattern (left side), before the intervention, to a more coherent pattern (right side), which indicates the students had established a new more coherent baseline.
**Self-Regulation and Stability**

Pribram and many others have conducted numerous experiments that provide evidence that the higher brain centers that monitor the pattern-matching process can self-regulate by inhibiting or “gating” the information flowing into the brain.\(^{[173]}\) Where we focus our attention, for example, has a powerful effect on modulating inputs and thus on determining what gets processed at higher levels. In a noisy room filled with many conversations, for instance, we have the ability to tune out the noise and focus on a single conversation of interest. In a like manner, we can modulate pain from a stubbed toe or headache or desensitize ourselves to sensations like tickling and self-direct our emotions.\(^{[174]}\) Ultimately, when we achieve control through the process of self-regulation, it results in feelings of satisfaction and gratification. In contrast, failure to effectively self-regulate and regain control often results in feelings of frustration, impatience, anxiety, overwhelm, hopelessness or depression.

If the neural systems that maintain the baseline reference patterns are unstable, unsettled emotions and atypical reactions are likely to be experienced. These neural systems can be destabilized by trauma, stress, anxiety or chemical stimulants, to name a few possibilities. Therefore, it is clear that responding in healthy and effective ways to ongoing inner and outer demands and circumstances, such as daily life situations, depends to a great extent on the synchronization, sensitivity and stability of our physiological systems.\(^{[5, 59]}\)

Neural inputs originate from numerous organs and muscles, especially in the face. The heart and cardiovascular system, however, have far more afferent inputs than other organs and are the primary sources of consistent dynamic rhythms.\(^{[15]}\) In addition to afferent nerve activity associated with mechanical information such as pressure and rate that occurs with each heartbeat, continuous dynamically changing patterns of afferent activity related to chemical information is sent to the brain and other systems in the body. In terms of emotional experience, there are afferent pathways to the amygdala via the nucleus of tractus solitarius and the activity in the central nucleus of the amygdala is synchronized to the cardiac cycle.\(^{[10, 177]}\) Therefore, the afferent inputs from the cardiovascular system to the amygdala are important contributors in determining emotional experience and in establishing the set point to which the current inputs are compared.

In the context of this discussion, it is important to note that the heart’s rhythmic patterns and the patterns of afferent neurological signals change to a more ordered and stable pattern when one uses HeartMath’s heart-focused self-regulation techniques. Regular practice of these techniques, which include a shift of attentional focus to the center of the chest (heart area) accompanied by the conscious self-induction of a calm or positive emotional state, reinforces the association (pattern match) between a more coherent rhythm and a calm or positive emotion. Positive feelings then more automatically initiate an increase in cardiac coherence. Increased coherence initiated through heart-focused breathing tends to facilitate the felt experience of a positive emotion. Thus, practice affects the repatterning process. This is important in situations where there has been a sustained exposure to truly high-risk environments or trauma in the past, but which no longer are in effect and the patterns that developed in response to them no longer serve the individual in present safe environments.

Through this feed-forward process, regulatory capacity is increased and new reference patterns are established, which the system then strives to maintain, making it easier for people to maintain stability and self-directed control during daily activities, even in more challenging situations. Without a shift in the underlying baseline, it is exceedingly difficult to sustain behavioral change, placing people at risk of familiar experience.

**Self-Regulation Techniques that Reduce Stress and Enhance Human Performance**

With stress levels continuing to rise around the world, people are becoming more conscious not only of the long-term effects of stress, but also of how unmanaged emotions compromise the quality of one’s day-
to-day life, limiting mental clarity, productivity, adaptability to life’s challenges and enjoyment of its gifts.

“Failures of self-regulation are central to the vast majority of health and social problems that plague modern societies.

The most important strength that the majority of people need to build is the capacity to self-regulate their emotions, attitudes and behaviors.”

– Rollin McCraty

It is commonly believed we have little control over the mind or emotions. For example, neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux, who studies brain circuits and the emotion of fear in animals, writes:

“Emotions are things that happen to us rather than things we will to occur. Although people set up situations to modulate their emotions all the time – going to movies and amusement parks, having a tasty meal, consuming alcohol and other recreational drugs – in these situations, external events are simply arranged so that the stimuli that automatically trigger emotions will be present. We have little direct control over our emotional reactions. Anyone who has tried to fake an emotion, or who has been the recipient of a faked one, knows all too well the futility of the attempt. While conscious control over emotions is weak, emotions can flood consciousness.” [171], p. 19

While this is true for many people who have not developed their self-regulation skills, our research and experience show that the emotional system can be regulated and brought into coherence. This, of course, requires practice and effective skills, in much the same way that it takes techniques and practice to learn and develop mental or athletic skills.

The research on heart-brain interactions and intuition has informed the development of a set of self-regulation techniques and practices, the learning of which can be supported with the use of HRV coherence feedback technologies, collectively known as the HeartMath System.[178-182] The HeartMath System offers individuals a systematic and reliable means to intentionally self-regulate and shift out of a state of emotional unease or stress into a “new” positive state of emotional calm and stability. This occurs as a result of a practice in which an individual intentionally activates a positive or calm emotional state as a future target and activates a shift in patterns of the heart’s activity to a more coherent state that enables the person to achieve and maintain stability and emotional composure.

The techniques are designed to enable people to intervene in the moment when negative and disruptive emotions are triggered, thus interrupting the body’s normal stress response and initiating a shift toward increased coherence. This shift facilitates higher cognitive functioning, intuitive access and increased emotional regulation, all of which normally are compromised during stress and negative emotional states. The shift in the pattern of the heart’s input to the brain thus serves to reinforce the self-generated positive emotional shift, making it easier to sustain. Through consistent use of HeartMath tools, the coupling between the psychophysiological coherence mode and positive emotions is further reinforced.

“The emotional frontier is truly the next frontier to conquer in human understanding.

The opportunity we face now, even before that frontier is fully explored and settled, is to develop our emotional potential and accelerate rather dramatically into a new state of being.”

– Doc Childre

Self-Regulation Techniques That Increase Coherence

There is a paradigm shift emerging on behavioral intervention approaches that teach people self-regulation strategies that include a physiological aspect such as HRV biofeedback and that naturally increase vagal traffic. For example, there are many studies showing that the practice of breathing at 6 breaths per minute,
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supported by HRV biofeedback, induces the coherence rhythm and has a wide range of benefits.\textsuperscript{183-189}

In addition to clinical applications, HRV coherence feedback training often is used to support self-regulation skill acquisition in educational, corporate, law enforcement and military settings. Several systems that assess the degree of coherence in the user’s heart rhythms are available. The majority of these systems, such as emWave\textsuperscript{®} Pro or Inner Balance\textsuperscript{®} for iOS devices (HeartMath, Inc.), Relaxing Rhythms (Wild Divine) and the Stress Resilience Training System (Ease Interactive), use a noninvasive earlobe or finger pulse sensor and display the user’s heart rhythm to provide feedback on the user’s level of coherence.

Emotional self-regulation strategies may contribute to improved health and performance. Alone or in combination with HRV coherence biofeedback training, these strategies have been shown to increase resilience and accelerate recovery from stressors and trauma.\textsuperscript{153, 58, 81, 190} Self-induced positive emotions can initiate a shift to increased cardiac coherence without any conscious intention to change the breathing rhythm.\textsuperscript{51, 133} Typically, when people are able to self-activate a positive or calming feeling rather than remain focused on their breathing, they enjoy the shift in feeling and are able to sustain high levels of coherence for much longer time periods.\textsuperscript{113}

Heart-focused self-regulation techniques and assistive technologies that provide real-time HRV coherence feedback provide a systematic process for self-regulating thoughts, emotions, behaviors and increasing physiological coherence. Many of these techniques (e.g., HeartMath’s Heart-Focused Breathing, Freeze Frame, Inner Ease and Quick Coherence techniques)\textsuperscript{179} are designed to enable people to intervene in the moment they start to experience stress reactions or unproductive thoughts or emotions. With practice, one is able to use any of the techniques to shift into a more coherent physiological state before, during and after challenging or adverse situations, thus optimizing mental clarity, emotional composure and stability.

The first step in most of the techniques developed by the HeartMath Institute is called Heart-Focused Breathing, which includes placing one’s attention in the center of the chest (the area of the heart) and imagining the breath is flowing in and out of the chest area while breathing a little slower and deeper than usual. Conscious regulation of one’s respiration at a 10-second rhythm (five seconds in and five seconds out) (0.1 hertz) increases cardiac coherence and starts the process of shifting into a more coherent state.\textsuperscript{5, 113} With conscious control over breathing, an individual can slow the rate and increase the depth of the breathing rhythm. This takes advantage of physiological mechanisms to modulate efferent vagal activity and thus the heart rhythm. This increases vagal afferent nerve traffic and increases the coherence (stability) in the patterns of vagal afferent nerve traffic. In turn, this influences the neural systems involved in regulating sympathetic outflow, informing emotional experience and synchronizing neural structures underlying cognitive processes.\textsuperscript{5}

In addition to the self-regulation techniques that are primarily designed to be used in the moment, the Heart Lock-In Technique is more appropriate when one has more time to focus on sustaining a coherent state. It enables people to “lock in” the positive feeling states associated with the heart in order to boost their energy, heighten peace and clarity and effectively retrain their physiology to sustain longer periods of coherent function. With consistent practice, the Heart Lock-In facilitates the establishment of new reference patterns promoting increased physiological efficiency, mental acuity and emotional stability as a new baseline or norm.

While the HeartMath tools are intentionally designed to be easily learned and used in day-to-day life, our experience working with people of diverse ages, cultures, educational backgrounds and professions suggests that these techniques often facilitate profound shifts in perception, emotion and awareness. Moreover, extensive laboratory research performed at HMI has shown that the physiological changes accompanying such shifts are dramatic.
Several studies using various combinations of these self-regulation techniques have found significant correlations between HRV coherence and improvements in cognitive function and self-regulatory capacity. For example:

- A study of middle school students with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder showed a wide range of significant improvements in short- and long-term memory, ability to focus and significant improvements in behaviors both at home and in school.\[108\]

- A study of 41 fighter pilots engaging in flight simulator tasks found a significant correlation between higher levels of performance and heart-rhythm coherence as well as lower levels of frustration.\[109\]

- A study of recently returning soldiers from Iraq who were diagnosed with PTSD found that relatively brief periods of HRV coherence training combined with practicing the Quick Coherence Technique resulted in significant improvements in the ability to self-regulate along with a wide range of cognitive functions. The degree of improvement correlated with increased cardiac coherence.\[109\]

- Other studies have shown increases in parasympathetic activity (vagal tone),\[133\] reductions in cortisol and increases in DHEA,\[116\] decreases in blood pressure and stress measures in hypertensive populations,\[113, 115\] reduced health-care costs\[112\] and significant improvements in the functional capacity of patients with congestive heart failure.\[192\]

- A study of correctional officers showed reductions in systolic and diastolic BP, total cholesterol, fasting glucose, overall stress, anger, fatigue and hostility.\[114\] Similar results were obtained in several studies with police officers.\[63, 193\]

In addition to the emotional self-regulation techniques, there are other approaches that also increase HRV coherence. For example, a study of Zen monks found that monks with greater experience in meditation tended to have more coherent heart rhythms during their resting recording than those who had been monks for less than two years.\[194\] A study of autogenic training showed increased HRV coherence and found that cardiac coherence was strongly correlated with EEG alpha activity. The authors suggested that cardiac coherence could be a general marker for the meditative state.\[195\] However, this does not suggest that all meditation or prayer styles increase coherence, unless the coherence state is driven by a focus on breathing at a 10-second rhythm or the activation of a positive emotion.\[196-199\] For example, a study examining HRV while reciting rosary or bead prayers and yoga mantras found that a coherent rhythm was produced by rhythmically breathing, but not by random verbalization or breathing. The authors ascribed the mechanisms for this finding to a breathing pattern of 6-cycles per minute.\[200\] In a study of the effects of five types of prayer on HRV, it was found that all types of prayer elicited increased cardiac coherence. However, prayers of gratefulness and heartfelt love resulted in definitively higher coherence levels.\[201\] It also has been shown that tensing the large muscles in the legs in a rhythmical manner at a 10-second rhythm can induce a coherent heart rhythm.\[202\]
CHAPTER 6

Energetic Communication

The first biomagnetic signal was demonstrated in 1863 by Gerhard Baule and Richard McFee in a magneto-cardiogram (MCG) that used magnetic induction coils to detect fields generated by the human heart. A remarkable increase in the sensitivity of biomagnetic measurements has since been achieved with the introduction of the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) in the early 1970s. The ECG and MCG signals have since been shown to closely parallel one another.

In this section, we discuss how the magnetic fields produced by the heart are involved in energetic communication, which we also refer to as cardiovascular-magnetic communication. The heart is the most powerful source of electromagnetic energy in the human body, producing the largest rhythmic electromagnetic field of any of the body’s organs. The heart’s electrical field is about 60 times greater in amplitude than the electrical activity generated by the brain. This field, measured in the form of an electrocardiogram (ECG), can be detected anywhere on the surface of the body. Furthermore, the magnetic field produced by the heart is more than 100 times greater in strength than the field generated by the brain and can be detected up to 3 feet away from the body, in all directions, using SQUID-based magnetometers (Figure 6.1).

Prompted by our findings that the timing between pulses of the heart’s magnetic field is modulated by different emotional states, we have performed several studies that show the magnetic signals generated by the heart have the capacity to affect individuals around us.

Biological Encoding of Information

Every cell in our bodies is bathed in an external and internal environment of fluctuating invisible magnetic forces. It has become increasingly apparent that fluctuations in magnetic fields can affect virtually every circuit in biological systems to a greater or lesser degree, depending on the particular biological system and the properties of the magnetic fluctuations. One of the primary ways that signals and messages are encoded and transmitted in physiological systems is in the language of patterns. In the nervous system it is well established that information is encoded in the time intervals between action potentials, or patterns of electrical activity. This also applies to humoral communications in which biologically relevant information also is encoded in the time interval between hormonal pulses. As the heart secretes a number of different hormones with each contraction, there is a hormonal pulse pattern that correlates with heart rhythms. In addition to the encoding of information in the space between nerve impulses and in the intervals between hormonal pulses, it is likely that information also is encoded in the interbeat intervals of the pressure and electromagnetic waves produced by the heart. This supports Pribram’s proposal discussed earlier that low-frequency oscillations generated by the heart and body in the form of afferent neural,
Hormonal and electrical patterns are the carriers of emotional information and the higher frequency oscillations found in the EEG reflect the conscious perception and labeling of feelings and emotions.\cite{1}\cite{69} We have proposed that these same rhythmic patterns also can transmit emotional information via the electromagnetic field into the environment, which can be detected by others and processed in the same manner as internally generated signals.

**Heartbeat-Evoked Potentials**

A useful technique for detecting synchronized activity between systems in biological systems and investigating a number of bioelectromagnetic phenomena is signal averaging. This is accomplished by superimposing any number of equal-length epochs, each of which contains a repeating periodic signal. This emphasizes and distinguishes any signal that is time-locked to the periodic signal while eliminating variations that are not time-locked to the periodic signal. This procedure is commonly used to detect and record cerebral cortical responses to sensory stimulation\cite{210}. When signal averaging is used to detect activity in the EEG that is time-locked to the ECG, the resultant waveform is called the **heartbeat-evoked potential**.

The heart generates a pressure wave that travels rapidly throughout the arteries, much faster than the actual flow of blood that we feel as our pulse. These pressure waves force the blood cells through the capillaries to provide oxygen and nutrients to cells and expand the arteries, causing them to generate a relatively large electrical voltage. These pressure waves also apply pressure to the cells in a rhythmic fashion that can cause some of their proteins to generate an electrical current in response to this "squeeze." Experiments conducted in our laboratory have shown that a change in the brain's electrical activity can be seen when the blood-pressure wave reaches the brain around 240 milliseconds after systole.

**Figure 6.2. Heartbeat-evoked potentials.** This figure shows an example of typical heartbeat-evoked potentials. In this example, 450 averages were used. The pulse wave also is shown, indicating the timing relationship of the blood-pressure wave reaching the brain. In this example, there is less synchronized alpha activity immediately after the R-wave. The time range between 10 and 240 milliseconds is when afferent signals from the heart are impinging upon the brain and the alpha desynchronization indicates the processing of this information. Increased alpha activity can be seen later in the waveforms, starting at around the time the blood-pressure wave reaches the brain.
There is a replicable and complex distribution of heartbeat-evoked potentials across the scalp. Changes in these evoked potentials associated with the heart’s afferent neurological input to the brain are detectable between 50 to 550 milliseconds after the heartbeat.\[8\] Gary Schwartz and his colleagues at the University of Arizona believe the earlier components in this complex distribution cannot be explained by simple physiological mechanisms alone and suggest that an energetic interaction between the heart and brain also occurs.\[211\] They have confirmed our findings that heart-focused attention is associated with increased heart-brain synchrony, providing further support for energetic heart-brain communications.\[5\] Schwartz and his colleagues also demonstrated that when subjects focused their attention on the perception of their heartbeat, the synchrony in the pre-ventricular region of the heartbeat-evoked potential increased. They concluded that this synchrony may reflect an energetic mechanism of heart-brain communication, while post-ventricular synchrony most likely reflects direct physiological mechanisms.

**Biomagnetic Communication Between People**

We have found there is a direct relationship between the heart-rhythm patterns and the spectral information encoded in the frequency spectra of the magnetic field radiated by the heart. Thus, information about a person’s emotional state is encoded in the heart’s magnetic field and is communicated throughout the body and into the external environment.

Figure 6.3 shows two different power spectra derived from an average of 12 individual 10-second epochs of ECG data recorded during differing psychophysiological modes. The plot on the left was produced while the subject was in a state of deep appreciation, whereas the plot on the right was generated while the subject experienced recalled feelings of anger. The difference in the patterns and thus the information they contain, can be seen clearly. There is a direct correlation between the patterns in the heart rate variability rhythm and the frequency patterns in the spectrum of the ECG or MCG. Experiments such as these indicate that psychophysiological information can be encoded into the electromagnetic fields produced by the heart.\[163, 212\]

**Figure 6.3.** ECG spectra during different emotional states.

The above graphs are the average power spectra of 12 individual 10-second epochs of ECG data, which reflect information patterns contained in the electromagnetic field radiated by the heart. The left-hand graph is an example of a spectrum obtained during a period of high heart-rhythm coherence generated during a sustained heartfelt experience of appreciation. The graph on the right depicts a spectrum associated with a disordered heart rhythm generated during feelings of anger.

The human body is replete with mechanisms for detecting its external environment. Sense organs, the most obvious example, are specifically geared to react to touch, temperature, select ranges of light, sound waves, etc. These organs are acutely sensitive to external stimuli. The nose, for example, can detect one molecule of gas, while a cell in the retina of the eye can detect a single photon of light. If the ear were any more sensitive, it would pick up the sound of the random vibrations of its own molecules.\[213\]

The interaction between two human beings, such as, the consultation between patient and clinician or a discussion between friends, is a very sophisticated dance that involves many subtle factors. Most people tend to think of communication solely in terms of overt signals expressed through facial movements, voice qualities, gestures and body movements. However, evidence now supports the perspective that a subtle yet influential electromagnetic or “energetic” communication system operates just below our conscious level of awareness. The following section will discuss data that suggests this energetic system contributes to the “magnetic” attractions or repulsions that occur between individuals.
The ability to sense what other people are feeling is an important factor in allowing us to connect, or communicate effectively with them. The smoothness or flow in any social interaction depends to a great extent on the establishment of a spontaneous entrainment or linkage between individuals. When people are engaged in deep conversation, they begin to fall into a subtle dance, synchronizing their movements and postures, vocal pitch, speaking rates and length of pauses between responses, and, as we are now discovering, important aspects of their physiology also can become linked and synchronized.

**The Electricity of Touch: Detection and Measurement of Cardiac Energy Exchange Between People**

An important step in testing our hypothesis that the heart's electromagnetic field could transmit signals between people was to determine if an individual's field and the information modulated within it could be detected by others. In conducting these experiments, the question being asked was straightforward: Can the electromagnetic field generated by the heart of one individual be detected in physiologically relevant ways in another person, and if so, does it have any discernible biological effects? To investigate these possibilities, we used signal-averaging techniques to detect signals that were synchronous with the peak of the R-wave of one subject's ECG in recordings of another subject's electroencephalogram (EEG) or brain waves. My colleagues and I have performed numerous experiments in our laboratory over several years using these techniques. Several examples are included below to illustrate some of our findings. In the majority of these experiments, subjects were seated in comfortable, high-back chairs to minimize postural changes with the positive ECG electrode located on the side at the left sixth rib and referenced to the right supraclavicular fossa, according to the International 10-20 system. The ECG and EEG were recorded for both subjects simultaneously so the data (typically sampled at 256 hertz or higher) could be analyzed for simultaneous signal detection in both (Figure 6.4).

To clarify the direction in which the signal flow was analyzed, the subject whose ECG R-wave was used as the time reference for the signal-averaging procedure is referred to as the "signal source," or simply "source." The subject whose EEG was analyzed for the registration of the source's ECG signal is referred to as the "signal receiver," or simply "receiver." The number of averages used in the majority of the experiments was 250 ECG cycles (~4 minutes). The subjects did not consciously intend to send or receive a signal and, in most cases, were unaware of the true purpose of the experiments. The results of these experiments have led us to conclude that the nervous system acts as an antenna, which is tuned to and responds to the magnetic fields produced by the hearts of other individuals. My colleagues and I call this energetic information exchange energetic communication and believe it to be an innate ability that heightens awareness and mediates important aspects of true empathy and sensitivity to others. Furthermore, we have observed that this energetic communication ability can be enhanced, resulting in a much deeper level of nonverbal communication, understanding and connection between people. We also propose that this type of energetic communication between individuals may play a role in therapeutic interactions between clinicians and patients that has the potential to promote the healing process.

From an electrophysiological perspective, it appears that sensitivity to this form of energetic communication between individuals is related to the ability to be emotionally and physiologically coherent. The data indicate that when individuals are in the coherent state, they are more sensitive to receiving information contained in the magnetic fields generated by others. In addition, during physiological coherence, internal systems are more stable, function more efficiently and radiate electromagnetic fields containing a more coherent structure.

The first step was to determine if the ECG signal of one person could be detected in another individual's EEG during physical contact. For these experiments, we seated pairs of subjects 4 feet apart and monitored them simultaneously.
Although in most pairs a clear signal transfer between the two subjects was measurable in one direction, it was only observed in both directions simultaneously in about 30 percent of the pairs (i.e., Subject 2’s ECG could be detected in Subject 1’s EEG at the same time Subject 1’s ECG was detectable in Subject 2’s EEG). As shown later, an important variable appears to be the degree of physiological coherence maintained. After demonstrating that the heart’s activity could be detected in another’s EEG during physical contact, we completed a series of experiments to determine if the signal was transferred via electrical conduction alone or if it also was energetically transferred via magnetic fields. The results suggest a significant degree of signal transfer occurs through skin conduction, but it also is radiated between individuals, which will be discussed next.

Figure 6.4. Heartbeat signal-averaged waveforms showing a transference of the electrical energy generated by Subject B’s heart can be detected in Subject A’s EEG (brain waves) when they hold hands.

Heart-Brain Synchronization During Nonphysical Contact

Because the magnetic component of the field produced by the heartbeat naturally radiates outside the body and can be detected several feet away with SQUID-based magnetometers,[17] we decided to further test the transference of signals between subjects who were not in physical contact. In these experiments, the subjects either were seated side by side or facing each other at varying distances. In some cases, we were able to detect a clear QRS-shaped signal in the receiver’s EEG. Although the ability to obtain a clear registration of the ECG in the other person’s EEG declined as the distance between subjects was increased, the phenomenon appears to be nonlinear. For instance, a clear signal could be detected at a distance of 18 inches in one session, but was undetectable in the very next trial at a distance of only 6 inches. Although transmission of a clear QRS-shaped signal is uncommon at distances over 6 inches in our experience, physiologically relevant information is communicated between people at much further distances and is reflected in synchronized activity.

Figure 6.5 shows the data from two subjects seated and facing one another at a distance of 5 feet, with no physical contact. They were asked to use the Heart Lock-In Technique,[179] which has been shown to produce sustained states of physiological coherence.[116] Participants were not aware of the purpose of the experiment. The top three traces show the signal-averaged waveforms derived from the EEG locations along the medial line of the head.

Figure 6.5. Heart-brain synchronization between two people. The top three traces are Subject 2’s signal-averaged EEG waveforms, which are synchronized to the R-wave of Subject 1’s ECG. The lower plot shows Subject 2’s heart rate variability pattern, which was coherent throughout the majority of the record. The two subjects were seated at a conversational distance without physical contact.
Note that in this example the signal-averaged waveforms do not contain any semblance of the QRS complex shape as seen in the physical contact experiments. Rather, they reveal the occurrence of an alpha-wave synchronization in the EEG of one subject that is precisely timed to the R-wave of the other subject’s ECG.

Power-spectrum analysis of the signal-averaged EEG waveforms showed that the alpha rhythm was synchronized to the other person’s heart. This alpha synchronization does not imply that there is increased alpha activity, but it does show that the existing alpha rhythm is able to synchronize to extremely weak external electromagnetic fields such as those produced by another person’s heart. It is well known that the alpha rhythm can synchronize to an external stimulus such as sound or light flashes, but the ability to synchronize to such a subtle electromagnetic signal is surprising. As mentioned, there also is a significant ratio of alpha activity that is synchronized to one’s own heartbeat and the amount of this synchronized alpha activity is significantly increased during periods of physiological coherence.[5, 219]

Figure 6.6 shows an overlay plot of one of Subject 2’s signal-averaged EEG traces and Subject 1’s signal-averaged ECG.

Figure 6.6. Overlay of signal-averaged EEG and ECG. This graph is an overlay plot of the same EEG and ECG data shown in Figure 6.5. Note the similarity of the wave shapes, indicating a high degree of synchronization.

This view shows an amazing degree of synchronization between the EEG of Subject 2 and Subject 1’s heart. These data show it is possible for the magnetic signals radiated by the heart of one individual to influence the brain rhythms of another. In addition, this phenomenon can occur at conversational distances.

**Energetic Sensitivity and Empathy**

Figure 6.7 shows the data from the same two subjects during the same time period, but it is analyzed for alpha synchronization in the opposite direction (Subject 1’s EEG and Subject 2’s ECG). In this case, we see that there is no observable synchronization between Subject 1’s EEG and Subject 2’s ECG. The key difference between the data shown in figures 6.5 and 6.6 is the high degree of physiological coherence maintained by Subject 2. In other words, the degree of coherence in the receiver’s heart rhythms appears to determine whether his/her brain waves synchronize to the other person’s heart.

This suggests that when a person is in a physiologically coherent state, he or she exhibits greater sensitivity in registering the electromagnetic signals
and information patterns encoded in the fields radiated by others’ hearts. At first glance the data may be interpreted to mean we are more vulnerable to the potential negative influence of incoherent patterns radiated by those around us. In fact, the opposite is true. When people are able to maintain the physiological coherence mode, they are more internally stable and thus less vulnerable to being negatively affected by the fields emanating from others. It appears that increased internal stability and coherence is what allows the increased sensitivity to emerge.

This fits quite well with our experience in training thousands of individuals how to self-generate and maintain coherence while they are communicating with others. Once individuals learn this skill, it is a common experience that they become much more attuned to other people and are able to detect and understand the deeper meaning behind spoken words. They often are able to sense what someone else truly wishes to communicate even when the other person may not be clear in what he or she is attempting to say. The Coherent Communication Technique helps people to feel fully heard, speak authentically and with discernment and promote greater rapport and empathy between people. \(^{160}\)

**Heart-Rhythm Synchronization Between People**

When heart rhythms are more coherent, the electromagnetic field that is radiated outside the body correspondingly becomes more organized, as shown in Figure 6.3. The data presented thus far indicate that signals and information can be communicated energetically between individuals and that they have measurable biological effects, but so far have not implied a literal synchronization of two individuals’ heart-rhythm patterns. We have found that synchronization of heart-rhythm patterns between individuals is possible, but usually occurs only under specific conditions. In our experience, true heart-rhythm synchronization between individuals is rare during normal waking states. We have found that individuals who have a close working or living relationship are the best candidates for exhibiting true heart-rhythm synchronization. Figure 6.8 shows an example of heart-rhythm synchronization between two women who have a close working relationship and practice coherence-building techniques regularly. For this experiment, they were seated 4 feet apart and were consciously focused on generating feelings of appreciation for each other.

![Figure 6.8. Heart-rhythm entrainment between two people. These data were recorded while both subjects were practicing the Heart Lock-In Technique and consciously feeling appreciation for each other.](image1)

A more complex type of synchronization also can occur during sleep. Although we have only looked at couples who are in long-term stable and loving relationships, we have been surprised at the high degree of heart-rhythm synchrony observed in these couples while they sleep. Figure 6.9 shows an example of a small segment of data from one couple.

![Figure 6.9. Heart-rhythm entrainment between husband and wife during sleep.](image2)

These data were recorded using an ambulatory ECG recorder with a modified cable harness that allowed the concurrent recording of two individuals on the same recording. Note how the heart rhythms simultaneously change in the same direction and how heart rates converge. Throughout the recording, clear transition
periods are evident in which the heart rhythms move into greater synchronicity for some time and then drift out again. This implies that unlike in most wakeful states, synchronization between the heart rhythms of individuals can and does occur during sleep.

Another line of research that has shown physiological synchronization between people was in a study of a 30-minute Spanish firewalking ritual. Heart-rate data was obtained from 38 participants and synchronized activity was compared between firewalkers and spectators. They showed fine-grained commonalities of arousal during the ritual between firewalkers and related spectators but not unrelated spectators. The authors concluded that their findings demonstrated that a collective ritual can evoke synchronized arousal over time between active participants and relatives or close friends. They also suggest that the study links field observations to a physiological basis and offers a unique approach for the quantification of social effects on human physiology during real-world interactions, a mediating mechanism that is likely informational.[220]

Morris[221] studied the effect of heart coherence in a group setting with participants who were trained in HeartMath’s Quick Coherence® Technique. He conducted 148 10-minute trials in which three trained participants were seated around a table with one untrained participant. During each trial, three of the trained participants were placed with untrained volunteers to determine whether the three could collectively facilitate higher levels of HRV coherence in the untrained individual. The coherence of the HRV of the untrained subject was found to be higher in approximately half of all matched comparisons when the trained participants focused on achieving increased coherence. In addition, evidence of heart-rhythm synchronization between group participants was revealed through several evaluation methods and higher levels of coherence correlated to higher levels of synchronization between participants. There was a statistical relationship between this synchronization and relational measures (bonding) among the participants. The authors concluded that “evidence of heart-to-heart synchronization across subjects was found, lending credence to the possibility of heart-to-heart biocommunications.”

Using signal-averaging techniques, we also were able to detect synchronization between a mother’s brain waves (EEG-CZ) and her baby’s heartbeats (ECG). The pair were not in physical contact, but when the mother focused her attention on the baby, her brain waves synchronized to the baby’s heartbeats (Figure 6.10). We were not able to detect that the infant’s EEG synchronized to the mother’s heartbeats.

Figure 6.10. ECG and EEG synchronization between mother and baby.

Biomagnetic Communication Between People and Animals

Farmers and attentive observers know that most cattle and sheep, when grazing, face the same way. It has been demonstrated by means of satellite images, field observations and measurements of deer beds in snow that domestic cattle across the globe and grazing and resting red and roe deer align their body axes in roughly a north-south direction and orient their heads northward when grazing or resting. Wind and light conditions were excluded as common determining factors, so magnetic alignment with the earth’s geomagnetic field was determined to be the best explanation. Magnetic north was a better predictor than geographic north, suggesting large mammals have magnetoreception capability.[222]
We also have found that a type of heart-rhythm synchronization can occur in interactions between people and their pets. Figure 6.11 shows the results of an experiment looking at the heart rhythms of my son, Josh (age 12 at the time of the recording) and his dog, Mabel. Here we used two Holter recorders, one fitted on Mabel and the other on Josh. We synchronized the recorders and placed Mabel in one of our labs.

Josh entered the room and sat down and proceeded to do a Heart Lock-In and consciously radiate feelings of love toward Mabel. There was no physical contact and he did not make any attempts to get the dog’s attention. In Figure 6.11, note the synchronous shift to increased coherence in the heart rhythms of both Josh and Mabel as Josh consciously feels love for his pet.

Another example of an animal’s heart-rhythm pattern shifting in response to a human’s shift of emotional states is shown in Figure 6.12. This was a collaborative study with Ellen Gehrke, Ph.D. who consciously shifted into a coherent state while sitting in a corral with her horse, neither touching nor petting it. When she shifted into a coherent state, the horse’s heart-rhythm pattern also shifted to a more ordered pattern.

In other trials, very similar shifts in horses’ HRV patterns were seen in three out of four horses’ heart rhythms. One of the horses that did not show any response was well known for not relating well to humans or other horses.

**Figure 6.11. Heart-rhythm patterns of a boy and his dog.** These data were obtained using ambulatory ECG recorders fitted on both Josh, a young boy and Mabel, his pet dog. When Josh entered the room where Mabel was waiting and consciously felt feelings of love and care towards his pet, his heart rhythms became more coherent and this change appears to have influenced Mabel heart rhythms, which shifted to a more coherent rhythm.

**Figure 6.12. Heart-rhythm patterns of woman and horse.** These data were obtained using ambulatory ECG recorders fitted on both Ellen and her horse, Tonopah. When she did a Heart Lock-In, her heart rhythms became more coherent and this change appears to have influenced the horse’s heart rhythms.
In a world whose pace and complexity is ever increasing, where we face more and more personal and social challenges, there is a call for lifting individual and global consciousness. People want to make more intelligent choices so daily life is more tenable, personal and global relationships are stronger and more meaningful and the future of our planet is assured.\footnote{223}

Raising individual and global consciousness can help us improve personal and collective health, well-being and harmony. We suggest that this begins with people taking greater responsibility for their day-to-day decisions, actions and behaviors, which can result in establishing a new and healthier physiological and psychological internal baseline reference. Establishing a baseline requires having effective and practical strategies available for handling daily situations, making good decisions and taking meaningful and appropriate action.

Much attention has been given to identifying the many factors that go into making good decisions. Among these are awareness of self and others, cognitive flexibility and self-regulation of emotions. All of these are important for bringing more consciousness into our daily situations and the decisions we make. Something else that should be considered in good decision-making – and we’ve all experienced it, perhaps without being fully aware of it – is intuition. There is fascinating research that is beginning to uncover the nature and function of intuition, or what researchers refer to as intuitive intelligence. In a literature review of intuition, Gerard Hodgkinson of Leeds University in England notes that despite the many conceptualizations of intuition, there is a growing body of research suggesting there are underlying nonconscious aspects of intuition. Among the nonconscious aspects of intuition which are involved in intuitive perception are implicit learning, or implicit knowledge.\footnote{224} It is commonly acknowledged that intuitive perception plays an important role in business decisions and entrepreneurship, learning, medical diagnosis, healing, spiritual growth and overall well-being.\footnote{225, 226}

Research also suggests intuition may play an important role in social cognition, decision-making and creativity. When addressing life situations, people often default to familiar patterns of thoughts, feelings and actions in both the decision-making process and how they see others.

Rather than responding to situations from habitual patterns that are not necessarily healthy or constructive, those situations could be more effectively addressed with new and creative solutions. These solutions can take into consideration the available inner resources that are congruent with one’s deeper intuition and core values. In other words, we can learn to intentionally align with and access our intuitive intelligence, which can provide moment-to-moment guidance and empower what HeartMath calls heart-based living, reliance in all things on the wisdom, intelligence and qualities of the heart.

The origin of the word “intuition” is the Latin verb intueri, which is usually translated as to look inside or to contemplate. Hodgkinson concludes that “intuiting” is a complex set of interrelated cognitive, affective and somatic processes in which there is no apparent intrusion of deliberate, rational thought. He also concludes that the considerable body of theory and research that has emerged in recent years demonstrates that the concept of intuition has emerged as a legitimate subject of scientific inquiry that has important ramifications for educational, personal, medical and organizational decision-making, personnel selection and assessment, team dynamics, training and organizational development.\footnote{224} Another comprehensive review of intuition literature yielded
this definition of intuition: “Affectively charged judgments that arise through rapid, nonconscious and holistic associations.”[227]

Several researchers have contended that intuition is an innate ability that all humans possess in one form or another and is arguably the most universal natural ability we possess. They also say the ability to intuit could be regarded as an inherited unlearned gift.[228, 229] A common element also found in most discussions and definitions of intuition is that of affect or emotions. Although intuitions are felt, they can be accompanied by cognitive content and perception of information. Our research and experience suggests that emotions are the primary language of intuition and that intuition offers a largely untapped resource to manage and uplift our emotions, daily experience and consciousness.

Types of Intuition

Our research at the HeartMath Institute suggests there are three categories or types of processes the word intuition describes. The first type of intuition, often called implicit knowledge or implicit learning, essentially refers to knowledge we’ve acquired in the past and either forgot or did not realize we had learned. Drawing on the neuroscience conception of the human brain as a highly efficient and effective pattern-matching device,[176] a number of pattern-recognition models have been developed to show how this fast type of intuitive decision-making and action can be understood purely in terms of neural processes. In this regard, the brain matches the patterns of new problems or challenges with implicit memories based on prior experience.[224, 230, 231]

The second type of intuition is what we call energetic sensitivity, which refers to the ability of the nervous system to detect and respond to environmental signals such as electromagnetic fields (also see Energetic Communication section). It is well established that in both humans and animals, nervous-system activity is affected by geomagnetic activity.[232] Some people, for example, appear to have the capacity to feel or sense that an earthquake is about to occur before it happens. It has recently been shown that changes in the earth’s magnetic field can be detected about an hour or even longer before a large earthquake occurs.[231] Another example of energetic sensitivity is the sense of being stared at. Several scientific studies have verified this type of sensitivity.[234]

The third type of intuition is nonlocal intuition, which refers to the knowledge or sense of something that cannot be explained by past or forgotten knowledge or by sensing environmental signals. It has been suggested that the capacity to receive and process information about nonlocal events appears to be a property of all physical and biological organization and this likely is because of an inherent interconnectedness of everything in the universe.[235-237] Examples of nonlocal intuition include when a parent senses something is happening to his or her child who is many miles away, or the repeated, successful sensing experienced by entrepreneurs about factors related to making effective business decisions.

Implicit Learning

The question of how intuition interacts with deliberate, conscious thought processes, has long been the subject of debate. Research in the fields of cognitive and social psychology has produced the commonly accepted dual-process theory, which suggests there are two separate processing systems. The first system is unconscious, automatic and intuitive. It processes information very rapidly and associates current inputs...
to the brain with past experiences. Therefore, it is relatively undemanding in its use of cognitive resources. For example, when individuals have gained experience in a particular field, implicit intuitions are derived from their capacity to recognize important environmental cues and rapidly and unconsciously match those cues to existing familiar patterns. This results in rapid and effective diagnosis or problem-solving. In contrast, the second processing system is conscious in nature, relatively slow, rule-based and analytic. It places greater demands on cognitive resources than the first system.\(^{224}\)

**Insight**

The term intuition also is used commonly to describe experiences scientific literature refers to as *insight*. When we have a problem we cannot immediately solve, the brain can be working on it subconsciously. It is common when we are in the shower, driving or doing something else and not thinking about the problem that a solution pops into the conscious mind, a process we experience as an *intuitive insight*. This type of implicit process involves a longer gestation period following an impasse in problem-solving before a sudden insightful perception or strategy that leads to a solution.\(^{238}\) In contrast, intuition in the dual-processing models of implicit intuition described above occurs almost instantaneously and is emotionally charged.\(^{229}\)

**Nonlocal Intuition**

The study of nonlocal intuition, which at times has been thought of as being in the same category as telepathy, clairvoyance and precognition, has been fraught with debate in the scientific community.\(^{240}\) While there are various theories that attempt to explain how the process of intuition functions, these theories have yet to be confirmed, so an integrated theory remains to be formulated. Nevertheless, there is now a large body of documented rigorous scientific research on nonlocal intuitive perception that dates back more than seven decades. A variety of experiments show it cannot be explained by flaws in experimental design or research methods, statistical techniques, chance or selective reporting of results.\(^{229}\)

A meta-analysis of nine experiments that measured physiological responses occurring before a future event (pre-stimulus responses) that could not otherwise be anticipated through any known inferential process, revealed statistically significant results in eight of the nine studies in over 1,000 subjects.\(^{240}\) Subsequent to this, a researcher, by examining 26 studies, also concluded that a clear pre-stimulus response in physiological activity occurred before unpredictable stimuli, despite the fact there is not yet any known explanation of the mechanisms for this finding.\(^{242}\)

There is compelling evidence to suggest the physical heart is coupled to a field of information not bound by the classical limits of time and space.\(^{243, 244}\) This evidence comes from a rigorous experimental study that demonstrated the heart receives and processes information about a future event before the event actually happens.\(^{243, 244}\)

![Figure 7.2. The heart’s pre-stimulus response.](image)

The graph shows group averages of the heart rate variability (blue and red lines) and skin conductance level (pink and green lines) responses. The “0” time point denotes when the photos were first shown, when participants saw either an emotionally arousing or calm picture. Pre-stimulus responses which indicate nonlocal intuition are in the period between -6 and 0 seconds. The red line is the HRV trace when the future photo was an emotional one, and the blue line shows the HRV for calming future photos. The highly significant difference between the HRV responses in the pre-stimulus period before the future calm or emotional photos can clearly be seen starting to diverge approximately 4.8 seconds prior to the participants actually seeing the photos.
Extending and building on Radin’s protocol designed to evoke an emotional response using randomly selected, emotionally arousing or calming photographs, we added measures of brain response (EEG) and heart-rhythm activity (ECG) and found that not only did both the brain and heart receive the pre-stimulus information some 4 to 5 seconds before a future emotional picture was randomly selected by the computer, the heart actually received this information about 1.5 seconds before the brain received it (Figure 7.3). [244]

Figure 7.3. Example of temporal dynamics of heart and brain pre-stimulus responses: This overlay plot shows the mean event-related potential (ERP) at EEG site FP2 and heart-rate deceleration curves during the pre-stimulus period. (The “0” time point denotes stimulus onset.) The heart-rate deceleration curve for the trials, in which a negative emotionally arousing photo would be seen in the future, diverged from that of trials containing a calming future picture (sharp downward shift) about 4.8 seconds before the stimulus (arrow 1). The emotional trials ERP showed a sharp positive shift about 3.5 seconds before the stimulus (arrow 2). This positive shift in the ERP indicates when the brain “knew” the nature of the future stimulus. The time difference between these two events suggests that the heart received the intuitive information about 1.3 seconds before the brain. Heartbeat-evoked potential analysis confirmed that a different afferent signal was sent by the heart to the brain during this period. [244]

A number of studies have since found evidence of the heart’s role in reflecting future or distant events. [245-251] Using a combination of cortical-evoked potentials and heartbeat-evoked potentials, these studies also found that when the participants were in the physiological coherence mode before the trials, the afferent input from the heart and cardiovascular system modulated changes in the brain’s electrical activity, especially at the frontal areas of the brain. In other words, participants were more attuned to information from the heart while in a coherent state before participating in the experimental protocol. Therefore, being in a state of psychophysiological coherence is expected to enhance intuitive ability. [244]

This suggests the heart is directly coupled to a source of information that interacts with the multiplicity of energetic fields in which the body is embedded. We also found further evidence that the magnitude of pre-stimulus response to a future event is related to the degree of emotionality associated with that event. [243]

Nonlocal Intuition in Repeat Entrepreneurs

A study conducted in Iran with a group of 30 repeat entrepreneurs in the science and technology parks of the city of Tehran duplicated and extended our first study of intuition. [251] Repeat entrepreneurs were chosen for this study because they are most likely to have demonstrated that their success is not the result of luck alone and they have beaten the odds against success. Also, studies have shown that they have a strong tendency to rely on their intuitions when making important business decisions. The study was modeled after our study, described above, whose stimulus was a computer-administered random sequence of calm and emotional pictures. However, this study added a new element: Researchers conducted two separate experiments.

The first, with a group of single participants (N = 15), and the second, with a group of co-participant pairs (N = 30), investigated the “amplification” of intuition effects by social connection. In the experiment for single participants, the participant watched the pictures on a monitor alone, while in the experiment for
co-participant pairs, each pair watched the same pictures simultaneously on two monitors while sitting facing each other, as illustrated in Figure 7.4.

Each experiment was conducted over 45 trials while heart-rate rhythm activity was recorded continuously. In both experiments, the results showed significant pre-stimulus results, meaning for the period before the computer had randomly selected the picture stimulus. Moreover, while significant separation between the emotional and calm HRV curves was observed in the single-participant experiment, an even larger separation was apparent for the experiment with co-participant pairs, and the difference between the two groups was also significant. Overall, the results of the single-participant experiment confirm our and others’ previous finding that electrophysiological measures, especially changes in heart rhythm, can demonstrate intuitive foreknowledge. This result is notable because, having come from experiments in Iran, it constituted cross-cultural corroboration in a non-Western context. In addition, the results for co-participant pairs offer new evidence on the amplification of the nonlocal intuition signal.

**Full-Moon Effect on Amplifying Intuition**

We also evaluated an updated version of a roulette protocol we developed that includes two pre-stimulus segments. This study included an analysis of individual data analysis and group-level data analysis for 13 participants over eight separate trials. We also assessed the potential effects of the moon phase on the pre-stimulus response outcomes and participant winning and amount-won ratios. Half of the experimental sessions were conducted during the full-moon phase and half during the new-moon phase. Within each trial, a total of three segments of physiological data were assessed. There were two separate pre-stimulus periods, a pre-bet (4-seconds) and post-bet (12-seconds), and a post-result period (6-seconds). Participants were told they were participating in a gambling experiment, given an initial starting kitty and informed that they could keep any winnings over the course of 26 trials for each of the eight sessions. The physiological measures included the ECG, from which cardiac interbeat intervals (HRV) were derived and skin conductance.

Overall, the results indicate the protocol provides an effective objective method for measuring and detecting a pre-stimulus response, which demonstrates a type of nonlocal intuition. We found significant differences between the win and loss responses in the aggregated physiological waveform data during both pre-stimulus segments (Figure 7.5).

On average, we detected a significant pre-stimulus response starting around 18 seconds before participants knew the future outcome. Interestingly, there was not a strong overall relationship between the pre-stimulus responses and the amount of money the participants won or lost. We also found a significant difference in both pre-stimulus periods during the full-moon phase, when they also won more money, but not in the new-moon phase (Figure 7.6). Overall, the findings also suggest that if participants had been able to become more attuned to their internal cardiac related pre-stimulus responses, they would have performed much better on the betting choices they made.
Figure 7.5. **Multisession roulette paradigm study:** Grand averages are shown for the skin conductance levels and HRV win/loss waveform differences in response to winning or losing for all 13 participants across all eight trials for the three segments of the experiment: pre-bet, post-bet and post-result periods. * = (p < 0.05), ** = (p < 0.01), *** = (p < 0.001)

Figure 7.6. **Multisession roulette paradigm study:** Shown are grand averages by moon phase for the skin conductance levels and HRV win/loss waveforms results. There was a significant difference in the HRV win/loss waveforms in both the pre-bet (p < 0.01) and post-bet (p < 0.05) periods during the full-moon phase and no significant difference during the new-moon phase. * = (p < 0.05), ** = (p < 0.01), *** = (p < 0.001)
Heart Intelligence

Because the heart plays a central role in creating physiological coherence and is associated with heart-felt positive emotions and intuition, it is not surprising that one of the strongest threads uniting the views of diverse cultures and religious and spiritual traditions throughout history has been a universal regard that it is the source of love, wisdom, intuition, courage, etc. Everyone is familiar with such expressions as “put your heart into it,” “learn it by heart” and “speak from your heart.” All of these suggest an implicit knowledge that the heart is more than a physical pump that sustains life. Such expressions reflect what often is called the intuitive, or spiritual heart. Throughout history, people have turned to the intuitive heart – also referred to as their inner voice, soul or higher power – as a source of wisdom and guidance.

We suggest that the terms intuitive heart and spiritual heart refer to our energetic heart, which we believe is coupled with a deeper part of ourselves. Many refer to this as their higher self or higher capacities, or what physicist David Bohm described as “our implicate order and undivided wholeness.” We use the term energetic systems in this context to refer to the functions we cannot directly measure, touch or see, such as our emotions, thoughts and intuitions. Although these functions have loose correlations with biological activity patterns, they nevertheless remain covert and hidden from direct observation. Several notable scientists have proposed that such functions operate primarily in the frequency domain outside of time and space and they have suggested some of the possible mechanisms that govern how they are able to interact with biological processes. [206, 253-259]

As discussed in the Heart-Brain Communication chapter of this work, the physical heart has extensive afferent connections to the brain and can modulate perception and emotional experience. [5] Our experience suggests that the physical heart also has communication channels connecting it with the energetic heart. Nonlocal intuition, therefore, is transformational, and from our perspective, it contains the wisdom that streams from the soul’s higher information field down into the psychophysiological system via the energetic heart and can inform our moment-to-moment experiences and interactions. At HeartMath Institute, this is what we call heart intelligence.

Heart intelligence is the flow of higher awareness and the intuition we experience when the mind and emotions are brought into synchronistic alignment with the energetic heart. When we are heart-centered and coherent, we have a tighter coupling and closer alignment with our deeper source of intuitive intelligence. We are able to more intelligently self-regulate our thoughts and emotions and over time this lifts consciousness and establishes a new internal physiological and psychological baseline. In other words, there is an increased flow of intuitive information that is communicated via the emotional energetic system to the mind and brain systems, resulting in a stronger connection with our deeper inner voice.

Accessing Intuition

Although people’s degree of access to the heart’s intuition varies, we all have access to the three types of intuition. As we learn to slow down our minds and attune to our deeper heart feelings, a natural intuitive connection can occur. Intuition often is thought of in the context of inventing a new lightbulb or winning in Las Vegas, but what most people discover is that intuition is a very practical asset that can help guide their moment-to-moment choices and decisions in daily life. Our intuitive insights often unfold more understanding of ourselves, others, issues and life than years of accumulated knowledge. It is especially helpful for eliminating unnecessary energy expenditures, which deplete our internal reserves, making it more difficult to self-regulate and be in charge of our attitudes, emotions and behaviors in ordinary day-to-day life situations. Intuition allows us to increase our ability to move beyond automatic reactions and perceptions. It helps us make more intelligent decisions from a deeper source of wisdom, intelligence and balanced discernment, in essence increasing our consciousness, happiness and the quality of our life experience. This increases synchronicities and enhances our creativity and ability to flow through
life. It also increases our ability to handle awkward situations such as dealing with difficult people with more ease and it promotes harmonious interaction and connectivity with others.

It is important to understand that conscious awareness of anything, including our emotions and intuitive promptings, is not possible until something has captured our attention. Sensory neurons in our eyes, ears, nose and body are continuously active day and night, whether we are awake or asleep. The brain receives a steady stream of information about all the events the sensory systems are detecting. It would be bewildering if we were continuously aware of all the incoming information from both our external and internal environments. In fact, we completely ignore most of the information arriving to the brain – most of the time. It is when inputs are large, sudden or novel or lead to an emotional reaction that they capture and focus our attention and that we become aware of them.

Voluntary attention, on the other hand, describes the process in which we can consciously self-regulate and determine the contents of our own awareness as well as the duration of our focus. Current evidence suggests that this self-regulatory capacity relies on an inner resource akin to energy, which is used to interrupt the stream of consciousness and behavior and alter it. When this limited energy has been depleted, further efforts at self-regulation are less successful than usual. With practice, however, the capacity to self-regulate can be increased and give us more energy resources to sustain self-directed control. Importantly, these practices also are keys to establishing a new baseline and once a new baseline is established, the new patterns of self-regulation become automatic and therefore do not require the same energy expenditure.

One of the most important keys to accessing more of our intuitive intelligence and inner sense of knowing is developing deeper levels of self-awareness of our more subtle feelings and perceptions, which otherwise never rise to conscious awareness. In other words, we have to pay attention to the intuitive signals that often are under the radar of conscious perception or are drowned out by ongoing mental chatter and emotional unrest. A common report from people who practice being more self-aware of their inner signals is that the heart communicates a steady stream of intuitive information to the mind and brain. In many cases, we only perceive a small percentage of intuitive information or choose to override the signals because they do not match our more egocentric desires.

Given that there is a relationship between increased heart coherence and access to intuitive signals, the capacity to shift into a coherent state is an important factor in the three types of intuition: implicit knowledge/learning, energetic sensitivity and nonlocal intuition. The research discussed above suggests it’s possible to access intuitive intelligence more effectively by first getting into a coherent state, quieting mental chatter and emotional unrest and paying attention to shifts in our feelings, a process that brings intuitive signals to conscious awareness. We have found that increased heart-rhythm coherence correlates with significant improvements in performance on tasks requiring attentional focus and subtle discrimination. We’ve also found that heart-rhythm coherence correlates with pre-stimulus-related afferent (ascending) signals from the heart to the brain.

It is likely that these signals are important elements of intuition that are particularly salient in pattern recognition and that they are involved in all types of intuitive processes.

The Freeze Frame Technique is a five-step process that was designed for improving intuitive capacities, stopping energy drains, shifting perspective, obtaining greater clarity and finding innovative solutions to problems or issues.
CHAPTER 8

Health Outcome Studies

“Natural forces within us are the true healers of disease.” –Hippocrates

An estimated 60% to 80% of primary-care doctor visits are related to stress. HeartMath’s easily learned mental and emotion self-regulation techniques and practices can provide an effective strategy for stress reduction in many clinical contexts. As discussed earlier, these intentionally simple techniques allow people to quickly self-induce a physiological shift to a more coherent state that takes advantage of the concurrent change in afferent neuronal input to the brain, which is associated with increased self-regulatory capacity and thus, ability to more successfully handle the demands and challenges of life with more ease and composure. Consequently, there is a greater experience of connectedness, harmony, balance and physical, emotional and psychosocial well-being.

HeartMath interventions have facilitated health improvements in patients with:
- Hypertension
- Arrhythmias
- Autoimmune disorders
- Environmental sensitivity
- Sleep disorders
- Drug and alcohol addiction
- Anger
- Heart failure
- Chronic pain
- Fibromyalgia
- Chronic fatigue
- Anxiety disorders
- Depression
- PTSD
- ADD/ADHD
- Eating disorders

Health-care professionals worldwide, representing both mental health and medical fields, are incorporating HeartMath self-regulation techniques and practices into their treatment strategies with notable success. A growing number of clinical studies and case histories have documented substantial reductions in symptomatology and improvements in clinical status in a wide variety of conditions after a relatively brief time when their patients use these techniques and practices. Collectively, results indicate that such self-regulation techniques are easily learned and employed, produce rapid improvements, have a high rate of compliance, can be sustained over time and are readily adaptable to a wide range of age and demographic groups.

The use of interventions utilizing the HeartMath self-regulation techniques and HRV coherence feedback technology to reduce stress has significantly improved key markers of health and wellness. For example, studies have shown the use of these self-regulation techniques increases parasympathetic activity (HF power) and results in significant reductions in cortisol and increases in DHEA (Figure 8.1) over a 30-day period. In a study for which results are shown in the figure, 30 participants were taught the Cut-Thru and Heart Lock-In self-regulation techniques and practiced using them in daily life for one month. The significant changes in hormonal balance correlated with the significant improvements in emotional health and reductions in stress, anxiety, burnout and guilt along with increases in caring and vigor.

Figure 8.1. DHEA and cortisol values before and after subjects were trained in and practiced HeartMath self-regulation techniques for one month. There was a 100% average increase in DHEA and a 23% decrease in cortisol.
Coherence and Blood Pressure

Several studies have shown significantly lowered blood pressure (BP) and stress measures. Employees with a diagnosis of hypertension who were enrolled in a workplace-based risk-reduction program exhibited significant reductions in blood pressure relative to the control group after using HeartMath tools for three months. Participants also experienced significant reductions in distress and depression, concurrent with improvements in work performance-related parameters following the intervention (Figure 8.2).

The trained group demonstrated a mean adjusted reduction of 10.6 mm Hg in systolic BP and of 6.3 mm Hg in diastolic BP. (Three-month measurements are adjusted for baseline BP, age, gender, body mass index and medication status.) *p < .05.

In another study of hypertensive patients, it was found that those who used the techniques to increase HRV coherence had rapid reductions, on average, of 10 mm Hg in mean BP. The study was a randomized controlled design with 62 hypertensive participants who were divided into three groups. (Group 1 participants were taking hypertensive medications and taught the Quick Coherence self-regulation technique and used a heart rate variability (HRV) coherence-training device. Group 2 members were not yet taking medications and were trained in the Quick Coherence Technique; those in Group 3 were taking hypertensive medications and did not use the Quick Coherence Technique, but instead were instructed in a relaxation technique that they used between the BP assessments. An ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) was conducted to compare the effectiveness of three different interventions at reducing blood pressure. The two groups that used the Quick Coherence self-regulation technique and HRV coherence-training device were associated with a significantly greater reduction in systolic and mean arterial pressure (average blood pressure) compared with the medication/relaxation technique-only group. The greatest reductions in blood pressure were associated with the combination of medications and the use of the HRV coherence device and the self-regulation technique. Surprisingly, the group that was not taking medications had greater reductions than the medications/relaxation group (Figure 8.3).

Health Risk Reduction in Correctional Officers

A study of 88 California correctional officers with high workplace stress was randomized to experimental and wait-list control groups, stratified on relative health risk, age and gender. The experimental group participated in a stress- and health-risk reduction program, which was delivered over two consecutive days.
Figure 8.3. Shows the pre-post intervention changes in systolic, diastolic and mean arterial blood pressure for the three groups. The use of the Quick Coherence self-regulation technique and HRV coherence-training device was associated with a significantly greater reduction in systolic and mean arterial pressure (average blood pressure) in the two groups who used the intervention compared with the medication/relaxation technique-only group. The greatest reductions in blood pressure were associated with the combination of medications and the intervention using the HRV device and self-regulation technique.

The program included instruction on health-risk factors as well as training in HeartMath’s self-regulation techniques. Learning and practice of the techniques were enhanced by HRV coherence feedback. Physiological changes in the experimental group included significant reductions in total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol levels, the total cholesterol/HDL ratio, fasting glucose levels, mean heart rate, mean arterial pressure, and both systolic and diastolic blood pressure (Figure 8.4).

**Table 8.3.** Bar graphs illustrate physiological variables in the experimental group, measured before and three months after the intervention program. The group showed significant reductions in total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, blood glucose levels, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate after the intervention. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
Psychological changes included significant reductions in overall psychological distress, anger, fatigue, hostility, interpersonal sensitivity, impatience, and global Type A behavior, and increases in gratitude and positive outlook. There were also improvements in key organizationally relevant measures in the experimental group after the program, including significant increases in productivity, motivation, goal clarity and perceived manager support. Finally, a detailed analysis was performed to calculate the projected health-care cost savings to the organization that would likely result from the reduction in participants’ health risk factors. According to this analysis, the reductions in health-risk factors achieved in this study were projected to lead to an average health-care cost savings of $1,179 per employee per year.

**Health-Care Cost Reduction**

The Reformed Church in America (RCA) identified stress among its clergy as a major cause of higher-than-average health claims. Because the pastors were spread across the U.S., the intervention was provided by a small team of HeartMath certified mentors in six phone sessions to help the participants manage stress and increase physiological resilience. The study divided 313 participants into two groups with 149 participating in the HeartMath program delivered by phone, which included instruction in use of the portable version of the emWave and practice of the self-regulation techniques and 164 in the active control group participated in a phone-based lifestyle-management program. All participants completed a health-risk assessment and a validated HeartMath Stress and Well-being Survey at the beginning of 2007 and again at the beginning of 2008. Well-being, stress management, resilience, and emotional vitality compared to the lifestyle-management group. In an analysis of the claims costs data for that year, the pastors who had participated in the HeartMath program were compared to the control group. Adjusted medical costs were reduced by 3.8% for HeartMath participants while there was an increase of 9.0% for the control group. The adjusted pharmacy costs increased 7.9% for the HeartMath group and 13.3% for the control group. The total 2008 savings as a result of the program were $585 per participant, yielding a return on investment of 1.95:1. In the detailed medical cost analysis, one of the higher cost-savings categories was for essential hypertension, which would be expected to be sensitive to reduced stress.\[112\]

**Metabolic Syndrome**

A number of significant health outcomes were found in two workplace pilot studies of utility line workers and employees of an online travel company. These studies focused on reducing stress and metabolic syndrome risk factors with the HM self-regulation techniques combined with HRV coherence feedback. In both studies, there were significant reductions in organizational stress (life pressures, relational tensions, work-related stress), emotional stress (anxiety, depression, anger) and stress symptoms (fatigue, sleep, headaches, etc.), and significant increases in emotional vitality. Both studies also showed reductions in the number of participants who were classified as having metabolic syndrome. In the utility-company cohort, total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol were significantly reduced, and the travel-company cohort had significant reductions in both systolic and diastolic BP and triglycerides (unpublished data).

**Asthma/Pulmonary Function**

One of the reasons coherence training is an effective approach for reducing both short-term and long-term BP, may be a resting of baroreflex gain. Psychophysiological Paul Lehrer, has shown that using HRV feedback to promote a state of physiological coherence, which he calls “resonance,” resulted in lasting increases in baroreflex gain, independent of respiratory and cardiovascular changes.\[111\] In a large controlled study involving patients with asthma, those using the HRV resonance training had improved lung function, decreased symptoms, exhibited no asthma exacerbations and were able to reduce steroid medications.\[267\] In other studies, Lehrer demonstrated that pulmonary function improvements occurred in both older and younger patients even though older individuals have lower HRV\[183\] and that the improvements
Congestive Heart Failure

A study was conducted at Stanford University to evaluate the effect of the HeartMath self-regulation skills training on quality of life and functional capacity in elderly patients with class I–III congestive heart failure (CHF). Thirty-three multiethnic patients (mean age, 66±9 years) were randomly assigned to a treatment group or wait-listed control group. The intervention was provided in eight weekly sessions over a 10-week period. Significant improvements were noted in perceived stress, emotional distress, six-minute walk and depression, and positive trends were noted in each of the other psychosocial measures. The investigators noted that CHF patients were very willing participants and the study suggested that HeartMath techniques were a feasible and effective intervention for CHF patients, demonstrating that stress and depression levels could be reduced and functional capacity increased in this population through training in emotion self-management. This study's promising indications clearly warrant further exploration of such outcomes for physiological rehabilitation (Figure 8.5-8.7).

Diabetes

In a study of diabetes patients, the introduction of the self-regulation skills led to an improved overall quality of life and glycemic regulation, which correlated with use of the self-regulation techniques. Twenty-two patients with Type 1 or Type 2 diabetes mellitus participated in a two-day training. Hemoglobin A1c, cholesterol and triglycerides, and blood pressure were assessed along with measures of stress, psychological status and quality of life before and six months following the training. There were significant reductions in psychological symptomatology and negative emotions, including anxiety, depression, anger and distress and significant in-
creases in peacefulness, social support and vitality, as well as reductions in somatization, sleeplessness and fatigue.

Figure 8.8. Diabetic patients demonstrated significant reductions in a numerous psychological symptoms (Brief Symptom Inventory) after practicing the HeartMath interventions for six months. *p < .05.

Figure 8.9. The graph on the left illustrates the significant increase in the group's mean overall quality of life raw score, as measured by the Quality of Life Inventory three weeks before versus six months after the HeartMath program. The graph on the right plots the mean overall quality of life percentile score for study participants as compared to normative data. Before the intervention program, the group's mean percentile score plotted very near the bottom of the average range, whereas six months after the program it had moved into the high range. **p < .01.

Participants also showed reduced sensitivity to daily life stressors, and quality of life significantly improved (Figures 8.8 and 9). Regression analysis revealed a significant relationship between self-reported prac-

tice of the techniques learned in the program and the change in HbA1c levels in patients with Type 2 diabetes with more practice being associated with reductions in HbA1c.

Coherence and Improved Cognitive Function

Several studies have shown that increased levels of heart-rhythm coherence are associated with significant improvements in cognitive performance.[5, 108, 109] Significant outcomes have been observed in discrimination-and reaction-time experiments and more complex domains of cognitive function, including memory and academic performance.[5, 274] In terms of healthier cognitive and emotional functioning, significant reductions in stress, depression, anxiety, anger, hostility, burnout and fatigue, and increases in caring, contentment, gratitude, peacefulness, resilience and vitality have been measured across diverse populations.[275-280]

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)

ADHD, the most commonly studied and diagnosed behavioral condition in childhood, is estimated to affect 3% to 5% of children globally. Left untreated, ADHD can lead to academic underachievement, poor interpersonal relationships, anxiety, depression and increased risk of criminal activity. Of particular concern is the increased risk of mental health problems for adolescents with ADHD.

A randomized blind, placebo-controlled study was undertaken with 38 children (aged 9 to 13) with a clinical diagnosis of ADHD in Liverpool, England to assess the potential benefits of HeartMath self-regulation techniques. Learning the skills was supported by HRV coherence feedback training. The placebo control consisted of daily 20-minute, one-on-one sessions with a learning assistant for six weeks. During these sessions, each child was free to build a model of choice from Lego building blocks. Cognitive function was assessed using a comprehensive set of computer-based tests of attention, concentration, vigilance, short-term (working) memory and long-term (episodic) memory...
before the intervention and again six weeks later. Secondary measures included the Conners’ Teachers Rating Scale and the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire completed by both children and their teachers. After the post-intervention measures were collected, the control group was provided with the same HeartMath self-regulation skills program. Participants demonstrated significant improvements in various aspects of episodic secondary verbal memory, including delayed word recall and immediate word recall and word recognition (Figure 8.10). Significant improvements in behavior also were found. The results suggest that the intervention offers a physiologically based program to improve cognitive functioning and behaviors in children with ADHD.¹⁰⁸

**Figure 8.10. Children with ADHD** in the HeartMath group exhibited significant increases in overall quality of episodic memory and long-term memory. Children in the placebo-control group (Lego play) showed a small, but non significant improvement over the same time period. There was a significant improvement in the control group as well after they learned and practiced the HeartMath skills. Quality of verbal episodic memory is a composite measure constructed from accuracy measures of four cognitive function tests. *p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.01.

**Improved Mental Health in Children**

A study conducted by the Department of Psychophysiology at an outpatient pediatric clinic in Skopje, Macedonia evaluated the effectiveness of HRV coherence training and the HeartMath self-regulation techniques in the treatment of common mental health disorders in children.²⁸¹ Six groups of children were evaluated: a) children with anxious phobic symptoms, N = 15, mean age 12.5 ± 2.25 years; b) children with somatoform problems (somatic symptoms not explained by a general medical condition), N = 15, mean age 10.92 ± 2.06; c) children with obsessive-compulsive manifestations (OCD), N = 7; mean age 14.5 ± 2.20; d) children with ADHD, N = 10, mean age 10.5 ± 1.80; e) children with conduct disorders (CD), N = 12, mean age 11.5 ± 1.52; and f) a control group, N = 15 children, mean age 10.18 ± 1.33. All of the examined children (N = 74) were of similar age. The diagnosis was made according to ICD-10 classification by a team of pediatrician-psychophysiology, a clinical psychologist and a child neurologist. All children were outpatients at the Skopje pediatric clinic. In the assessment procedure, interviews with parents and children and psychometric evaluations with the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ) were used to discriminate four main psychological personality characteristics: extroversion/introversion; neurotic tendencies/stability; psychopathologic traits/normal behavior; and self-control/lie scale.

The biofeedback instrumentation used was HeartMath’s HRV coherence-training system (Freeze-Framer, now called emWave Pro). It was used to reinforce the self-regulation techniques. Each patient sat in a comfortable chair in a quiet room with the practitioner. Patients were instructed to practice a self-regulation technique that included rhythmic heart-focused breathing and to activate a positive emotion. After the initial assessment, 15 training sessions were provided. The duration of all sessions was about 16 minutes and included playing two games (Meadow and Balloon), which are controlled by the subject’s heart-coherence level.
The results were statistically elaborated with: ANOVA (analysis of variance) for the first and last sessions of all groups and Student t-test for differences between groups. Generally, all children manifesting mental health problems showed lower scores for extroversion and higher scores for neuroticism, compared to the control group at baseline. This finding was considered important in the choice of biofeedback modality. Namely, for introvert personalities, manifesting so-called “inner arousal,” the application of peripheral biofeedback modalities was considered to be a better choice. In this context, peripheral biofeedback based on HRV coherence was chosen for the study.

It was found in the results analysis that significantly lower heart rate between the first and last session were obtained for obsessive-compulsive and conduct disorders and anxiety. It means that with training, almost all children, except the ADHD group, learned to lower their heart rate. The Anxiety group showed very good results related to HRV; they were able to increase HRV coherence scores. For children with somatoform problems, there also were significant increases in HRV parameters (VLF, LF and HF power). Changes in HRV in the OCD group also had significant increases in all HRV measures, which were considered to be an important clinical outcome. The children with ADHD did not have increased HRV. The coherence scores increased in all training sessions for all groups, but the highest increases were in the conduct disorder group followed by the general anxiety group (32.5 and 30 respectively). It also improved significantly in the OCD and somatoform disorders groups. HRV training showed very positive results relative to clinical outcomes, especially for children with conduct and anxious-phobic disorders, and for obsessive-compulsive and somatoform disorders.

In general, the authors concluded that HRV coherence training, as a peripheral biofeedback modality, could be a good noninvasive choice, especially for introverted children manifesting common mental health problems, and that the approach has a good cost-benefit ratio. The games included in the training are very engaging for children.

**Coherence Training Improves Memory**

In a study conducted by Keith Wesnes in London, 18 healthy adult participants (six females, 12 males, ages 20 to 53, mean 32 years) were recruited for a study to assess the potential long-term effects of HeartMath self-regulation skills and HRV coherence training on cognitive performance.[282]

Cognitive function was assessed using a comprehensive set of computer-based tests for attention, concentration, vigilance, short-term (working) memory and long-term (episodic) memory before the intervention and again seven weeks later. Each participant’s ECG was recorded for a 10-minute period for HRV and coherence analysis before administration of the cognitive function test battery. In addition, participants completed a short self-administered questionnaire that measured calmness and alertness. After baseline collection, the participants attended a training program in which they learned the Freeze Frame, Heart Lock-In, and Coherent Communication techniques, and instruction in using the HRV coherence feedback system (Freeze-Framer, now called emWave Pro). They were asked to use the Freeze Frame Technique whenever they experienced stress or emotional discord, and the Heart Lock-In Technique three times per week for at least 10 minutes. In addition, they were encouraged to practice the Coherent Communication Technique when engaging in conversation with others. Seven weeks later the participants completed the same measures using exactly the same protocols as were used and followed for baseline data collection.

The results of the pre- and post-analysis of the cognitive performance tests showed significant improvement ($p = 0.0049$) in the quality of episodic (long-term) memory and marginally significant improvement ($p = 0.078$) in the quality of working (short-term) memory (Figure 8.11). There was a positive trend in the composite scores reflecting the ability to pay attention and the speed with which they were able to retrieve information from memory. However, the improvements in these measures did not quite reach statistical significance. Analysis of the questionnaire data showed that the research participants reported feeling...
significantly calmer at the end of the study than they did at the beginning (t-test 2.44, p < 0.05). This finding is notable, in that Dr. Wesnes reported the magnitude of the improvement was significantly higher than the improvement in quality of memory obtained in a large clinical 14-week trial of the effects of a phyto-pharmaceutical memory enhancer (a ginkgo/ginseng combination) on the memory of healthy volunteers.

Figure 8.11. Mean improvements in quality of episodic (long-term) memory and quality of working (short-term) memory after participants practiced HeartMath coherence-building tools for seven weeks.

For HRV analysis, standard time and frequency domain HRV measures and coherence levels were computed. In relation to baseline measurement, a significant increase in heart-rhythm coherence (p < 0.001) was observed post-intervention before the participants were administered the cognitive function assessments. The group’s mean HRV power spectra showing the pre-post differences are shown in Figure 8.12. The increase in power around the 0.1-hertz frequency range indicates a pronounced increase in heart-rhythm coherence. This shift is particularly notable, as subjects were not specifically instructed to use any of the tools they had learned in the program.

In an effort to explain the observed pre-post changes in the quality of episodic memory and in self-rated calmness, two additional stepwise multiple regressions were run. Of the 10 independent variables included in each analysis, improvement in coherence was the only variable with sufficient statistical power to meet the criterion for entry into the stepwise analysis.

The results show that the change in coherence is quite strongly related to the observed changes in episodic memory and calmness: it accounted for 21% of the variance in the improvement in long-term memory and 42% of the variance in the reported increase in calmness.[5]

Self-Regulation, PTSD Chronic Pain and Brain Injury

While overall health and wellness benefits have been associated with increased coherence, there is also evidence related more specifically to high-stress populations. A study at the William Jennings Bryan Dorn Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Columbia, S.C. of recently returning soldiers from Iraq who were diagnosed with PTSD, found that relatively brief periods of cardiac coherence training combined with practicing the Quick Coherence Technique resulted in significant improvements in the ability to self-regulate and significant improvements in a wide range of cognitive functions, which correlated with increased cardiac coherence. The study also found that resting HRV data in those with a PTSD diagnosis had lower levels of HRV and lower levels of coherence than control subjects without PTSD. Figure 8.13 shows the changes in cognitive function measures, and Figure 8.14 is an example of the typical changes in the HRV waveforms and power spectra from one of the participants.[109]
Figure 8.13. Improvements in various measures of cognitive function in recently returned combat veterans with PTSD, after learning the Quick Coherence self-regulation technique and receiving heart-rhythm coherence feedback training using the emWave Pro. Cognitive improvements co-occurred with increases in heart-rhythm coherence and overall HRV. * $p < 0.05$; ** $p < 0.01$.

Figure 8.14 (a and b) depicts the pre-and post-HRV Training the R-R interval tachogram and power spectra density of one subject with PTSD.

Figure 8.14. Typical example of one of the participant’s HRV and power spectra: (a) HRV wave recording pre-training. (b) Power spectrum of HRV. (c) HRV recording post-coherence feedback training. (d) Power spectrum.
In a study of patients with severe brain injury, it was found that the emotion self-regulation training combined with HRV coherence feedback resulted in significantly higher coherence ratios and higher attention scores. Additionally, the families’ ratings of participants’ emotional control correlated with improved HRV indices.[283]

In a study of returning veterans with chronic pain, pre- and post-measurements of HRV, HRV variables, cardiac coherence, perceived pain, stress, negative emotions and physical activity limitation were made for both treatment and control groups. The treatment group received instruction in the Quick Coherence self-regulation technique, which incorporates controlled breathing and the self-induction of a positive or neutral emotion, along with the HRV coherence feedback device. The technique was practiced during four weekly biofeedback training sessions and was followed by a post-training assessment of pain, stress, and HRV. Control participants simply returned to the lab for a follow-up evaluation four weeks after the initial assessment. The treatment group showed marked and statistically significant increases in coherence (191%) along with significant reductions in pain ratings (36%), stress perception (16%), negative emotions (49%) and physical activity limitations (42%).[284]

Another study conducted in an outpatient pain rehabilitation clinic in a university hospital rehabilitation center in the Netherlands examined the benefits of adding the HeartMath self-regulation and HRV coherence training to a back school (BS) program for patients with chronic, nonspecific low back pain to explore the possible moderators of treatment success.[285] The secondary objective was to test the relationships between HRV coherence at discharge with pain, disability and health perception. It was hypothesized that higher change in coherence scores would be related to changes in pain, disability and health perception.

A total of 170 patients with chronic, nonspecific low back pain were enrolled in the study. Of these, 89 patients were assigned to the standard back school (BS) program and 81 were assigned for BS and heart-coherence training (BS+HCT). Inclusion criteria were: nonspecific lower back pain lasting at least three months and age 18 or older. Exclusion criteria were: mental (e.g. major psychiatric disorders) or physical causes (e.g. cardiac or pulmonary disorders or use of heart medication) or being currently treated for such. A rehabilitation physician approved each participant’s inclusion.

At baseline assessment before treatment (T0) and at discharge (T1), the patients filled out a comprehensive set of questionnaires, including demographics, the Pain Disability Index (PDI), the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ), Numeric Rating Scale (NRS pain) and the RAND 36. HCT was evaluated using a standardized test procedure before HCT and at discharge using a five-minute HRV assessment.

The back school program was provided by experienced physiotherapists on an individual basis. It focused on the physical aspects, such as increase in physical capacity or ergonomics, and behavioral aspects, which could be cognitive behavioral- or acceptance-based approaches. The duration was 12 weeks, two times per week in a cardio fitness setting, for a total of 24 hours in the BS group.

Training in heart coherence and the self-regulation techniques was provided six times, once per week in an individual setting with one hour per meeting, for a total of six hours. Patients were trained in a therapy setting and practiced using the techniques at home. BS-HCT followed a standardized certification program protocol by the HeartMath Institute (HeartMath Interventions Program). The first HCT sessions were focused on learning the basic self-regulation techniques. After the patients learned the basic techniques, they were exposed to stressors by focusing on individualized negative feelings and emotions, including their pain.

Both groups improved significantly on NRS pain, RMDQ, PDI and most of the Rand 36 subscales. On physical functioning, the BS+HCT group improved significantly more than the BS only group (p=0.02). Significant correlations (r=0.39 and r=0.48) were found between increased heart-coherence scores and reduced PDI pain and RMDQ disability scores,
but not with other variables. Providing BS-HCT was more effective on physical functioning than the BS-only program was.

**Self-Regulation for Caregiver Settings**

In recent years, an increasing number of studies on stress have focused on professional caregivers. Affected professionals speak of burnout to define a state of emotional and physical exhaustion caused by the stressful demands of their daily work. The study of these two conditions has been developed in areas of high demand for services such as care for people with dementia. Because dementia is a progressive, disabling and long-term neurodegenerative disease, the risks of being exposed to chronic stress situations for both professional and family-member caregivers is very high. Many studies show the consequences of professional stress, both emotional and physical, that can cause communication problems in the team and families and affect the general welfare of the person. Improving the ability of caregivers to effectively meet the challenges of their daily work is valuable not only for institutions because they will have workers who are less stressed and healthier, but also for people receiving care.

A study conducted in three long-stay nursing homes for elderly people located in different cities in Spain examined the outcomes of providing stress-management intervention based on HeartMath’s self-regulation techniques and heart-coherence training with the emWave PSR (now called emWave2) in a group of nursing professionals and family caregivers of elderly patients with dementia. The conceptual nursing model that guided the implementation of this study was Jean Watson’s theory of Human Care. Watson’s theory emphasizes the importance of taking care of oneself, colleagues or family and others as a means of achieving a more healing environment.

Participants included 42 professionals (67.9% certified nursing assistants) and 32 family-member caregivers. The only exclusion criterion was subjects with sensory or cognitive impairment that prevented them from understanding the training content. A number of socio-demographic variables were collected, including age, sex, occupation, education level, medical history, drug use, years of caregiving and information about people under their care, such as degree of dementia.

The degree of stress and burnout for the professional caregivers was assessed with the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), which has three primary subscales: emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and personal accomplishment at work. For family caregivers, the scale used to assess overload was the validated Spanish version of the Zarit Burden Inventory, which reflects the level of overload a person is experiencing. For measurement of heart coherence, the emWave Pro was used to assess participants’ coherence levels at pre- and three-months-post-training during resting state and during a period in which they were asked to relax. In addition, at the end of the workshops, participants’ filled out questionnaires on stress and overload, and heart-coherence measures were obtained.

The self-regulation skills training was conducted in workshop style with groups of 10 people, without differentiating between professional and family caregivers. The workshops were provided in one-hour weekly sessions, over a three-month period. Only people who attended more than 80% of the workshops were included in the analysis. The results of an ANOVA analysis of the professional caregivers three months after the training found a significant reduction in the MBI scales for emotional exhaustion and improvement in performance. The depersonalization scale was not significantly changed. In the family caregivers group, the Zarit scale results were not statistically confirmed after a Bonferroni correction (p = .04). A noteworthy finding among family caregivers was a high percentage of hypertension (43.7%), insomnia (28.7%) and anxiety (31.8%), each of which required taking of at least one drug on a daily basis. In professionals, the most prevalent issues were sleep problems (27.8%) and muscular or mechanical (47.6%) problems. Regarding heart-coherence scores, at baseline 58.7% of all participants (n = 71) had low heart-coherence scores. At post assessment, 86.4% of participants had high heart coherence, with significant increases over the baseline values.
The authors concluded that the main objective of this work was to reduce the levels of stress and overload through increased psychological control and increased heart coherence in a group of professionals and caregivers of people with dementia. The results suggest that the intervention achieved the main objective.

**Physician Stress Reduction**

Given the nature of their occupational duties and environment, physicians often experience work-related stress that may lead to burnout, depression and substance abuse, as well as impaired professional performance. These may be indicated by medical errors, reduced attentiveness or caring behavior toward their patients and other staff members. Physician wellness has been increasingly linked to the quality of patient care, yet the attention that physicians pay to self-wellness often is suboptimal.

A randomized controlled study conducted by Jane Lemarie and colleagues at the University of Calgary with 40 physicians (23 male and 17 female) from various medical practices (1 from primary care, 30 from a medical specialty and 9 from a surgical specialty) was conducted to assess the efficacy of HeartMath self-regulation skills training supported by HRV coherence training (emWave2) for reducing physician stress.[291] Participants in the intervention group were given an HRV coherence training device and were instructed in how to use it. They also participated in an individual training session to learn the Quick Coherence self-regulation technique and were instructed to use the three times daily. A research assistant contacted each participant in the intervention group twice weekly to measure stress, heart rate, blood pressure and overall well-being to document adherence to using the stress-management techniques and to record a three-minute HRV session using the emWave Pro system. Participants in the control group received a brochure describing the provincial physician wellness support program and were contacted twice weekly by a research assistant to measure stress, heart rate, blood pressure and overall well-being.

The primary outcome, stress, was assessed with a multiple-item scale developed by the research team, which measured global perceptions of stress and captured occupation-specific stress that is particularly relevant to physicians. The survey included 15 items from the Perceived Stress Scale and 25 items from the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment–Revised (POQA-R) questionnaire for anxiety, anger, physical symptoms of stress and work-related time pressures. The final 40-item instrument was validated through confirmatory common factor analysis. Pre-intervention data was compared to data collected 28 and 56 days later.

The analysis of the data at day 28 showed that the mean stress score declined significantly for the intervention group (change –14.7, standard deviation [SD] 23.8; p = 0.013) but not for the control group (change –2.2, SD 8.4; p = 0.30). The difference in mean score change between the groups was 12.5 (p = 0.048). The lower mean stress scores in the intervention group were maintained during the trial extension to day 56. After the assessment at day 28 the control group received the same intervention, after which mean stress scores were significantly lower at day 56 (change –8.5, SD 7.6; p < 0.001).

The authors concluded that HRV coherence training along with practice of a self-regulation technique may be a simple and effective stress-reduction strategy for physicians.

**Medical Error Reductions**

Another study conducted with a large chain of retail stores that had in-store pharmacies employing 220 pharmacists across multiple locations found a reduction in medical errors ranging from 40% to 71%, depending on the store location.[292]
CHAPTER 9

Outcome Studies in Education

Growing evidence of the tremendous benefits to be gained from learning to self-regulate emotions and stress at an early age is becoming increasingly apparent. In today’s fast-paced society there is mounting pressure on children to achieve and excel in school at younger and younger ages. Today’s children, however, experience considerably greater stress in their lives, shouldering far greater responsibilities and emotional burdens than youngsters their age did even as few as 10 years ago. Many are part of deteriorating families or households in which parents are rarely home and the responsibility for their and their younger siblings’ care has fallen largely to them. The majority of these children find little more comfort or security at school, where they often fear becoming victims of bullying and violence and feel pressured to engage in sex or consume drugs and alcohol. Increasing media reports of extreme episodes of violence in schools recently have raised public awareness of children’s deteriorating emotional health and underscored the need for more effective solutions to resolve these issues.

“We are educated in school that practice precedes effectiveness, whether in reading, writing, computers, or whatever. We are rarely taught how to practice care, compassion, appreciation or love—essential for family balance.”

– Doc Childre

Our educational systems continue to focus on honing children’s cognitive skills from the moment they enter the kindergarten classroom. Virtually no emphasis is placed on educating children on managing the inner conflicts and unbalanced emotions they bring with them to school each day. As new concepts such as “social and emotional intelligence” become more widely applied and understood, more educators are realizing that cognitive ability is not the sole or necessarily the most critical determinant of young people’s aptitude for flourishing in today’s society. Proficiency in emotional management, conflict resolution, communication and interpersonal skills is essential for children to develop inner self-security and the ability to effectively deal with the pressures and obstacles that will inevitably arise in their lives. Moreover, increasing evidence is illuminating the link between emotional balance and cognitive performance. Growing numbers of teachers agree that children come to school with so many problems that it is difficult for them to focus on complex mental tasks and the intake of new information, skills that are essential for effective learning. A substantial body of evidence exists that clearly shows when children also learn social and emotional skills, lifelong benefits that cross domains and expand the mind’s capacities can be obtained.

“Some students came to me having memorized the definition of peace, for instance, and they had no idea what it really meant—especially for them personally.”

– Edie Fritz, Ed.D., educational psychologist

• In 1940, the top problems in American public schools, according to teachers, were: talking out of turn, chewing gum, making noise, running in the halls and littering. In 1990, teachers identified the top problems as drug abuse, alcohol abuse, pregnancy, suicide and robbery and assault. [293]
Self-Regulation and Reduced Test Anxiety and Increased Test Scores

A grant from the U.S. Department of Education provided funding for a randomized controlled study of 980 10th-grade students in two large high schools. The TestEdge National Demonstration Study (TENDS) was conducted by researchers at HeartMath Institute in collaboration with faculty and graduate students in Claremont Graduate University’s School of Educational Studies. The study’s primary purpose was to investigate the efficacy of the TestEdge program in reducing stress and test anxiety and improving emotional well-being, psychosocial functioning and academic performance in public school students. This involved determining the magnitude, correlates and consequences of stress and test anxiety in a large sample of students and investigating the degree to which the TestEdge program could benefit students in an experimental group, compared to those in a control group. A second programmatic purpose was to characterize the implementation of the program in relation to its receptivity, coordination and administration in a wide variety of school systems with diverse cultural, administrative and situational characteristics.

The study tested two major hypotheses. The first is that competence in the emotion self-regulation skills taught in the TestEdge program would result in significant reductions in test anxiety, which, in turn, would generate a corresponding improvement in academic and test performance. Secondly, as a result of the improvement in student self-regulation skills, it was hypothesized there would be improvements in stress management, emotional stability, relationships, overall student well-being, and in classroom climate, organization and function. To investigate these hypotheses, two studies were conducted, each with different research objectives and designs.

Primary Study

The primary study focused on an in-depth investigation of the entire 10th-grade populations at two large California high schools. One high school was randomly selected as the intervention school, while the other served as the control school. This was designed as a quasi-experimental, longitudinal field study involving pre- and post-intervention measures within a multimethods framework. Extensive quantitative and qualitative data were gathered using a questionnaire developed and validated for the study, interviews and structured observation, and student test scores from California standardized tests – the California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) and the California Standards Test (CST). Altogether, 980 students participated in the primary study, of which 636 (53% male, 47% female) were in the experimental group and 344 (40% male, 60% female) were in the control group.
The TestEdge program was taught by English teachers over one semester for approximately four months. In the program, students learned and practiced specific emotion-management techniques to aid them in more effectively handling stress and challenges, both at school and in their personal lives. They also were taught how to apply these techniques to enhance various aspects of the learning process, including test preparation and test-taking. Both the student and teacher programs included use of the Freeze-Framer (now emWave Pro) technology, a heart-rhythm coherence feedback system designed to facilitate acquisition and internalization of the self-regulation skills that were taught.

Across the whole sample at baseline, 61% of all students reported (Spielberger test-anxiety inventory) being affected by test anxiety, with 26% experiencing high levels of test anxiety often or most of the time. Twice as many females as males experienced high levels of test anxiety. There was a strong negative relationship between test anxiety and test performance; students with high levels of test anxiety scored, on average, 15 points lower on standardized tests in both mathematics and English-language arts (ELA) than students with low test anxiety (Figure 9.1). A multiple regression analysis found that affective mood measures accounted for the wide variance between student test performance on both the CST and CAHSEE English-language arts exams and Test Anxiety Inventory – global scale (23% versus ~13%, respectively). Positive feelings and prosocial behaviors were found to have positive effects on test performance, while strongly negative feelings and antisocial behaviors had negative effects.\[302\] Taken as a whole, these findings are sobering and justify the concern that student test anxiety and emotional stress may significantly jeopardize assessment validity and therefore may constitute a major source of test bias.

There was a significant reduction in the mean level of test anxiety. Of those students at the intervention school who had reported being affected by test anxiety at the beginning of the study, 75% had reduced levels of test anxiety by the end of the study. This reduction in test anxiety also was evident in more than three-quarters of all classrooms, and it was observed throughout the academic ability spectrum, from high test-performing classes to low test-performing classes.

![Figure 9.1. Baseline test anxiety, measured by the Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI) – global scale score and California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) scores in English-language arts and mathematics have been classified into three approximately equal-sized groupings of students with low, medium, and high test anxiety scores. A strong, statistically significant (p < 0.001) negative relationship is clearly apparent between mean level of test-anxiety and mean performance on the standardized tests: As test anxiety increases, test performance decreases.](image-url)
After the TestEdge program was provided to the students in the intervention school, there was strong, consistent evidence of a positive effect from the intervention on these students, compared to those in the control school. The reduction in test anxiety was associated with significant improvements in social and emotional measures (Figure 9.2), including reductions in negative affect, emotional discord and interactional difficulty, and an increase in positive class experience. In four matched-group comparisons (involving subsamples of 50 to 129 students per grouping), there was a significant increase in test performance in the experimental group over the control group, ranging on average from 10 to 25 points. In two of these matched-group comparisons, this significant increase in test performance was associated with a significant decrease in test anxiety in the experimental group (Figure 9.3).

![Figure 9.2. Results of an ANCOVA of pre- and post-intervention changes in measures of test anxiety (global scale, worry component, and emotionality component) and social and emotional scales (positive class experience, negative affect, emotional discord, and interactional difficulty) showing significant differences between the intervention and control schools. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001.](image)
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**Math Group 1***
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* Students who took 9th grade Geometry & 10th grade Algebra 2

**Figure 9.3. ANCOVA results for two subsamples from the intervention and control schools matched on sociodemographic factors (White females in average academic-level classes) and ninth-grade math-test performance (Math Group 1), respectively. For these matched-group comparisons, significant reductions in test anxiety in conjunction with significant improvements in test performance (California Standards Test – English-language arts) were observed in the experimental group, compared to the control group. *p < 0.05.**
As annual testing becomes a regular part of our educational system through the No Child Left Behind Act and other state requirements, it is important that when we test students on their mastery of a subject, we are truly getting accurate results.

The program developed by HeartMath Institute to reduce test-related anxiety shows great potential for helping students achieve success.”
— Rep. Ralph Regula (R-OH)

Student participants describe how they apply HeartMath skills in various areas of their lives:

“I use HeartMath every day before math class. This helps me understand the concepts and grasp them more easily.”

“HeartMath has obviously helped in my algebra II class. On the last test, using HeartMath, I scored a 97%. It really calmed me down and opened my mind to clearer thinking.”

“Working at Coney Island, I’m around people all the time; being an assistant manager, the questions, concerns and complaints all come to me. In order to answer them or handle the situation without taking it personally, I use HeartMath. It’s helped calm my nerves a lot.”

“Sometimes during sports activities I get mad at myself and do very badly. One time I used HeartMath and I let all of my stress go and just had fun. In the end, I performed better than I expected.”

“I have used HeartMath during band. I hate the feeling of having to play a hard part in front of the whole band by myself. I get so nervous sometimes that my hands shake and my mind goes blank. ... Using HeartMath, I have seen a significant improvement in my playing alone in front of people.”

“I use HeartMath during any stressful encounter I have, whether at home, school, with my parents or with friends. Anytime I get frustrated or upset, I try to practice (HeartMath techniques) and focus from head to heart.”

“(One) time, I was taking a test in Chemistry, and I could not remember the equation for the test. I had three minutes left and I used one of those minutes to do HeartMath. ... I ended up getting a 90% on the test and brought my chem grade up.”

“(One) instance was a presentation in English class. I am a shy, solitary person and I sometimes get very stressed with presentations. However, I used what I learned from HeartMath and was able to present my topic efficiently.”

“Whenever I email or write my boyfriend, who recently left to work in Utah over the summer, I use HeartMath to calm down and say what I want to say without sounding angry, upset – and (not) panic.”

Physiological Study Findings

In addition, a physiological substudy was conducted on a randomly stratified sample of students from both schools. Utilizing measures of heart rate variability (HRV), this controlled laboratory experiment investigated the degree to which students had learned the skills taught in the TestEdge program using an objective measurement of their ability to shift into the physiological coherence state before taking a stressful test.[110]

In a controlled experiment simulating a stressful testing situation, students from the intervention and
control schools (N = 136) completed a computerized version of the Stroop color-word conflict test (a standard protocol used to induce psychological stress), while continuous heart rate variability recordings were gathered. For the pre-intervention administration of the experiment, after a resting HRV baseline had been collected, students were instructed to mentally and emotionally prepare themselves to perform an upcoming challenging test and activity, after which they participated in the Stroop test. They also were told if they performed well on the test, they would be given a free movie pass. The same procedures were used in the post-intervention assessment.

**Results from the post-intervention physiological experiment:**

- The HRV data indicated students who had received the TestEdge program had learned how to better manage their emotions and to self-activate the physiological coherence state under stressful conditions during the stress-preparation segment of the protocol (Figure 9.4).

- The ability to self-activate coherence noted above was associated with significant reductions in test anxiety and corresponding improvements in measures of emotional disposition.

- For students matched on baseline test scores, the capacity to self-activate coherence was associated with a reduction in test anxiety as well as an improvement in test scores in the experimental group (Figure 5.1). This finding is consistent with the results for students in the larger study.

- Students in the experimental group also exhibited increased heart rate variability and heart-rhythm coherence during the resting baseline period in the post-intervention experiment – even without conscious use of the self-regulation techniques. This suggests that through consistent use of the coherence-building tools over the study period, these students had internalized their benefits, thus instantiating a healthier, more harmonious and more adaptive pattern of psychophysiological functioning as a new set-point or norm.

![Figure 9.4.](image)

*Figure 9.4.* These data are from the physiological study, a controlled experiment involving a random stratified sample of students from the intervention and control schools (N = 50 and 48, respectively). These graphs quantify heart-rhythm coherence, the key marker of the psychophysiological coherence state, during the stress-preparation phase of the protocol. Data are shown from recordings collected before and after the TestEdge program. The experimental group demonstrated a significant increase in heart-rhythm coherence in the post-intervention recording when they used one of the self-regulation techniques to prepare for the upcoming stressful test – compared to the control group. ***p < 0.001.

**Qualitative Findings:**

To supplement the quantitative data, the study gathered observations of student classroom interactions in the two schools and conducted structured interviews with teachers. The pre- and post-observational findings were broadly consistent with the findings from the quantitative analysis:

- More positive changes were observed in the social and emotional environment and interaction patterns in the classrooms of the experimental school, while more negative changes were observed in the control school over the course of the semester.

- Students at the experimental school exhibited reduced levels of fear, frustration and impulsivity. They also exhibited increased engagement in class activities, emotional bonding, humor, persistence and empathetic listening and understanding.

- Most teachers acknowledged in interviews that their students came to school emotionally unprepared to learn, but they felt their own educational...
training did not equip them with the requisite skills to effectively manage their personal stress or to help their students manage their stress. Teachers were supportive of integrating emotion-management instruction into educational curricula. Most reported experiencing personal benefits as well as observing positive changes in their students’ behavior as a result of the intervention program.

Secondary Study

The secondary study consisted of a series of qualitative investigations to evaluate the accessibility, receptivity, coordination and administration of the program across elementary, middle and high schools and in school systems with diverse ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic, administrative and situational characteristics. We employed a case-study approach to evaluate the implementation of the TestEdge program in nine schools in eight states (California, Delaware, Florida, Ohio, Maryland, Texas, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania). Age-appropriate versions of the TestEdge program were delivered to selected classrooms, covering the third through eighth and 10th grades.

Observational and interview data were gathered to provide information on best practices and potential difficulties when implementing interventions such as TestEdge in widely diverse school settings.

Major Findings from the Secondary Study

Evaluation of the implementation case studies of the TestEdge program, conducted in selected classrooms at various grade levels across different states, produced a number of notable results and largely corroborated the findings from the primary study:

> In teacher interviews, the lack of emotion- and self-management education for students was seen as a significant obstacle to learning and academic performance. Most teachers described positive changes in students’ attitudes, behaviors, test anxiety and academic performance, and attributed these to the TestEdge program. They also felt that the tools and skills that were learned would have a positive impact on their students’ future social, emotional and academic development.

> Most teachers reported that the program provided substantial benefits in their personal and professional lives.

> In general, the program's implementation was more successful when there were several teachers at the same grade level teaching it and when teachers were able to internalize the use of the tools in their own lives.

> Major challenges to successful program implementation included inadequate class time; logistical problems encountered with school administration; and securing the support of the principal and other school administrators to foster teacher commitment.

Elementary School Case Study:

A case example of highly successful implementation of the TestEdge program was provided by an in-depth study conducted at the third-grade level in a Southern California elementary school. Several notable findings emerged from the study:

> Large increases in state-mandated test scores were observed, which far exceeded academic targets for the year. As a result, student proficiency grew from 26% to 47% in English-language arts and from 60% to 71% in mathematics.

> Corresponding emotional and behavioral improvements also were observed among students in the classrooms.

> The success of implementation was largely the result of the enthusiastic support provided by the school's principal and key teachers and administrators.

Conclusion

Overall, the evidence from this rich combination of physiological, quantitative, and qualitative data indicates that the self-regulation skills and practices taught in the TestEdge program led to a number of
important successes. It is our hope that the results of this research will have an impact on policies regarding the importance of integrating stress and emotion self-management education into school curricula for students of all ages. By introducing and sustaining appropriate programs and strategies, it should be possible to significantly reduce the stress and anxiety that impede student performance, undermine teacher-student relationships and cause physiological and emotional harm. Such programs have the promise of increasing the effectiveness of our educational system and, in the long-term, boosting the academic standing of the United States in the international community.

Evaluation of HeartMath Program with Schoolchildren in West Belfast

A study was conducted in Belfast, Ireland to investigate the efficacy of a HeartMath program as a means of improving student emotion self-regulation and associated improvements in emotional stability, relationships and overall student well-being. Seven schools were chosen for the study: three were primary schools (n = 122) and four were post-primary schools (n = 121). Two or three classes from each school participated in the study. Each class participated in a one-day interactive program in which they learned how to use the HRV coherence system (emWave Pro) and was taught an emotion self-regulation technique. The students and teachers also were provided with an audio CD called “Journey to my Safe Place” to lead them through a self-regulation exercise at later times. Teachers were encouraged to allow the students to use the games on the emWave once or twice weekly, as time permitted. The outcome measure was the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaires (SDQ) for ages 4 to 16; these were completed pre- and post-intervention by the teachers.

Based on the SDQ scales, the primary students showed a statistically significant reduction in emotional problems (51%); conduct problems (43%); hyperactivity (40%); and a significant improvement in relating to peers (50%). According to the scales, post-primary students had significant reductions in hyperactivity (12%), emotional problems (9%) and conduct problems (9%), and they showed (27%) improvement in relating to peers. As expected, the primary children benefitted more than post-primary students, and the authors suggest this may be the result of better adherence to utilizing the skills, which are easier to reinforce in primary-school students because they are in the same classroom each day. In contrast, the students in the post-primary schools move from class to class throughout the day, so it was more difficult to set up a routine to support the intervention. In addition, most of the primary-school classes began the study several weeks before the post-primary classes, which gave them more time to plan how the program would be integrated into their classes.

Self-Regulation for Promoting Development in Preschool Children

The importance of children learning effective social and emotional skills at an early age cannot be overestimated. A large body of research clearly shows that learning how to process and self-regulate emotional experience in infancy and early childhood not only facilitates neurological growth, but also determines the potential for subsequent psychosocial and cognitive development. Conversely, the inability to appropriately self-regulate feelings and emotions can have devastating long-term consequences in a child’s life, impeding development and often resulting in impulsive and aggressive behavior, attentional and learning difficulties and an inability to engage in prosocial relationships. Furthermore, this early deficiency is associated with later-forming psychosocial dysfunction and pathology that not only robs individuals of a fulfilling life, but also results in an enormous cost to our society.

The HeartMath Institute developed a program called Early HeartSmarts® (EHS) specifically intended to help equip children aged 3 to 6 with the foundational emotion self-regulation and social competencies for school. The program trains teachers to guide children in learning emotion self-regulation and key, age-appropriate social and emotional skills, toward a goal of promoting children’s emotional, social, and cognitive development. The Early HeartSmarts
program included interactive activities, games and self-management tools designed to promote children’s learning of several key emotional and social competencies, which in turn are known to promote psychosocial development. These included:

- How to recognize and better understand basic emotional states.
- How to self-regulate emotions.
- Ways to strengthen the expression of positive feelings.
- Ways to improve peer relations.
- Skills for developing problem-solving.

A study was conducted in the Salt Lake City School District to evaluate the efficacy of the Early HeartSmarts program. The study was conducted over the school year using a quasi-experimental longitudinal field research design with three measurement moments (baseline and pre- and post-intervention panels). Children in 19 preschool classrooms at 19 schools were divided into intervention and control group samples (N = 66 and 309, respectively; mean age = 3.6 years). Classes in the intervention group were selected by the district to target children of lower socioeconomic and ethnic minority backgrounds. The Creative Curriculum Assessment (TCCA), a teacher-scored, 50-item instrument, was used to measure student growth in four areas of development: social/emotional, physical, cognitive and language development.

Teachers delivered the program to their students throughout the second half of the school year. A key element of the program was learning and practicing two simple HeartMath emotion-shifting tools: Shift and Shine and Heart Warmer.

Overall, results provided compelling evidence of the efficacy of the EHS program increasing total psychosocial development and each of the four development areas measured by the Creative Curriculum Assessment: The results of a series of ANCOVAs found a strong, consistent pattern of large, significant differences on the development measures favoring preschool children who received the EHS program over those in the control group (see Figure 9.5). From the adjusted means on the five development scales, a significant difference with a large effect size was observed favoring the intervention group on the total development scale (ES 0.81, p < 0.001), and on each of the social/emotional development (ES 0.97, p < 0.001), physical development (ES 0.79, p < 0.001), cognitive development (ES 0.55, p < 0.01), and language development (ES 0.73 p < 0.001) scales. And at the subcomponent level (right-hand graph in Figure 9.5), the intervention group demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in all 10 constructs, eight of which showed differences that were large in terms of effect size. The magnitude of development observed for the intervention-group children is particularly striking, considering that initial measurements indicated that at the beginning of the study, they started with a significant development handicap relative to their peers in the control group. After participating in the EHS program, they had surpassed the control group’s development growth by the end of the study. A further important finding, from an analysis of demographic factors, was that the program was effective in promoting development in children across all the socio-demographic categories investigated: males, females, Hispanic, Caucasian, free lunch (an indicator of low socioeconomic status) and no free lunch.

An important point to emphasize is that these results are for preschool children, who are very young, and 96% of them were 3.0 to 4.0 years old. It is both striking and remarkable that children as young as 3 can begin to learn and practice the emotion self-regulation skills, which appears to promote their development across a wide range of categories. Given that the age range from 3 to 6 years is a period of accelerated neurological growth and development, it is likely that the learning and sustained use of these skills and practices during this important developmental period will readily instantiate a new set point in a young child’s nervous system for an optimal pattern of emotion self-regulation and healthy social function, thereby significantly boosting the development trajectory of future prosocial behaviors and academic achievement.
Reduced Burnout in College Students

Dr. Ross May and colleagues at Florida State University have found that the psychophysiological functioning underlying school burnout is of particular importance. Their research has shown student burnout is associated with increased markers of cardiovascular risk and poor academic performance (GPA). They suggest that because school burnout is associated with increased cardiac risk, it should be recognized as a potential public health issue and a cause for concern for university officials. This is especially true because cardiovascular disease (CVD), including hypertension, coronary heart disease, heart failure, peripheral artery disease and stroke, is the most salient cause of death in the United States and the rest of the world. The cardiovascular responses seen from individuals suffering from higher levels of burnout have been identified as risk factors for the future development of cardiovascular disease. They also have demonstrated that school burnout is a stronger predictor of GPA than anxiety and depression.

May and his colleagues conducted a study comparing the effects of training in HeartMath self-regulation techniques, supported by HRV coherence training, with high-intensity aerobic training (HIIT); both types of training were intended to ameliorate school burnout in undergraduate students. A total of 90 participants (freshman year, mean age = 18.55, SD = 0.99, 82% female) were randomly assigned to one of the following three groups: one that received the HeartMath Building Personal Resilience program, which included learning self-regulation techniques and HeartMath’s computer-based HRV coherence training devices (emWave), high-intensity aerobic training and a no-intervention control. All of the groups were evaluated for cognitive, psychological and cardiovascular functioning before and after a four-week intervention period. The ethnic composition of the sample was 70% Caucasian, 7% African American, 13% Hispanic, 7% Asian and 3% undisclosed ethnicity.

All participants completed a physical health history questionnaire, the School Burnout Inventory (SBI), Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), and a self-reported sleep quality questionnaire. In addition, academic absenteeism (how many classes were missed over the semester) and GPA

Figure 9.5. Adjusted means showing results of ANCOVA of intervention effects on development measures comparing intervention and control groups.
were assessed. Cognitive functioning was assessed with computerized working-memory span measure versions of the common reading and operation working memory span tasks.\cite{310,311} The span tasks require participants to remember target letters while performing a concurrent reading comprehension (reading span) or arithmetic task (operation span). The number of targets in a trial set varied between two and five, with three trials of each size for each of the tests. Physical fitness with a stationary bike test and VO\textsuperscript{2} max and cardiovascular functioning were assessed by measures of aortic hemodynamics, beat-to-beat blood pressure, and heart rate variability.

The HeartMath resilience training and HRV coherence sessions were conducted at the university wellness center by trained student instructors three times per week over a four-week period. Each student practiced shifting and sustaining heart-rhythm coherence while using an emWave device and was encouraged to use the techniques and device on a regular basis to help them improve their self-regulation skills and physiological and psychological balance. The high-intensity interval training (HIIT) comprises brief bursts of intense exercise separated by short periods of recovery. This method of exercise is a time-efficient stimulus to induce physiological adaptations normally associated with continuous moderate-intensity training.\cite{312} As few as six sessions of HIIT over two weeks has been shown to increase muscle oxidative capacity to the same extent as a continuous moderate-intensity training protocol that requires an approximately threefold greater time commitment and approximately ninefold higher training volume.\cite{313} The HIIT training sessions were conducted at the university wellness center by trained instructors three times per week over four weeks. The control group visited the wellness center to report their normal daily activities for the duration of the study. Participants were encouraged to not change their normal daily routines.

In comparison to HIIT and control, the HeartMath group participants had significant improvements in academic success and concentration and significant decreases in test anxiety and absenteeism (Figure 9.6).

\textbf{Figure 9.6} shows the data for the three groups for academic success, test anxiety, concentration and absenteeism from classes over the semester. Data are mean and 95% CI. * = \( p < .05 \) HeartMath vs. HIIT posttest, + = \( p < .05 \) HeartMath vs. Control, a = \( p < .05 \) HeartMath pretest vs. HeartMath posttest, b = \( p < .05 \) HIIT pretest vs. HIIT posttest, c = \( p < .05 \) Control pretest vs. Control posttest.

The HeartMath group also was the only group to show a significant reduction in school burnout from the pretests to posttests (Figure 9.7) and significant improvements in the cognitive functioning assessments of reading and operational span working memory capacity from the pretests to posttests (Figure 9.8 and 9).
HRV metrics showed that the normalized LF power was significantly lower in the post-assessment measures, compared to the pre-intervention measures, and HF power was significantly increased in all three groups (Figures 9.13 and 14). In addition, the HIIT group was the only group to show significantly improved VO2 max.

In terms of cardiovascular functioning, the HeartMath group showed significantly decreased brachial and aortic blood pressure, and both the HeartMath and HIIT groups had significantly decreased heart rate from pretest to posttest (Figure 9.10, 11 and 12). The
Figure 9.13  Normalized low frequency power data for the three groups. Data are mean and 95% CI. a = p < .05 HeartMath pretest vs. HeartMath posttest, b = p < .05 HIIT pretest vs. HIIT posttest, c = p < .05 Control pretest vs. Control posttest.

Figure 9.14  Normalized high frequency power data for the three groups. Data are mean and 95% CI. a = p < .05 HeartMath pretest vs. HeartMath posttest, b = p < .05 HIIT pretest vs. HIIT posttest, c = p < .05 Control pretest vs. Control posttest.

Coherent Learning: Creating High-level Performance and Cultural Empathy From Student to Expert

Nursing schools are charged with graduating nursing students who reflect the race and ethnicity of the communities those schools serve. In 1998, 19 Native American students were admitted to the University of Oklahoma College of Nursing. Only 12 had graduated two years later. The rate of attrition for Native American nursing students averaged 57% between 1997 and 2001, compared to the overall attrition rate of approximately 9%.

The OU College of Nursing identified staff members to become certified in a HeartMath program in 2002. The program was implemented starting in 2003. Participation in the program was voluntary for the first year, but it became part of the new-student orientation the next year. Training was offered monthly for students and faculty and was available to every student. Laboratory computers were equipped with the HRV coherence training technology to support the self-regulation skills so students could practice during school hours. Several faculty members also provided student mentoring and practiced with students in their offices at students’ request. Many faculty members gave short sessions for the students on how to do the self-regulation techniques before taking tests.

Although only Native American students are reported here, students from all ethnicities and races reported benefits. Based on test results for all students, it was determined that practicing the HeartMath techniques increased test scores by an average of 17 points. Following implementation of the HeartMath self-regulation tools in 2003, the average attrition rate for Native American nursing students between 2003 and 2008 was 37%, compared to the 57% attrition rate in the 1997-2001 period. During this time, requirements for admission and graduation became more stringent and required increased testing. From the start of the program through 2006, the overall attrition rate for the school dropped from the 9% reported in 2001, varied from 3% or less. Use of HeartMath while in the school helped decreased the attrition rate by about 35% for Native American students from 2003 to 2008.

Students reported increased confidence in their test-taking abilities and reported fewer physical health issues, which they attributed to the regular practice of the self-regulation skills they learned.

In addition, the Native American nursing students using the stress-reducing practices demonstrated improved test-taking and perceived physical health and higher graduation rates than those who did not use them.[314]

Improving Learning and Math Proficiency in College Students

A major challenge in our current educational system is the significant number of students entering college who do not meet the basic minimum academic requirements for enrolling in college-level courses.
These students must take remedial courses in core academic subjects before they are ready to enter regular college classes. Personnel at the University of Cincinnati Clermont College (UCCC) have observed that as many as 92% of incoming first-year college students score below standards for college-level mathematics. As a result, students have difficulty succeeding in their required mathematics courses. UCCC and the Greater Cincinnati Tech Prep Consortium have formed a partnership to help solve this problem, with the goal of reducing the need for remediation in math. Working with this program, UCCC professors Drs. Michael Vislocky in mathematics and Ron Leslie in psychology pioneered a new approach.[315]

They integrated HeartMath’s self-regulation techniques and heart-rhythm coherence feedback technology into college prep readiness programs in math. The goal of these programs was to reduce high school students’ anxiety related to learning math and taking high-stakes tests and thereby improve students’ learning, comprehension and retention.

________________________________

“Lots of people are afraid of math. Learning to center in stressful situations can help these students perform better on tests, and it also opens up their life choices. So many people will switch majors just to avoid a specific math class.”

– Dr. Michael Vislocky
professor of mathematics
University of Cincinnati Clermont College

________________________________

The following elements were included in the training: 1) Discussion of the physiology of emotions. 2) Discussion of core values and engaging students in experiences that allowed them to practice sharing heartfelt emotions emerging from their core values. 3) Practice moving from the state of thinking about positive emotional experiences to actually experiencing those emotions. 4) Gaining self-awareness of emotional shifts. 5) Working in small groups to build a sense of community in order to become comfortable generating and sharing positive emotions. The overall goal of this instruction was to introduce students to the relationship between emotions and cognitive performance. To assess changes in math performance, each class of students took the Compass college placement test in mathematics at the beginning and end of the three-week program.

Heart-rhythm coherence feedback using the Freeze-Framer (now called emWave Pro) while simultaneously working on math problems was a key element of the program. In these sessions, students were able to observe their reactions to difficult problems, as reflected in the HRV feedback, thereby gaining more insight into their emotional responses and how to self-regulate them. They practiced self-activating coherence and using their intuition to find ways to solve math problems.

Students were extremely responsive to the program, and results over the years continuously improved as the professors discovered new ways to integrate and sustain students’ use of the self-regulation techniques. In the first year the professors integrated HeartMath techniques, they found an average increase of 19% in math scores, which had increased to 24% gains by the third year in Compass test scores, compared to classes that had not integrated the self-regulation techniques. These gains were notable given the program’s short duration and its primary focus on emotion-management skills rather than on formal math instruction.

In the fourth year, use of the self-regulation techniques and other HeartMath practices became fully integrated into the classroom program and produced the best results of all four years, far exceeding even the instructors’ expectations. These results are shown in Figure 9.6, which compares students’ scores on the Compass college placement test in Algebra before the program and seven weeks later, after learning and using the techniques and HRV coherence technology as an integrated part of their math instruction. The results showed a significant ($p < 0.001$) improvement with an average increase of 73% in student math scores.
Figure 9.15. The average and individual student improvements in scores on the Compass college placement test in algebra before and seven weeks after learning and using the HeartMath self-regulation skills and HRV coherence technology as an integrated part of math instruction. Results show a statistically significant (p < 0.001) average increase of 73% in student scores on the college placement test.

The college prep readiness program was then expanded in following years with the intent of eliminating the need for students to have to take math remediation classes. With the support of a high school principal and math teacher, the program was integrated into an 11th grade math class at a local high school. Guided by the program instructors, 16 students and their math teacher learned the tools of the HeartMath System. The teacher guided the students in using the HeartMath techniques as an integral part of the class and homework. Four Freeze-Framer stations were set up in the classroom and students practiced using it by rotating throughout the class period.

“I’m ecstatic! High school students are excited about this program because it gives them an edge in learning math and in demonstrating their proficiency on tests. Many students who felt discouraged about their math performance now feel confident that they can succeed.”

– Dr. Michael Vislocky

Drs. Vislocky and Leslie observed:

“There was a seamless integration of learning math and HeartMath infused with the curriculum in the context of the classroom setting. The teacher inter-

nalized and facilitated the HeartMath process, and actively engaged students in the learning process. The teacher got the students personally involved by giving assignments and journaling their HeartMath experiences. This provided opportunities to make continuous improvements based on feedback from students. Students were confident that their input was valued and acted upon through adjustments in the classroom.”

Key factors that appear to maximize the success of the program:

> Committed teacher/facilitator.
> High expectations for student success.
> Managing emotions should take place in the context of the classroom
> Journaling or some mechanism for feedback to make continuous improvements along the way.
> Begin program at the beginning of the school year.
> Train the teacher/facilitator.
> Students must be provided with ample opportunities to apply HeartMath tools inside and outside the classroom.
> Real classroom experiences using HeartMath tools so individuals realize direct benefits.
> Integration of HeartMath in the classroom is important for promoting student-to-student interaction.

Drs. Vislocky and Leslie’s work represented the first effort we knew of to integrate the HeartMath System of self-regulation tools directly into a mathematics learning environment. The findings provided strong evidence that the integration of coherence-building tools and technologies into the instruction of core academic subjects could be an effective way to enhance student learning and academic performance and to better prepare high school students for entry into higher education.
There are obvious benefits to interacting and working with individuals who have a high level of personal coherence. When members of any work group, sports team, family or social organization get along well there is a natural tendency toward good communication, cooperation and efficiency. Social and group cohesion involves the same principles as global coherence, but in this context it refers to the alignment and harmonious order in a network of relationships among individuals who share common interests and objectives, rather than the systems within the body. The principles, however, remain the same: In a coherent team, there is freedom for the individual members to do their part and thrive while maintaining cohesion and resonance within the larger group’s intent and goals. Social coherence is therefore reflected as a stable, harmonious alignment of relationships that allows for the efficient flow and utilization of energy and communication required for optimal collective cohesion and action.\textsuperscript{[170]}

When individuals are not well self-regulated or are acting in their own interests without regard to others, it generates social incoherence. Stressful or discordant conditions in a given group act to increase emotional stress among its members and can lead to social pathologies such as violence, abuse, inefficacy, increased errors, etc.\textsuperscript{[318]} It has become increasingly clear that the leading sources of stress for adults are money issues and the social environment at work. More than 9 in 10 adults believe that stress can contribute to the development of major illnesses such as heart disease, depression and obesity, and that some types of stress can trigger heart attacks and arrhythmias. While awareness about the impact stress can have on emotional and physical health seems to be present, many working Americans continue to report symptoms of stress with 42% reporting irritability or anger, 37% fatigue, 35% a lack of interest, motivation or energy, 32% headaches and 24% upset stomachs due to stress.\textsuperscript{[317]}

\begin{itemize}
  \item 40\% of job turnover results from stress.\textsuperscript{[318]}
  \item Healthcare expenditures are nearly 50\% greater for workers who report high levels of stress.\textsuperscript{[319]}
  \item Replacing an employee costs an average of 120\% to 200\% of the affected position’s salary.\textsuperscript{[320]}
  \item An estimated 60\% of all job absenteeism is caused by stress.\textsuperscript{[321]}
  \item Depression and unmanaged stress are the top two most costly risk factors in terms of medical expenditures. They increase health-care costs two to seven times more than physical risk factors such as smoking, obesity and poor exercise habits.\textsuperscript{[322]}
  \item Employees who perceive they have little control over their jobs are nearly twice as likely to develop coronary heart disease as employees with high perceived job control.\textsuperscript{[323]}
\end{itemize}
It also has become apparent that social incoherence not only influences the way we feel, relate and communicate with one another, it also affects physiological processes that directly affect health. Numerous studies have found that people undergoing social and cultural changes, or living in situations characterized by social disorganization, instability, isolation or disconnectedness, are at increased risk of acquiring many types of disease.\[324-328\] James Lynch provides a sobering statistic on the effects of social isolation on individuals. His research in social isolation shows that loneliness produces a greater risk for heart disease than smoking, obesity, lack of exercise and excessive alcohol consumption combined.\[329\]

On the other hand, there is an abundance of literature showing that close relationships and social networks are highly protective. Numerous studies of diverse populations, cultures, age groups and social strata have shown that individuals who are involved in close and meaningful relationships have significantly reduced mortality, reduced susceptibility to infectious and chronic disease, improved recovery from post-myocardial infarction and improved outcomes in pregnancy and childbirth.\[330-332\]

There are practical steps and practices that can be taken to build and stabilize organizational coherence and resilience. There are increasing numbers of hospitals, corporations, military units, schools and athletic teams, which are actively working towards increasing their team, group or organizational coherence. We have found that collective coherence is built by first working at the individual level. As individuals become more capable of self-management, the group increases its collective coherence and can achieve its objectives more effectively.

This section contains a summary of a few examples of organizations that have provided self-regulation skills combined with heart-rhythm coherence training. Overall, the results show improved workplace communication, satisfaction, productivity, lower healthcare costs, innovative problem-solving and reduced employee turnover, all of which can translate into a significant return on investment, not only financially, but also socially.

A number of hospitals that have implemented HeartMath training programs for their staff have seen increased personal, team and organizational benefits. The measures most often assessed are staff retention and employee satisfaction. For example, a study conducted at the Mayo Clinic Hospital in Phoenix, Ariz. evaluated the personal and organizational effects of the HeartMath program on reducing stress and improving the health of oncology nurses (n = 29), and clinical managers (n = 15).\[333\]

The compelling imperative for the project was to find a positive and effective way to address the documented high stress levels of health-care workers and explore the impact of a positive coping approach on Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment-Revised (POQA-R) scores at baseline and seven months after the training program. Personal and organizational indicators of stress decreased in the expected directions in both groups.

Figure 10.1 shows the results for the personal indicators of stress scales on the POQA-R for the oncology staff from pre-intervention to seven months post-intervention. Statistically significant differences were found for each of the personal indicators (positive outlook, gratitude, motivation, calmness, fatigue, anxiety, depression, anger management, resentfulness and stress symptoms). Figure 10.2 shows the results for the organizational indicators of stress factors on the POQA-R for the oncology staff. Although all of the indicators trended in the expected direction, statistically significant differences were found in the indicators of goal clarity (p < 0.01), productivity (p < 0.001), communication effectiveness (p < 0.001) and time pressure (p<0.001). Turnover on the oncology unit was 13.12% pre-intervention and 9.8% seven months post-intervention. In addition, incremental time on the oncology unit dropped from 1.19 to 0.74 during the same time interval, and employee satisfaction survey scores for the unit increased in the following areas: confidence leadership was responding to issues/concerns; confidence the organization was taking genuine interest in employees’ well-being and showing a desire to continuously improve service on the unit; speaking their minds without fear; respect between physicians and allied health; and overall job satisfaction.
Figure 10.1 Oncology staff group, matched pairs analysis of personal indicators of stress from the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment, at baseline and seven months post-intervention.

Figure 10.2 Oncology staff group, matched pairs analysis of organizational scales from the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment, at baseline and seven months post-intervention.

Figure 10.3 Leadership group, matched pairs analysis of personal indicators of stress from the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment, at baseline and seven months post-intervention.

Figure 10.4 Leadership group, matched pairs analysis of organizational scales from the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment, at baseline and seven months post-intervention.

The authors state that the findings from this study demonstrate stress and its symptoms are problematic issues for hospital and ambulatory clinic staff as evidenced by baseline measures of distress. Further, a workplace intervention was feasible and effective in promoting positive strategies for coping and enhancing well-being, personally and organizationally.

In a study conducted at the Fairfield Medical Center, a 222-bed community hospital in Lancaster, Ohio, a HeartMath workshop given in a series of six one-hour sessions, with one two-hour follow-up session was delivered to improve the well-being of hospital staff and physicians. Special thought and consideration were given to being able to sustain the use of the self-regulation techniques over the long-term. As a result,
strategies were developed to integrate the program into the hospital’s culture.

Four staff members from a variety of disciplines were selected to be certified in the HeartMath program to gain proficiency in methodology, practices and techniques. Two Workshops each week were offered from August 2007 through December 2010. A total of 975 employees, or 48% of the staff, participated. Sustainability of the program was aided by ensuring senior leadership support, management team training, use of techniques in committee and department meetings, consulting, classes to local educators and open workshops for employee family members.

Three metrics were selected to measure the success of the program: employee satisfaction, absenteeism rates and healthcare claims cost. Significant cultural and financial return on investment was demonstrated. Employees who received the HeartMath training experienced a 2:1 savings on health-care claims, compared to employees who had not received training. Employee opinion survey results demonstrated that employees who had HeartMath training had higher overall satisfaction scores than those who had not received training. HeartMath-trained participants demonstrated a lower overall absenteeism rate, resulting in a $94,794 savings over three years.

It was concluded that the HeartMath program and sustainability practices proved to be wise decisions and continue to be valuable when initiating new concepts in a stressful, changing environment. They highlighted the fact that sustainability was the key to long-term success and a true cultural change. Continued employee training of the HeartMath techniques and continued use of the tools enriches the program planning and implementation of new initiatives at Fairfield Medical Center.

In a study conducted by the National Health Service (NHS) a publicly funded health service in the United Kingdom that provides free point-of-use services for UK residents, the HeartMath Revitalizing Care Program was provided in workshops to four departments in an NHS trust from August to October 2011. Participants included staff from three clinical wards and one reception area. Over a three-month period, 97 staff members participated in the workshops. Evaluation of the project was conducted using the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment – Revised 4 Scale (POQA-R4) as well as the pre- and post-training measures of staff turnover, absence rates and complaints.

The evaluation showed participants had demonstrated improvements in nine of the 10 personal qualities categories. These changes were statistically significant in eight areas, with fatigue and calmness showing the greatest improvements. It should be noted that the results of the pre- and post-comparison of staff turnover, sickness absence and complaints were inconclusive because of the short time frame of the study.

A study was conducted at Chesapeake Regional Medical Center (CRMC) in Virginia of 792 staff who completed pre-and post-measures with Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment (POQA) between February 2009 and December of 2010. The intervention was a HeartMath workshop and training in Jean Watson’s Theory of Caring (Caritas processes). As a result of incorporating Caritas processes into the HeartMath workshop, the program development team at HeartMath created a workshop called “Revitalizing Care,” which integrates the Caring Theory into the HeartMath concepts and tools. There were significant improvements in positive outlook, gratitude, motivation, calmness, and anger management as well as significant reductions in fatigue, anxiety, depression, resentfulness and physical symptoms of stress. The organizational scales showed significant improvements in strategic understanding, confidence in the organization, feeling valued, freedom of expression, communication, productivity and morale issues and a decrease in intention to quit.

Caring science theory and practices have been part of Kaiser Permanente’s strategic priority for the Kaiser Permanente Northern Region since 2010. Its goal is to ensure the continued spread across its medical centers of practices guided by a caring sciences framework that fosters caring-healing environments and that reinforce helping-trusting relationships.
between caregivers and patients. Kaiser staff were selected to become certified HeartMath trainers. There were four key elements in the trainer selection process: 1) Trainers were selected in contextual alignment with Kaiser’s strategic goals. 2) Leader/RN staff relationships were important. 3) Trainers had to be committed to advancing cultures of caring science and HeartMath. 4) The chief nursing officers who would become trainers had to emphasize consistent leadership support. During a 12-month period from June 2011 to June 2012, over 400 nurses, leaders and other support staff were trained in the program. Of those 400 participants, 263 completed both the pre- and post-POQA surveys.[337] Eight of the 14 scales showed statistically significant changes in work attitude, goal clarity, communication effectiveness, time pressure, intention to quit, strategic understanding and productivity. Improvements also were noted in well-being, quality of life, impacts on patient satisfaction, safety, and reduction of absenteeism. Additionally, benefits included improved relationships between nursing staff and leaders. The trainers reported being deeply affected on professional and personal levels.

“HeartMath’s programs have enabled our leaders to sustain peak performance, to manage more efficiently in a changing environment and to maintain work/life balance. For our staff, it has made the difference between required courtesy and genuine care.”

—Chief Operating Officer Tom Wright, Delnor Community Hospital

Other examples illustrating the effects of implementing the HeartMath self-regulation program come from the Cape Fear Valley Medical System in Cape Fear, North Carolina, which reduced nurse turnover from 24% to 13%; and Delnor Community Hospital in Chicago, which experienced a similar reduction, 27% to 14%, in addition to a dramatic improvement in employee satisfaction, results that have been sustained over a 10-year period. Similarly, the Duke University Health System reduced turnover in its emergency services division from 38% to 5%.

An analysis of the combined psychometric data from 8,793 health-care workers with matched pre- and post-POQA data collected before and six weeks after completion of a HeartMath self-regulation skills training program produced many positive results. Fatigue, anxiety, depression, anger and physical stress symptoms declined greatly, while positive outlook, gratitude, motivation and calmness improved significantly (Figure 10.5).

![Figure 10.5](image)

**Figure 10.5** Shows matched pre- and post-data from the POQA from 8,793 health-care workers collected before and six weeks after completion of HeartMath training programs.

### Studies In Law Enforcement Organizations

Several studies with police officers have found their capacity to recognize and self-regulate their responses to stressors in both work and personal contexts was significantly improved after learning the HeartMath self-regulation skills.

One study explored the nature and degree of physiological activation typically experienced by officers on the job and the effects of HeartMath’s Resilience Advantage training program on a group of police officers from Santa Clara County, California.[353] Areas assessed included vitality, emotional well-being, stress coping and interpersonal skills, work performance, workplace effectiveness and climate, family relationships, and physiological recalibration following acute stressors.
Physiological measurements were obtained to determine the real-time cardiovascular effects of acutely stressful situations encountered in highly realistic simulated police calls used in police training, and to identify officers at increased risk of future health challenges. The results showed that the resilience-building training improved officers’ capacity to recognize and self-regulate their responses to stressors in both work and personal contexts. Officers experienced significant reductions in stress, negative emotions and depression, compared to a control group, and increases in peacefulness and vitality, compared to the control group. (Figures 10.6 and 10.7). Improvements in family relationships, more effective communication and cooperation within work teams, and enhanced work performance also were noted.

Heart-rate and blood-pressure measurements taken during simulated police-call scenarios showed that acutely stressful circumstances typically encountered on the job resulted in a tremendous degree of physiological activation, from which it took a considerable amount of time to recover (Figure 10.8). Autonomic nervous system assessments based on heart rate variability analysis of 24-hour ECG recordings revealed that 11% of the officers were at higher risk, which was more than twice the percentage typically found in the general population.

Figure 10.6. Improvements in stress and emotional well-being. Compares the differences between the average pre- and post-training scores for each variable as measured by the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment. Compared to the control group, participants trained in the Resilience Advantage program exhibited significant reductions in distress, depression and global negative emotion, and increases in peacefulness and vitality. The global negative emotion score is the overall average of the individual scores for the anger, distress, depression and sadness constructs. Note that the control group experienced a marked rise in depression over the same time period. †p < .1, *p < .05, **p < .01.

Figure 10.7 Changes in physical stress symptoms. Shows the changes in five physical symptoms of stress for all participants at the start of the study and 16 weeks later (four weeks after completion of the training).
Figure 10.8 This graph provides a typical example of the ability of an officer from the experimental group to shift and reset after a domestic violence scenario. Note that when the scenario ends, the officer’s heart rate initially falls, but remains elevated in a range above the normal baseline. When this officer used the Freeze Frame Technique, there was an immediate, further reduction in the heart rate back to baseline. In pre-training scenarios it took on average, 1 hour and 5 minutes before returning to baseline values.

A study was conducted with 10 male and four female police officers and two dispatchers with the San Diego Police Department. It included self-regulation skills training comprising an introductory two-hour training session, and telephone mentoring sessions spread over a four-week period by experienced HeartMath mentors. In addition, the officers were issued an iPad app called Stress Resilience Training System (SRTS), which includes training modules on stress and its effects, HRV coherence biofeedback, a series of HeartMath self-regulation techniques and HRV-controlled games.

Outcome measures were the Personal and Organizational Quality Assessment (POQA) survey, the mentors’ reports of their observations and records of participants’ comments from the mentoring sessions. The POQA results were overwhelmingly positive: All four main scales showed improvement, including emotional vitality, up 25% (p=0.05), and physical stress, up 24% (p=0.01). Eight of the nine subscales showed improvement, with the stress subscale improving approximately 40% (p=0.06). Participant responses also were uniformly positive and enthusiastic. Individual participants praised the program and related improvements in both on-the-job performance and personal and familial situations.[193]

**Fighter Pilot Study**

A study of 41 fighter pilots engaging in flight simulator tasks to better understand pilots’ workload and visual attention in the cockpit while conducting a simulated air-to-air tactic operations found a significant correlation between higher levels of performance and heart-rhythm coherence as well as lower levels of frustration. The study also found that the objective measurement of workload and attention distribution, as reflected in HRV coherence and eye-tracking, provided more reliable indicators than self-report approaches and that HRV coherence scores of expert pilots and novice pilots were significantly different.[191]

**HeartMath in a Prison Environment**

A study conducted by Lori Bosteder and Sara Hargrave in the Coffee Creek Women’s Correctional Facility, in Wilsonville, Ore. sought to determine whether emotional intelligence training would help female inmates
better manage the emotional difficulties of living and learning within a prison environment. Many of the women who enter prison have difficulty in emotion self-management and positive social engagement. They often come from dysfunctional or abusive backgrounds, and many have become accustomed to abusing drugs and/or alcohol as a means of coping with distressing emotions. The highly charged emotional environment of a women's prison is augmented by the inherent struggles of prison life, including the loss of most freedoms and nearly all privacy. This emotional chaos frequently impairs inmates' ability to learn and acquire new skills in prison work-based education programs, and may also deter their successful transition back into society.

The study participants were 17 women in minimum security. These women were all students of the prison's 18-month work-based education program in computer technology. Over a 10-week period, the women participated in three workshops that focused on basic emotional intelligence concepts and skills in the areas of self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and relationship management. HeartMath material, practice of its tools and heart-rhythm coherence feedback were the major focus of the training. Participants read and completed self-reflective exercises in HeartMath's Transforming Stress, Transforming Anxiety and Transforming Anger books. Practice of the Neutral and Heart Lock-In self-regulation techniques was integrated into the daily classes, as was heart-rhythm coherence feedback training with handheld emWave devices. Each woman also received individualized coaching and training in HeartMath emotion-management tools and use of the heart-rhythm feedback technology. The outcome measures used in the study were the Emotional Intelligence Appraisal-ME, the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) self-report survey, discipline reports for the participants that were recorded by correctional officers four months before the training and four months after. In addition, observation notes over the 10-week study period were recorded by the computer technology class instructor, who noted student comments and any changes in their behaviors and interactions as they practiced the emotional awareness and self-management skills. Also, each participant's extensive evaluation at the end of the study provided both quantitative and qualitative data on her experiences in the program.

Analysis of the pre- and post-data showed significant reductions in symptoms of emotional distress, obsessive-compulsive patterns, depression and anxiety on the BSI, and significant increases in self-awareness, self-management, social awareness and relationship management on the Emotional Intelligence Appraisal scales. The discipline reports showed a significant decrease in discipline problems outside the classroom.

Qualitative data also supported the program's effectiveness. Most participants reported in their evaluations significant benefits to themselves and their social relationships. A few reported an initial increase in depression and anxiety as a result of feeling for the first time in years, but they improved with support from the instructor. The computer technology course instructor observed major improvement in the learning environment and growth in her students' ability to self-regulate and get along with others. Two students who were paroled after the study contacted the trainers and reported that they were using the HeartMath skills to manage the struggles they were facing on the outside and that they were creating better outcomes for themselves than they would have in the past.

The researchers observed that crucial factors in the program's success were a supportive group and the consistent support and encouragement provided by the course instructor as students experienced the initial disorientation created by the psychological changes resulting from their emotion-management practice. Because the group met daily during the week, a classroom setting worked well to provide this close attention and support. The program led to important psychosocial improvements in the participants over a relatively brief period of time and appeared to significantly enhance inmates' capacity to learn within the prison setting and to eventually successfully reintegrate into society.
Every cell in our body is bathed in an external and internal environment of fluctuating invisible magnetic forces that can affect virtually every cell and circuit in biological systems. Therefore, it should not be surprising that numerous physiological rhythms in humans and global collective behaviors are not only synchronized with solar and geomagnetic activity, but disruptions in these fields can create adverse effects on human health and behavior.

The most likely mechanism for explaining how solar and geomagnetic influences affect human health and behavior are a coupling between the human nervous system and resonating geomagnetic frequencies, Schumann resonances, which occur in the earth-ionosphere resonant cavity, Alfvén waves and other very low-frequency resonances. It is well established that these resonant frequencies directly overlap with those of the human brain, cardiovascular and autonomic nervous systems.

In order to conduct research on the potential interactions between human health and behavior, a global network of 12 ultrasensitive magnetic field detectors, specifically designed to measure the earth’s magnetic resonances, are being installed strategically around the planet. An important goal of the project is to motivate as many people as possible to work together in a more coherent and collaborative manner to elevate collective human consciousness. If we are persuaded that not only external fields of solar and cosmic origins, but also human consciousness and emotion can affect the mental and emotional states of others’ consciousness, it broadens our view of what interconnectedness means and how it can be intentionally utilized to shape the future of the world we live in. It implies that our attitudes, emotions and intentions matter and that coherent, cooperative intent can have an important influence on global events and the quality of life on Earth.

THE GLOBAL COHERENCE INITIATIVE

The Global Coherence Initiative (GCI) was launched by HeartMath Institute in 2008. It is a science-based, co-creative initiative that has the goal to unite millions of people globally in heart-focused care and intention.

GCI employs several strategies to help increase personal, social and global coherence. An internet-based network connects people globally who want to participate in creating a shift in global consciousness. In 2015, over 160,000 people in 154 countries were involved in the initiative. Members of GCI, known as GCI ambassadors, receive regular updates informing them where to direct their energetic contributions of heart-focused care and intention. GCI also helps to educate the global community by providing tools and technologies for increasing individual, social and global coherence.

The following GCI hypotheses guide the ongoing collaborative research:

1. Human and animal health, cognitive functions, emotions and behavior are affected by planetary magnetic and energetic fields.

2. The earth’s magnetic fields are carriers of biologically relevant information that connects all living systems.

3. Each individual affects the global information field.

4. Large numbers of people creating heart-centered states of care, love and compassion will generate a more coherent field environment that can benefit others and help offset the current planetarywide discord and incoherence.
Embedded within the above hypotheses is a related hypothesis that human emotions and consciousness interact with and encode information in the geomagnetic field. Thereby, information is communicated nonlocally between people at a subconscious level, which, in effect, links all living systems and influences collective consciousness. Thus, a feedback loop exists between all human beings and the earth’s energetic systems. It is further proposed that when coherently aligned individuals are intentionally creating physiologically coherent waves, they more effectively resonate with and encode information in the planetary magnetic fields. These magnetic fields act as carrier waves, thereby positively influencing all living systems contained within the field environment and the collective consciousness.\[^{[339]}\]

**Global Coherence Monitoring System**

The Global Coherence Monitoring System (GCMS) gathers scientific data on Earth’s electromagnetic fields, with state-of-the-art magnetometers located on suitable sites around the world. GCI uses the GCMS to measure and explore fluctuations and resonances in the earth’s magnetic fields and in the earth-ionosphere resonant cavity in order to conduct research on the mechanisms of how the earth’s fields affect human mental and emotional processes, health and collective behavior. In addition, we hope to investigate whether changes in the earth’s magnetic fields occur before natural catastrophes such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and human events such as social unrest and terrorist attacks.

---

**Figure 11.1.** Existing and proposed locations for the global network of monitoring sites as of fall 2015. These sites are specifically designed to measure the magnetic resonances in the earth/ionosphere cavity, resonances that are generated by the vibrations of Earth’s geomagnetic field lines, and ultra-low frequencies that occur in the earth’s magnetic field.

This system is the first global network of GPS time-stamped detectors designed to continuously measure magnetic signals that occur in the same range as human physiological frequencies such as the brain and cardiovascular systems. A total of 12 magnetometers are planned to complete the global network. Each GCMS site includes ultrasensitive magnetic field detectors specifically designed to measure the magnetic resonances in the earth/ionosphere cavity, resonances that are generated by the vibrations of the earth’s geomagnetic field lines and ultra-low frequencies that occur in the earth’s magnetic fields, all of which have been shown to affect human health, mental and emotional processes and behaviors.
Each monitoring site detects the local alternating magnetic field strengths over a relatively wide frequency range (0.01-300 hertz) while maintaining a flat-frequency response. There are several networks of ground-based fluxgate magnetometers around the world, along with several space weather satellites, which measure the strength of the earth's magnetic fields and geomagnetic disturbances (Kp).

The GCI monitoring system helps us better understand how people and animals are affected by the rhythms and resonant frequencies in Earth's magnetic field as well as enabling us and other researchers to better understand the interconnections between solar and other external forces on the planetary magnetic field environment. Figure 11.2 shows a photo of the monitoring site located in Boulder Creek, California. At the time of this writing, six sites were operational. They are located at the HeartMath Research Center in Northern California, the eastern province of Saudi Arabia, Lithuania, Canada, North Island of New Zealand, and the east coast of South Africa.

![Figure 11.2](image)

**Figure 11.2.** The monitoring site at the HeartMath Research Center, located in Boulder Creek, California.

The data acquisition infrastructure captures, stamps with time and global positioning data, and transmits the data to a common server. In addition, each site has a random number generator (RNG) that is part of the Global Consciousness Project (GCP) network. The monitoring system tracks changes in geomagnetic activity due to solar storms, changes in solar wind speed, disruption of Schumann resonances (SR) and, potentially, the signatures of major global events that have a strong emotional component. A growing body of data also suggests that changes occur in ionospheric activity before earthquake activity. The authors noted that the oscillations in the magnetic field data had identical periods in the monitored EEG alpha rhythm. This confirms that whole-body changes occur in conjunction with geomagnetic activity which are reflected in changing heart and brain rhythms.

Another study by Pobachenko et al. monitored the Schumann resonances (SR) and the EEG in a frequency range of 6 to 16 hertz simultaneously. During a daily cycle, individuals studied showed variations in the EEG similar to changes in the SR. Hence, the biological EEG rhythm is characteristic of the daily rhythm of the SR. The lowest frequency SR is approximately 7.83 hertz, with a daily variation of to predict earthquakes and other events. Thus, the network will provide a significant research tool to further understand how solar and geomagnetic disturbances and rhythms affect human health, emotions, behaviors and consciousness and vice versa.

**Earth's Energetic Systems and Human Health and Behavior**

Every cell in our bodies is bathed in an external and internal environment of fluctuating invisible magnetic forces. Because fluctuations in magnetic fields can affect virtually every circuit in biological systems, human physiological rhythms and global behaviors are not only synchronized with solar and geomagnetic activity, but disruptions in these fields can create adverse effects on human health and behavior. Research by Burch et al. and Rapoport et al. provide evidence that melatonin levels are reduced during increased solar and geomagnetic activity. Cancer, neurological diseases, acute heart disease and heart attacks among other diseases and accelerated aging are all related to melatonin levels that are too low. In addition, clinical measurements have identified significant changes in blood pressure, blood flow, aggregation and coagulation, cardiac arrhythmia and heart rate variability during increased geomagnetic activity events, all of which are influenced by melatonin levels.

EEG patterns, heart rate, blood pressure and reaction times were measured in a group of people by Doronin et al. The authors noted that the oscillations in the magnetic field data had identical periods in the monitored EEG alpha rhythm. This confirms that whole-body changes occur in conjunction with geomagnetic activity which are reflected in changing heart and brain rhythms.
about ± 0.5 hertz. The other frequencies are ~ 14, 20, 26, 33, 39 and 45 hertz. Figure 11.3 shows the frequencies of the SR, which are closely overlapping with alpha (8 to 12 hertz), beta (12 to 30 hertz) and gamma (30 to 100 hertz) brain waves.

Figure 11.3. Schuman resonance data recorded from the GCI sensor site in Boulder Creek, Calif.

Because the brain is a very sensitive electromagnetic organ, changes in geomagnetic activity and SR intensities appear to alter brain-wave and neurohormone responses. Geomagnetic storms are also related to human health effects and death.\textsuperscript{[349, 350]} Altered EEG rhythms have been observed by Belov et al.\textsuperscript{[351]} While low-frequency magnetic oscillations (around 3 hertz) had a sedative effect in the Pobachenko et al. study, stronger oscillations of around 10 hertz stresses and stimulates people.\textsuperscript{[351]}

Increased solar activity can disturb the biological rhythm of humans and exacerbate existing diseases. However, deviations are observed for some individuals, which can be caused by the individual’s adaptive ability. Increased solar activity and geomagnetic activity also is correlated to a significant increase in heart attacks and incidence of death, myocardial infarction incidence,\textsuperscript{[352]} a 30\% to 80\% increase in hospital admissions for cardiovascular disease, cardiovascular death, depression, mental disorders, psychiatric admission, suicides, homicides and traffic accidents.\textsuperscript{[344, 353-357]}

Birthrates were observed in the Pobachenko et al. study to drop and mortality rates to increase during increased solar and geomagnetic activity (GMA), and migraine attacks could be triggered.\textsuperscript{[358]}

Persinger and Halberg have independently shown that war and crimes were correlated to GMA.\textsuperscript{[359]} Additionally, research has indicated that an increase in magnetic Pc frequencies (continuous pulsations), can affect the human cardiovascular system because Pc-1 frequencies are in a comparable range with those of the human cardiovascular system and rhythms.\textsuperscript{[360]}

A study carried out in India on animals and humans also demonstrated that humans and animals can be affected by Pc frequencies.\textsuperscript{[361]} The experiments showed changes in the electrophysiological, neurochemical and biochemical parameters. The subjects experienced uneasiness, confusion, restlessness and a lack of a sense of well-being when subjected to the pulsating fields. Some also complained of headaches.\textsuperscript{[361]} It is important to note that of all the bodily systems studied, rhythms of the heart and brain thus far appear to be most strongly affected by changes in geomagnetic conditions.\textsuperscript{[205, 348, 349, 357, 362-367]}

Historically, many cultures believed their collective behavior could be influenced by the sun and other external cycles and influences. This belief has proven to be true. On a larger societal scale, increased violence, crime rate, social unrest, revolutions and frequency of terrorist attacks have been linked to the solar cycle and the resulting disturbances in the geomagnetic field.\textsuperscript{[345, 359, 368-371]} The first scientific evidence of this belief was provided by Alexander Tchijevsky, a Russian scientist who noticed that more severe battles during World War I occurred during peak sunspot periods.\textsuperscript{[371]} He conducted a thorough study of global human history dating back to 1749 and compared the period to the solar cycles through the period, up to 1926. Figure 11.4, reconstructed from Tchijevsky’s original data, plots the number of significant human historical events compared to the solar cycle from 1749 to 1926.\textsuperscript{[371]}
Energetic Influxes and Human Flourishing

Solar activity, in addition to being associated with social unrest, also has been related to the periods of greatest human flourishing with pronounced spurts in architecture, arts, science and positive social change. We can learn from past mistakes and consciously choose new ways of navigating energy influxes to create periods of human flourishing and advances. It is well established that the earth and ionosphere generate a symphony of resonant frequencies that directly overlap with those of the human brain and cardiovascular system. The central hypothesis is that changes in these resonances can in turn influence the function of the human autonomic nervous system brain, and cardiovascular system.

Interconnectedness Study

Data and results from the Interconnectedness Study were presented in McCraty et al., 2012. In 2010, 1,643 Global Coherence Initiative members from 51
countries completed a twice-weekly survey at random times six days each week over a six-month period. The survey contained six valid scales: positive affect, well-being, anxiety, confusion, fatigue and physical symptoms. The survey data were subjected to correlation analysis with a number of planetary and solar activity variables such as solar wind speed, magnetic field and plasma data, measures of energetic protons, solar flux and geomagnetic activity indices. When solar wind speed, Kp, Ap (Kp and Ap magnetic indices were designed to describe variations in the geomagnetic field) and polar cap activity increased, positive affect among the participants decreased. Well-being scores were negatively correlated with solar wind speed, Kp-index, Ap-index and polar cap magnetic activity. Thus, when solar wind speed increased and the geomagnetic field was disturbed, the levels of fatigue, anxiety and mental confusion increased. The study also resulted in some unexpected findings. For example, the solar radio flux index was positively correlated with reduced fatigue and improved positive affect, indicating there are mechanisms that improve human well-being that are not yet fully understood. Clearly, additional research needs to be conducted in order to understand the effects of the various variables and the time sequence of their effects.

Examples of Magnetometer Data

Data collected by our magnetometers in different locations is providing some new insights into globally correlated activity and significant local differences.

Figure 11.5 shows an example of Pc 1 activity detected at the California and Canada sites. While the Pc 1 data in Canada displays a greater amplitude, and while most of the rhythm is synchronized, there are periods in which it is ~180 degrees out of phase. Further data processing is currently under way to examine other parameters in greater depth, such as longitudinal and latitudinal parameters, time of the day and other solar and geomagnetic parameters and their implications on human health indicators.

HRV Studies

Among physical environmental variables affecting biological processes and human health, the natural variation in the geomagnetic field in and around the earth reportedly has been involved in relation to several human cardiovascular variables. These include blood pressure, heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV). Although there is mounting evidence for such effects, they are far from being fully understood. Several studies have found significant associations between geomagnetic storms and decreased heart rate variability (HRV), indicating a possible mechanism linking geomagnetic activity with increased incidents of coronary disease and myocardial infarction. One study that analyzed weeklong recordings found a 25% reduction in the VLF rhythm during magnetically disturbed days, compared to quiet days. The LF rhythm also was reduced significantly, but the HF rhythms were not.

In order to further investigate the potential correlations between solar and magnetic factors and HRV, we undertook a collaborative study with Dr. Abdullah A. Al Abdulgader, director of Prince Sultan Cardiac Center in Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia, spanning a five-month period. A total of 960 24-hour HRV recordings were obtained from a group of 16 women aged 24 to 31 (mean age 31). HRV data was collected for 24 hours a day, three consecutive days each week over five months with HRV recorders between March and August of 2012. The HRV measures assessed were the interbeat-interval (IBI), SDNN, RMSSD, total power, very-low-frequency (VLF), low-frequency (LF) and high-frequency (HF) power, and the LF/HF ratio. The
solar activity and magnetic variables were: solar wind speed, Kp and Ap index, PC(N), sunspot number, solar radio flux (f10.7), cosmic rays, Schumann resonance integral (area under the curve around 7.8 hertz) and the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the time-varying magnetic field data collected at GCI sites in Boulder Creek, Calif. (GCI 1) and Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia (GCI 2). The mean and standard deviation were computed hourly. The mean field variation reflects ultra-low frequency changes and SD, which is highly correlated with total spectral power and reflects overall variance in the field. Circadian effects were removed from both environmental and HRV variables. For each of the 16 study participants, a correlation matrix was calculated between each environmental and HRV variable. Overall, the study confirms that autonomic nervous system activity as reflected by HRV measures is affected by solar and geomagnetic influences. All of the HRV measures, with the exception of IBIs, were negatively correlated with solar wind speed, and LF and HF power were negatively correlated with the magnetic field mean data collected from the Saudi Arabia site, but not the California site, suggesting that local measurements are important. Surprisingly, there were a number of positive correlations. The f10.7 index was correlated with increased HRV in all measures with the exception of the SD of the HRV and IBIs. The SD of the magnetic field variation from both the Saudi Arabia and California sites was positively correlated with RMSSD and HF power, both of which reflect parasympathetic activity, and Schumann resonance power was positively correlated with the IBIs.

Although there were a number of global correlations, at the individual level, the HRV responses varied and in some cases different individuals showed different responses to the same environmental variable.

When looking at the data from both the Interconnectedness Study and the HRV data, it is clear that when the earth’s magnetic field was calmer or the solar radio flux was increased, the study participants felt better, were more mentally and emotionally stable and had higher levels of HRV. Conversely, when the magnetic field was disturbed, HRV was lower and participants’ emotional well-being and mental clarity were adversely affected.

Figure 11.6 shows an example of healthy participants HRV-HF power plotted along with the total magnetic power spectrum from the magnetometer site in California over a 30-day period. This data is from a study of 10 participants located in northern California whose HRV was continuously monitored over a 30-day period. The magnetic field data in the plot, which is inversely correlated, has been inverted in the plot to help illustrate the visual correlation, which can be clearly seen in the graph.

Figure 11.6. Example of one participant’s high-frequency power derived from the individual’s HRV and the total power of the time varying magnetic field at the California site over a 30-day period.

Interconnectivity of All Living Systems through the Earth’s Magnetic Field

Magnetic Fields Carry Biologically Relevant Information

The evidence that human health and behavior are globally influenced by solar and geomagnetic activity is relatively strong and convincing. We also have shown in our laboratory that the electromagnetic field of an individual’s heart can be detected by nearby animals or the nervous systems of other people. [378] (Also, see the Energetic Communication chapter in this document).

GCI hypothesizes that the earth’s magnetic fields are carriers of biologically relevant information that connect all living systems. Thus, we each affect the global information field.
There is experimental evidence that human bio-emotional energy can have a subtle, but significant (scientifically measurable) nonlocal effect on people, events and organic matter. It is becoming clear that a bioelectromagnetic field such as the ones radiated by the human heart and brain of one person can affect other individuals and the "global information field environment." For example, research conducted in our laboratory has confirmed the hypothesis that when an individual is in a state of heart coherence, the heart radiates a more coherent electromagnetic signal into the environment and that individual is more sensitive to detecting the information in the fields radiated by others.

Of all the organs, the heart generates the largest rhythmic electromagnetic field, one that is approximately 100 times stronger than the one the brain produces. This field can be detected several feet from the body with sensitive magnetometers. This magnetic field provides a plausible mechanism for how we can "feel" or sense another person's presence and emotional state independent of body language or other factors. We also have found there is a direct relationship between the heart-rhythm patterns and the spectral information encoded in the frequency spectra of the magnetic field radiated by the heart. Thus, information about a person's emotional state is encoded in the intervals between the heartbeats, which is communicated throughout the body and into the external environment.

In a study on interpersonal effects of nonverbal compassionate communication, measuring psychophysiological effects, Kemper and Shaltout found significant changes in the receiver's autonomic nervous system. A growing body of evidence suggests that an energetic field is formed among individuals in groups through which communication among all the group members occurs simultaneously. In other words, there is an actual "group field" that connects all the members.

Morris studied heart coherence in a group setting: He investigated how people trained in maintaining states of heart coherence for several minutes might influence participants untrained in heart coherence. The results showed that the coherence of untrained participants was indeed promoted by participants in a coherent state.

Further support for the hypothesis that magnetic fields are carriers of biologically relevant information comes from a study conducted by Montagnier et al. Montagnier discovered that epigenetic information related to DNA could be detected as electromagnetic signals in a highly diluted solution and that this information could be transferred to and imprinted in pure water that had never been exposed to DNA. Furthermore, this information can instruct the re-creation of DNA when the appropriate basic constituents of DNA are present and extremely low electromagnetic frequency fields of 7.8 hertz are present. They also showed that the presence of the magnetic field was needed for the information transfer to occur. The authors also state, a very low electromagnetic frequency field that transfers DNA information could come from natural sources such as the Schuman resonances (SR), which start at 7.83 hertz.

Michael Persinger, a well-known neuroscientist, also has conducted numerous studies examining the effects of magnetic fields with the same magnitude as the geomagnetic field on brain functions and information transfer. Not only has he shown that applying external fields similar to the SRs can induce altered states of consciousness, but he also has suggested in a detailed theory that the space occupied by the geomagnetic field can store information related to brain activity and that this information can be accessed by the human brain. Persinger also suggests that the earth's magnetic field can act as a carrier of information between individuals and this information, rather than the signal intensity, is important for interaction with neural networks. The above findings clearly support part of our hypothesis: The earth's magnetic fields are carriers of biologically relevant information. We are further suggesting that because humans have brain and heart frequencies overlapping the earth's magnetic field, not only are we receivers of biologically relevant information, but these frequencies also can couple information to the
Interconnection between the Human Energy Field, Collective Human Emotions and the Planetary Energy Field

Our fourth hypothesis states: *Large numbers of people creating heart-centered states of care, love, and compassion will generate a more coherent field environment that can benefit others and help offset the current planetary-wide discord and incoherence.*

There also is a substantial body of evidence indicating interactions between human emotions and a global field when large numbers of people have similar emotional responses to events or organized global peace meditations.\(^{[383-385]}\) For example, quantum physicist John Hagelin, has conducted research on *the power of the collective* and concluded: “Since meditation provides an effective, scientifically proven way to dissolve individual stress and if society is composed of individuals, then it seems like common sense to use meditation to similarly diffuse societal stress.”\(^{[384]}\)

A study conducted in 1993 in Washington, DC, showed a 25% drop in the crime rate when 2,500 meditators mediated over specific periods of time.\(^{[385]}\) which means that a relatively small group of a few thousand were able to influence a much larger group. The question was then posed that if crime rates could be decreased, could a group of meditators also influence social conflicts and wars? A similar experiment was done during the peak of the Israel-Lebanon war in the 1980s. Drs. Charles Alexander and John Davies at Harvard University organized groups of experienced meditators in Jerusalem, Yugoslavia and the United States to meditate and focus attention on the area at various intervals over a 27-month period. After controlling statistically for weather changes, Lebanese, Muslim, Christian and Jewish holidays, police activity, fluctuation in group sizes and other variant influences during the course of the study, researchers calculated the levels of violence in Lebanon decreased 40% to 80% each time a meditating group was in place, with the largest reductions occurring when the number of meditators was largest. During these periods, the average number of people killed during the war per day dropped from 12 to three, a decrease of more than 70%. War-related injuries declined by 68%. *Intensity level of conflict*, another of the study’s measures, decreased by 48%.\(^{[383, 386]}\)

Interconnection between Collective Human Emotions, Random Number Generators and the Geomagnetic Field

Former Princeton University Professor Roger Nelson, chief scientist of the Global Consciousness Project (GCP), provided further evidence of an interconnection between collective human emotionality and global events. GCP maintains a worldwide network of random number generators, (RNG) which produced results that suggest that human emotionality affects the randomness of these electronic devices in a globally correlated manner. Nelson said of the project: *The GCP is a long-term experiment that asks fundamental questions about human consciousness. It provides evidence for effects of synchronized collective attention – operationally defined global consciousness – on a world-spanning network of physical devices. There are multiple indicators of anomalous data structure, which are correlated specifically with moments of importance to humans. The findings suggest that some aspect of consciousness may directly create effects in the material world. This is a provocative notion, but it is the most viable of several alternative explanations.*\(^{[223]}\)

Nelson also found clear evidence that larger events, defined by the number of people engaged and their level of “importance,” produces larger effects on the global network. An interesting finding is a significant correlation between global events that elicit a high level of emotionality from a large part of the world’s population and periods of nonrandom order generated by the RNGs.\(^{[387]}\) For example, multiple independent analyses of the network during the terrorist attacks that took place in the United States on the morning of Sept. 11, 2001 correlate with a large and significant shift in the output of the global network of RNGs.\(^{[388]}\) Although the mechanisms for how human emotions create more coherence in the randomness of this
global network are not yet understood, the data clearly show that they do have such affects. Moreover, the data shows the odds-against-chance ratio is more than 1 billion to 1.

When an event is characterized by deep and widespread compassion, the GCP effects are stronger, which could be explained by the fact that compassion is related to interconnection and positive emotional engagement. When we experience true feelings of compassion, we tend to shift into a more coherent physiological state and are thus radiating more coherent magnetic waves into the environment. Compassion is an emotional state that brings people together and makes them coherent. We invest a small part of our individual being to connect with others and, as the GCP data indicate, with the global field environment. A study examining GCP data between 1998 and 2008 matched satellite-based interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) polarity with GCP-defined world events such as meditations, celebrations, natural catastrophes or violence. Study results suggested that RNG deviations may depend on a positive IMF polarity coinciding with emotionally significant conditions and/or entropy changes.

The CGP has investigated a number of theoretical models that could potentially explain the global effect they are detecting with the network.

In summary, here is an excerpt of GCP’s analysis:

Finally, a nonlinear dynamic model proposes that individual minds are mutually interactive, and that the interactions are responsible for an emergent field which depends on individual consciousness but is not reducible to it. The model implies that the dynamic and interactive qualities of consciousness also involve subtle interactions with the physical world and that these are responsible for certain anomalous phenomena such as are found in the GCP experiment.

We do not have magnetic data over a long enough period of time to investigate how multiple collective events associated with an outpouring of compassion or other positive collective feelings potentially may affect information that could be contained in the geomagnetic field. One of our goals, however, is to test the hypothesis that large numbers of people in a heart-coherent state and holding a shared intention can encode physiologically patterned and relevant information that is carried by the earth’s energetic and geomagnetic fields. If living systems are indeed interconnected and communicate with each other via such biological and electromagnetic fields, it stands to reason that humans can work together in a co-creative relationship to consciously increase the coherence in the global field environment. Likewise, it also makes sense that the field environment distributes the information it may contain to all living systems within the field.

Of course, the idea that shared intentions of people in one location can influence others at a distance is not new. Such ideas have been the subject of numerous studies that have looked at the effects of prayer, meditation and groups sending intentions in various experimental contexts.

How can we have such an influence on each other at a distance? There are no clear answers yet, but we hypothesize there is a unified field that interacts with and affects consciousness. We also suggest that individually generated coherent waves are more likely to be coupled to the larger collective field environment than waves from states of incoherence. The GCI theory of change is that as a sufficient number of individuals increase their personal coherence, it can lead to increased social coherence (families, teams, organizations), and as increasing numbers of social units (families, schools, communities, etc.) become more coherently aligned, it in turn can lead to increased global coherence, all of which is enabled and advanced through self-reinforcing feedback loops between humanity and the global field environment.

This implies that every individual contributes to the global field environment and each person’s attitudes, intentions and emotional experiences count. This is empowering for many individuals who often feel overwhelmed by the current negative predictions and conflicts on the planet. It helps them realize that their actions and intentions can make a difference and that by increasing their own coherence, they can become
coherence builders and make a contribution that can help accelerate the shift that many now perceive to be occurring.

The personal benefits of better emotion self-regulation, enhanced well-being, more self-responsibility, better health and improved relationships people experience are powerful motivators that reinforce the process for the individual. As more and more individuals become increasingly self-regulated and grow in conscious awareness, the increased individual coherence in turn increases social coherence, which is reflected in increased cooperation and effective co-creative initiatives for the benefit of society and the planet. From our perspective, a shift in consciousness is necessary to achieve new levels of cooperation and collaboration in the kind of innovative problem-solving and intuitive discernment required for addressing our social, environmental and economic problems. In time, increasing global coherence will be indicated by more and more communities, states and countries adopting a more coherent planetary view.

**CONCLUSIONS**

An ongoing goal of GCI is to further the study of interconnectivity between humanity and the earth’s energetic systems. GCI conducts research on the mechanisms of how the earth’s fields affect human mental and emotional processes, health outcomes and collective human behavior and explore how collective human emotions and intentions may be carried by the earth’s electromagnetic and energetic fields. Toward these goals, as previously explained, our global network of ultrasensitive magnetic field detectors, specifically designed to measure the magnetic resonances in the earth/ionosphere cavity and resonances and Earth’s geomagnetic field line resonances are being installed at strategic locations around the globe. We are hopeful our efforts will promote and contribute to a deeper understanding of the mechanisms by which human health and behaviors are modulated by the earth’s geomagnetic fields and further clarify which aspects of the field environment mediate the varied and specific effects.

Data from the *Interconnectedness Study* and HRV studies are yielding promising results and add to the body of evidence that humans are affected by planetary energetic fields. GCI hypothesizes that human emotions and consciousness interact with and encode information in planetary energetic fields, including the geomagnetic field, thereby communicating information nonlocally between people at a subconscious level, which, in effect, links all living systems and gives rise to a form of collective consciousness. Thus, a feedback loop exists among all human beings and the earth’s energetic systems.

The essence of the hypothesis is that when enough individuals and social groups increase their coherence and utilize it to intentionally create a more coherent standing reference wave in the global field, it will help to lift global consciousness. This can be achieved when an increasing ratio of people move toward more balanced and self-regulated emotions and responses. This in turn can help promote cooperation and collaboration in innovative problem-solving and intuitive discernment for addressing society’s significant social, environmental and economic problems. In time, as more individuals stabilize the global field and families, workplaces and communities, etc., achieve increased social coherence, global coherence will increase. This will be indicated by countries adopting a more coherent planetary view that will lead them to address social and economic oppression, warfare, cultural intolerance, crime and disregard for the environment in more meaningful and successful ways.
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